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I, Keith Luke Ingram of Auckland, swear:

1. I am the President of the New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council Inc.

2. I have been a member of the Recreational Fishing Council ("NZRFC")
since 1984, and an office holder of the Council since 1985.

3. I am a director of a company publishing trade magazines for the marine
sector.

4. I was previously a commercial fisher based in Auckland, between the
years 1976 to 1983. As a commercial fisherman I was involved in
targeting most inshore species in areas 1 and 8.

5. Since 1984 I have owned and operated Neptune Fishing Charters and a
number of popular fishing charter vessels. Today I still retain an interest
in charter fishing activities and as such maintain regular contact with the
fishery and its seasonal trends.

6. In my role on the NZRFC I have been involved in advocacy for
recreational and non-commercial fishing interests since 1985 as the
representative of the New Zealand Marine Transport Association and
the NZRFC.

Introductory matters

7. In this affidavit, I use the following terminology:

a. "2004 FAP" means the Ministry's Final Advice Paper dated 29
June 2004;

b. "2004 IPP" means the Ministry's Initial Position Paper dated 12
January 2004;

c. "the Minister" means the Minister of Fisheries;

d. "the Ministry" means the Ministry of Fisheries (previously known
as the Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture);

e. Unless the context otherwise dictates, the Minister's decision
means the Minister's decisions on the kahawai stocks made on
or about 5 July 2004 as communicated to stake holders by letter
dated 10 August 2004;

f. "NZRFC" means the New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council
Inc.;
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8. The exhibit references in my affidavit are styled Kl 1, Kl 2 etc., the
letters Kl denote my initials. Unless stated otherwise, I will refer to
exhibits in this affidavit by citing the exhibit reference in square brackets
and in bold type. For example, to refer to exhibit Kl 1,1 will cite [Kl 1].

The New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council Inc

9. The NZRFC was first incorporated under the Incorporated Societies Act
in 1978.

10. The NZRFC's constitution has the following objectives:

a. To advocate and represent the interests of any non-commercial
marine fishers, New Zealand wide;

b. To promote and educate all aspects of non-commercial fishing
and its attendant activities throughout New Zealand;

c. To promote, manage and participate in the protection of, and
scientific study of, the aquatic environment, aquatic life, fish and
their habitats; and

d. To act in a manner consistent with the Te-Tiriti-O-Waitangi 1840
and the objectives of the National Policy for Recreational Fishers
as adopted by the NZRFC.

11. The NZRFC is an umbrella organisation that has a national membership
structure and a national executive board. It represents national and
regional associations, clubs, corporate and individual members. The
National and Regional Associations who are members of the Council
are:

a. New Zealand Angling and Casting Association;

b. New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council;

c. New Zealand Marine Transport Association;

d. New Zealand Sports Industry Association;

e. New Zealand Trailer Boat Federation;

f. New Zealand Underwater Association;

g. Mahinga Kai Tikanga O Ngai Tahu;

h. Otago Recreational Marine Fishers Association;

i. Taranaki Recreational Fishers Association;
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j. Tasman Bay Amateur Marine Fishers Association; and

k. Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association.

12. The NZRFC has 175 club and 36 corporate members who are directly
financial members and some 200 individual financial members. The
membership represented both directly and indirectly (through club and
corporate members) is in the vicinity of 300,000 recreational and
sustenance fishers.

13. In addition by default we act to represent the interests of those
recreational fishers who are not members. I say by default because the
objectives of the Council and its constitution is to advocate for and
represent the interests of any non-commercial marine fishers, New
Zealand wide. The 1996 research to provide estimates of Recreational
and Sustenance Harvest Estimates found that there are approx 1.35
million recreational and sustenance fishers in New Zealand.

14. The NZRFC is involved in many issues affecting recreational fishers.
The broad makeup of the NZRFC means that it is recognised by the
Ministry and the Minister of Fisheries as a stakeholder group
representing recreational fishers. As a result the NZRFC is regularly
involved in consultation and discussion with the Ministry and industry
representatives on a wide range of issues concerning fisheries stock
assessment, research planning, total allowable catch (TAG) & total
allowable commercial catch (TACC) setting, management and regulation
reviews, cost recovery, legislation reviews and select committee
representation.

15. The NZRFC has an Honorary Secretary and Financial Controller but no
paid staff. Although many on the NZRFC's executive board have current
or past experience in the marine sector, essentially the NZRFC's
executive board is made up of people who are unpaid volunteers. The
lack of resources has at many times hindered the ability to have an
effective say in fisheries management, and has meant that in most
cases we have had to rely heavily upon the Ministry and its scientists
and technical advisors to ensure that the public's interest is protected.

Recreational and Non-Commercial Fishing Interests

16. The makeup of recreational fishers is varied and diverse by ethnicity,
socio- economic factors, and age.
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17. People have different motivations for fishing. A survey in 2000 (Walshe
and Ackroyd) assessed the various motivations as to why people go
fishing. Responses varied across a range of reasons including:

enjoyment, pleasure, fun;

relaxation and leisure;

• recreation;

fresh fish/food supply;

• being in the outdoors environment;

solitude or opportunity to get away;

• sport or exercise.

In addition, in my view, recreational fishing is an important part of being
a New Zealander.

18. Non-commercial or recreational fishers will use a variety of fishing
methods, from dangling a line on a wharf, shore based fishing such as
by surfcaster or by fishing kite, or boat based fishing.

19. In comparison with commercial fishers, recreational fishers typically use
light tackle. We are much more weather dependent than our
commercial counterparts.

20. A key issue for the NZRFC is to ensure that the rights of recreational
and non-commercial fishers particularly in New Zealand's inshore
coastal waters are protected and properly provided for under the
Fisheries legislation.

21. The experience of the NZRFC is that the rights of recreational and non-
commercial fishing interests are vulnerable to erosion given the
economic incentives at play in the management of New Zealand's
fisheries under the quota management scheme.

22. On the whole the NZRFC is supportive of the rationale behind the quota
management system provided there is proper and adequate science
input in order to make effective decisions.

23. When the Minister signalled the intention to bring kahawai into the QMS
in 2003 the NZRFC was supportive of this, subject to recreational
interests being properly provided for. r

111
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Importance of Kahawai to Recreational Sector

24. Kahawai has a distinctive "schooling" behaviour which creates surface
"boil ups". This has made kahawai a highly visible and accessible
species to recreational (and commercial) fishers. Kahawai are
recognised as an inshore predator species that will readily enter
harbours, river mouths and estuaries.

25. It is frequently one of the first fish of any significant size caught by junior
anglers. The kahawai has excellent fighting qualities as a sport fish and
is exciting to catch on light tackle. It is available to be caught from the
shore, or trolling at river mouths, and it is distributed widely throughout
New Zealand waters.

26. Widespread distribution and previous abundance and accessibility as a
food fish has earned kahawai the tag of being the "peoples' fish".

27. While not all recreational fishers prefer kahawai as a fresh table/food
fish, it nonetheless forms the basis of an important smoking fish for the
table. Surveys also show that kahawai is one of the most important and
popular recreational fishing species (along with, for example, snapper,
kingfish, gurnard and blue cod, see National Marine Recreational
Fishing Survey, 1987).

28. Recreational fishing contributes to the economy of the country in
numerous ways, from the big game and charter fishing operations, to the
tackle bought from sports shops, right down to bait from the local dairy.

29. The economic value of the kahawai recreational fishery and expenditure
within it were assessed during a survey in 1998-1999 commissioned by
the Ministry of Fisheries titled the "Value of New Zealand Recreational
Fishing". While there were some caveats about the methodology of this
report it was found that:

"The only species [comparing snapper, kingfish, kahawai, blue

cod and rock lobster] where the value of the recreational fish

caught themselves was higher than the commercial gross

production value is kahawaf

(Source: page 91, 'Value of New Zealand Recreational Fishing",
November 1999, South Australian Centre for Economic Studies).

30. The conclusions from this economic study found that kahawai had a
greater economic value as a recreational fishing species, than its use or
economic return by the commercial fishing sector.
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31. This reflects a very low port price for commercially caught kahawai,
which was acknowledged in the 2004 IPP as having a value of $0.44 per
kg green weight during the period 2001-2002. The 2004 IPP went on to
say (at paragraph 129):

"These average prices suggest a commercial value for kahawai
in the range of $1,700 - $5,100 per tonne, which is approximately
1/16>h to 1711th of the estimated value of one tonne of kahawai
caught by recreational fishers."

32. At such low commercial prices, unless kahawai is being sold to the
domestic market as a higher value smoked form (smoked kahawai is
now the predominant budget smoked fish available in most
supermarkets), the purse seine catch is believed to be mostly sold
overseas for use as fish bait especially for the crayfish industry in
Australia, or is canned and sold for purposes such as pet food.

Allowing for Non-commercial Interests

33. Under the present legislation it is my understanding that the protection of
non-commercial fishing interests is a matter for the Minister's judgement
and assessment bearing in mind all relevant legal considerations.

34. While there is nothing to prevent the non-commercial allowance being
increased or reduced over time, I can say that in reality the "proportion"
in which the Minister sets his initial allocation and allowances has in
practice operated in a fixed way between fishing sectors.

35. In other words, despite population changes, and growth, (particularly in
the Auckland and upper North Island areas) I cannot recall an upward
adjustment in the proportional allowance for non-commercial interests
across any fin fish species. An exception is the recent proposed
adjustment in the ACE for Coromandel scallops.

36. This factor makes the initial allocation decision very important, because
in practice the proportion "allowed for" has operated as a fixed ratio over
time. So while, in theory, there may be nothing to prevent a recreational
allowance being increased over time, in reality I cannot recall this ever
happening. This is at least partly due, in my view, to concern by the
Ministry that reallocation between fishing sectors would lead to claims
from industry for payment of compensation by the Crown.

37. One of the main problems in assessing the extent of recreational and
non-commercial interests is measuring participation rates, catch rates
and the size of the recreational catch. This information is less well
known than the commercial catch, which has strict report requirements
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allowing better measuring of the size and value of the commercial
fishery. The difficulties of estimating the recreational catch are further
set out in the affidavit of John Holdsworth.

38. There is a further problem, in that when it comes to the non-commercial
catch, the catch data that is available is often of more recent origin, and
historical information necessary to measure the extent of recreational
interests in a particular fish species may be poor, or is reliant on fishing
club records and other private sources of information.

39. Recreational fishers who have been fishing for sufficient years have a
clear recollection of what the kahawai fishery was like prior to the
development of the purse seine fishery. It is a source of frustration for
many recreational fishers that this knowledge is described as "anecdote"
and appears to be given very little, if any, weight. Unfortunately there
were few studies of catch rates from non-commercial fishers before the
build-up of commercial fishing in the 1980's. I believe this has worked to
the disadvantage of recreational fishers, when present catch levels are
now used to allocate fishing sector entitlements.

40. Many fishers recall the pre-QMS days when kahawai was regarded only
as a baitfish by commercial fishers and yet it remained an important
species caught for food or fun by land based fishers. This ability for
fishers, young and old, to catch kahawai using bait or spinning lures in
our near shore or estuarine waters gave rise to the recognition of
kahawai as the peoples' fish. Unfortunately in many areas this is no
longer the case as many fishers now have to resort to using boats to get
access to kahawai further offshore.

41. Kahawai is one of the last fish species to be brought into the quota
management system. There was very little commercial fishing of
kahawai, which was only a by-product species, until the commencement
of the purse seine fishery in the mid-1970s. The development of the
purse seine technique, which had been developed to catch pelagic fish
species principally tuna had a huge impact on both the commercial and
non-commercial catch levels of kahawai.

42. Non-commercial fishers who had not had any competition for this
relatively low economic value fish (in commercial terms) found the
absence of any controls on development of the commercial fishery led to
very large and uncontrolled increases in the purse seine catch of
kahawai through to the early 1990's. Despite the controls implemented
after then the view of the NZRFC is that in some popular recreational
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fishing areas the kahawai fishery has never properly recovered,
especially in KAH1, and in KAH3 which have been heavily fished by the
purse seine method in the past.

43. From the point of view of a recreational fisher, fishing in amongst a
kahawai school is very exciting. Even if kahawai are not the target fish,
a school of feeding kahawai will attract other fish and aquatic life. The
effect of declining catch rates from kahawai, which is attributed to the
purse seine catch, has generated considerable anger amongst a wide
spectrum of recreational fishers. Recreational fishers now report more
juvenile fish or jack mackerel, sprats, pilchards and anchovies rather
than the mature schooling fish or "greenies", so called because of the
distinctive green colouration on the upper part of their body.

44. From 1991, and in response to protest and lobbying from the
recreational fishing sector, commercial catch limits were introduced for
the purse seine catches by the then Fisheries Minister, the Hon. Doug
Kidd.

45. Essentially these commercial catch limits were meant to be a holding
action for the kahawai fishery, until it could be brought into the quota
system. The introduction of these commercial catch limits however was
not, in recreational fishers' viewpoint, sufficiently fast to avoid the rush to
"fish for quota" by allowing commercial fishers to develop commercial
catch histories, before quotas were introduced. Subsequently, as result
of legal action concerning Maori fisheries, kahawai were delayed being
brought into the quota system by a Court injunction.

46. The history of fisheries management of the kahawai species and the
effect upon the recreational interests is more particularly addressed in
the affidavit of Kim Walshe. To recreational fishers this history is
important to show the way in which recreational interests and individual
catch rates have been steadily eroded over time.

47. For a recreational fisher the three key measures of the health of a
fishery are (a) the size offish, (b) their availability and (c) accessibility.
There are a number of other factors that will be relevant to properly
informing a decision to allow for a recreational sector interest, and which
provide reasonable measures of the quality of recreational fishing, such
as:

the history of fisheries management of the particular species; f ,.,

• current stock levels;
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the importance of the fishery resource to the recreational sector;

population trends;

the relative value of the resource to the non-commercial and
commercial sectors;

• current and past fishing practices (including over fishing by one
fishing sector);

the ability of the recreational sector to catch the allowance
provided for;

• the economic, social and cultural impacts of decisions; and

spatial conflict issues in each quota management area.

These matters are set out in further detail in John Holdsworth's affidavit.

NZRFC Submission to 2004IPP

48. The NZRFC submitted to the 2004 IPP released by the Ministry [Kl 1].
The NZRFC submission sought that:

a. kahawai be recognised as having greater value to recreational
fishers;

b. a rebuild of the kahawai fishery was required;

c. commercial catch limits should be capped as a by-catch; and

d. further assessment of recreational catch occur once the
expected nationwide survey had established the actual
recreational catch.

49. Submissions by the NZRFC and related organisations have been
expressing concern to successive Ministers of Fisheries, the Ministry
and its predecessors concerning the decline in availability of kahawai
since the purse seine impact became apparent from the early 1980s. I
attach as exhibits many of the submissions and other representations
that have been made by the NZRFC since the early 1990's:

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 30 August 1991 Re: Submission on Pelagic
Fisheries Management [Kl 2];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 28 May 1993 [Kl 3];
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• Letter from the NZRFC to Dr John Annala, MAF Fisheries Greta
Point dated 11 June 1993 [Kl 4];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 11 June 1993 [Kl 5];

• NZRFC Final Submission to MAF Policy on the Pelagic Species
for the 1993/94 TACC setting process [Kl 6];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 24 August 1993 Re: Kahawai and Kingfish TACC
settings [Kl 7];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 9 September 1993 Re: Kahawai TAG and TACC
Setting 1 October 1993 [Kl 8];

• Letter from the NZRFC to John McCoy, MAF Fisheries Greta Point
dated 29 April 1994 [Kl 9];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 29 July 1994 Re: TACC Setting and Management
Review for the 1994/95 Year [Kl 10];

• Initial Position Paper on Kahawai and Kingfish for the 1994 TACC
Round from the NZRFC [Kl 11];

• Final Submission to MAF Policy on Kahawai for the 1994 TACC
Review from the NZRFC [Kl 12];

• Kahawai Submission to the Ministry of Fisheries from the NZRFC
as part of the 1995 TACC reviews [Kl 13];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 28 August 1995 [Kl 14];

• Letter from the NZRFC to the Hon. Doug Kidd, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 15 November 1995 [Kl 15];

• Final NZRFC Kahawai Species 1996/97 TACC Submission [Kl
16];

50. Recreational fishing clubs from around the country have consistently
reported concern to the NZRFC, the Minister, and the Ministry about the
state of kahawai fishery stocks. This was acknowledged at paragraph
102 of the 2004 IPP which said:
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" 102. Recreational groups have repeatedly expressed concern
about the state ofkahawai stocks. High percentages of
respondents to readership surveys conducted by fishing
magazines in 1989,1990, 1993 and 1997 felt that the numbers
of kahawai available to recreational fishers had declined in
the years prior to each survey. In 1992 the Recreational
Fishing Council (RFC) carried out a club/individual survey
where 188 of 189 responses suggested this decline was at
least 50%. In 1997 the RFC carried out a survey of
recreational fishers in major fishing magazines. There
were 2002 respondents of which 47% felt that kahawai
stocks had 'declined significantly' and 32% felt that they had
'declined a little' over the previous five years. Recreational
interests have expressed concerns about low kahawai catch
rates seen in recreational fisheries. Boat ramp surveys
conducted by The Ministry in 1991 and 1994 indicated that
catch rates ofkahawai by recreational fishers were <0.2 fish
per hour, however, these values included trips targeting other
species and therefore may be artificially low."

51. In the 2004 FAR, the Ministry did attempt to note other sources of
information concerning the recreational fishing catch (from paragraph
329 onwards of the 2004 FAR) but the conclusions reached by Ministry
officials reflected the absence of scientific data that existed for the
recreational catch prior to the impact of the purse seine fishery. In my
view and the view of the NZRFC the absence of this scientific
information has been unfairly used given the known information
available concerning the history of the fishery. The recreational sector
are now in effect being told that present levels of catch is air that this
sector can expect or is entitled to.

52. At paragraph 9 of his 2004 decision letter the Minister states:

"9. The alternative basis for setting TACs is to base them
directly on the current use of the kahawai fishery (or a
proportion of that use). This method has the advantage of
reflecting public policy and other decisions already made
for the fishery and the current reliance on the fishery by
each sector. These considerations are reflected in the
current management arrangements for the fishery and
current catch. I have noted that some industry
submissions supported adopting this option."

53. The NZRFC has not been willing to accept the Minister's decision which
equates present catch with the allowance for recreational and non-
commercial interests.

54. It has to be acknowledged that the Ministry and the Minister have, since
the early 1990's sought to "peg" the purse seine catch by the imposition
of commercial catch limits. However the view of the NZRFC, supported
by the scientific evidence filed with these proceedings, is that the legacy
from this past over-fishing has resulted in substantially lower individual
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catch rates for recreational fishers. This continues to the present day
with depletion of the kahawai fish stocks more apparent in some areas.

55. The NZRFC has never had a problem with the need to ensure that there
is adequate provision made for legitimate unavoidable commercial
by-catch of kahawai. We recognise that this legitimate by-catch has
been constant of around 500 tonnes. When the Minister made his TAG
allocation the recreational sector were aggrieved to find out that the
TACC had been set at a level which would allow the continued targeting
of kahawai in our near shore waters by purse seine methods. We
believe this method is responsible for the regionalised depletion that
exists.

The Hauraki Gulf

56. The Hauraki Gulf is a case in point for regional depletion of the
recreational kahawai fishery. KAH1 includes the Hauraki Gulf. The
Minister decided to locate 48% of the commercial catch in KAH1.

57. The Hauraki Gulf is probably the most intensively fished recreational
fishing region in New Zealand. With a fish species such as kahawai,
which is known to travel distances, what happens to fishing outside of
the Hauraki Gulf has a relationship to fishing within the Hauraki Gulf. It
is my view that the Hauraki Gulf kahawai fishery has never recovered
from the early purse seine extractions of mature fish, and as such has
remained what is locally known as a juvenile fishery.

58. From my own experience in boating on the Hauraki Gulf for 39 years, it
is now a rare occurrence to see a school of mature kahawai within the
Hauraki Gulf. Where schools are sighted, these are small and in most
part are made up of what we term as spring kahawai (juvenile). I am a
regular fisher on the Hauraki Gulf and this past season I only caught one
mature kahawai of what I would term a "smoker".

59. It was once a commonplace occurrence, especially when cruising to
Great Barrier Island in the outer Hauraki Gulf to see sizeable schools of
pelagic fish including kahawai. The fish in the Hauraki are now
predominantly juvenile stock, with very few older fish. This is referred to
in greater detail in the affidavit of John Holdsworth.

60. There are some controls on the method of commercial fishing contained
in the Fisheries (Auckland and Kermadec Areas Commercial Fishing)
Regulations 1986. These commercial regulations do not contain a
complete ban on purse seine fishing within the Hauraki Gulf. There are
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specific amateur regulations contained in the Fisheries (Auckland and
Kermadec Areas Amateur Fishing) Regulations 1986 which impose
restrictions additional to the Amateur Fishing Regulations. There is a
bag limit of 20 kahawai in the Hauraki Gulf, but in practice there is little
hope of anglers catching this number as a daily bag. If an angler were
to catch 3 or 4 kahawai in a day this is now regarded as exceptional.

61. The purse seine fleet based at Tauranga is located relatively close to the
southern boundary of the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park at Homunga Point,
just north of Waihi beach in the Bay of Plenty. The Hauraki Gulf Marine
Park covers a marine area of approximately 13,900 square kilometres,
with a coastline of approximately 2550 kilometres (source: the Hauraki
Gulf State of the Environment Report, Hauraki Gulf Forum, page 13).

62. As far as I can see the Minister's 2004 decision itself gives no express
consideration to the Hauraki Gulf situation. Nor was the poor state of
the kahawai fishery in the Hauraki Gulf the subject of any specific advice
from the Ministry to the Minister in its 2004 FAP.

What are the recreational fishers seeking?

63. These proceedings involve a coalition of recreational fishing groups
coming together to question the way in which the Minister has allocated
and set the TACs for kahawai. There is a broad consensus within the
recreational fishing sector that all too often the recreational sector has
seen its fishing entitlements eroded by the priority needs predetermined
by the QMS "catch history" approach.

64. The NZRFC and the New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council signaled to
the Minister in late September 2004 that it was intending to challenge
the Minister's 2004 kahawai decisions. I annex a letter from our
solicitors Hesketh Henry to the Hon. David Benson-Pope, the Minister of
Fisheries dated 20 September 2004 [Kl 17]. The Minister was asked to
provide an undertaking that final quota would not be allocated until a
Court had ruled on the legal issues.

65. The Crown Law office replied on behalf of the Minister by letter dated 22
September 2004 [Kl 18]. It was stated that the Minister was unable to
stop the introduction of the kahawai stocks into the quota management
system. A large number of commercial fishers were identified as being
potentially affected as they were entitled to provisional catch entitlement.
I annex a letter from our solicitors to all non-commercial fishers identified
as having provisional catch entitlement dated 5 October 2004 [Kl 19].
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Replies were received advising that three companies wanted to be
heard to the proceedings being Sanford's, Sealord Group, and Pelagic &
Tuna New Zealand Limited.

66. The advanced stage of the "roll out" of the quota management system
for kahawai meant that it became a very difficult process to stop this. An
interim injunction was beyond the resources of the amateur fishing
groups involved. It was resolved to continue with the proceedings but to
seek in particular orders which will be relevant to future fisheries
decision-making. Challenging and setting aside the 2004 decisions is
important to recreational interests because of the view that the 2004
kahawai decision was incorrectly set, and should not become a
precedent or "benchmark" against which future decisions are made.

67. Over the years there have been various proposals to change the
legislation to enshrine clearer protection for recreational interests. The
NZRFC has been actively involved with the Ministry in seeking to clarify
the legislation concerning non-commercial and recreational interests but
given the number of parties, the number of different perspectives and
interests involved, this has always proven difficult. It is my
understanding that there is a degree of shared recognition within the
Ministry that there needs to be a better approach to recognising non-
commercial interests.

68. A key objective of these proceedings is to clarify the Minister of
Fisheries decision-making powers when it concerns fish species like
kahawai, which have a very strong recreational interest and association.
There is a view within the NZRFC that the legislation has a degree of
priority to non-commercial interests which must be allowed before
setting any commercial catch.

69. The other principal objective is to obtain Court rulings that the Minister
take into account a wider variety of factors, including factors which
measure the quality of recreational fishing when assessing TACs, not
just current sector catch estimates, or commercial tonnages of fish. This
is particularly important in areas which have a legacy of historical over-
fishing of kahawai, population pressures, and where a rebuild of stocks
is required. It is also sought that the Minister make more precautionary
decisions to protect the sustainability of the kahawai stocks. In
particular, that the Minister recognise when setting TACs within
individual QMAs the adverse affects on recreational fishers' ability to
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catch kahawai brought about by the previous unconstrained fishing
down of the kahawai stocks by commercial purse seine fishers.

70. I want to acknowledge that the Minister of Fisheries recently announced
in July 2005 at the NZRFC AGM and conference a new policy to
manage fish stocks above sustainable levels. The NZRFC has lodged a
submission to the 2005 IPP on kahawai supporting this new policy.
However this policy is not yet firmly established, and the view of the
NZRFC is that clarification of the legal issues is required, in the hope
that this will, in the future lead to fisheries management decision-making
which will improve the present poor catch rates of kahawai for non-
commercial fishers.

SWORN by KEITH LUKE INGRAM )
at Auckland )
this /2h day of August )
2005 before me: )

A Solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand

Jenny Heard
Solicitor
Auckland
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This is the document marked Kl 1 mentioned and referred to in the affidavit of KEITH LUKE
INGRAM sworn at Auckland this /^ ^ daV °f August 2005 before me:

ySo îtor ofthe High Court of New Zealand
{/

Jenny Heard
Solicitor
Auckland
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Submission ...3..̂ 7..

N Z RECREATIONAL FISHING COUNCIL

PO BOX 26-064
NEWLANDS
WELLINGTON
6449725041
6449725048

PHONE
FAX

rfcmax@xlra.co.nz EMAIL

16 April 2004

The Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Buildings
Wellington.

Good afternoon Minister,

Attached is our submission on the introd
Management System on October 1 2

We are aware that some of our NaHfo^aTMembe
and many clubs, and individuaJ-flc r̂nber&Tiave
species to our sector. We dqtfidu l̂y suppo
to be taken in context wiUt>oarQwvsub

We don't envy you,
that you read and
this fishery o1

contain thej,
protests
show th
desftuctioi

lembers, option 4,
on this very important

br submissions and wish them

appointment to role, but request
rns that have been raised involving

:ars. We have insisted that our members
ins whMtfe3j£4tev6 watched the kahawai fishery decline. The

involveo t̂efeseTmotoring into set purse seine net to try and
kipper and ĉ yinheir opposition to their method of fishing and

ur imtfortantkahawai fishery.

ĵ Djtbtber vessels who have given up a days fishing to sit on top of
•event a purse seine vessel shooting their net and taking the

:nt of the kahawai fishery is not just a science issue, the decision that
ie introduction of kahawai into the QMS is going to be a real political hot

and as we have stated in our submission we will not give one inch until we
hawai fishery back.

i hope that you are able to attend our Annual General meeting in Whangarei and
'by then you may have had the opportunity to read our submissions and make some
comments as to how you see the fishery being managed in the future.

Thank you for allowing us to make comment on how we see the issues affecting this
fishery and we await your decision with interest.

A Hard Copy has been posted today.

Ross Gildon
President.



OVERVIEW

This submission is a claim on behalf of the people of New Zealand who fish kahawai
for either sport or sustenance. Quite simply we want the return of this important
recreational species back to a level we used to enjoy.

The essence of our claim is that kahawai is the second most populi
species as determined by the various surveys. (National Marine
Survey 1987) (NZ Fisheries Assessment Research Documentx
very low economical commercial value 0.50 cents per Kg wjien cab^ht by
seine method and an extremely high recreational value jafKMberefore it is
Council's ultimate goal to have kahawai introduced intoioe^QMS at aj
only.

Our Council believes that when a s|
per Kg the resource is beini
very generous target to b;
to the following purse
300 tonnes KAH3. A^e^srmg a
new areas cappeo '̂̂ aJw t̂ch toj
recommendations'vJ3a^ l>asis for^
told industry itia^eftamed t<

We appreciate that due to the purse seiners,
kahawai mixed with other species, and rai
recreational fishery, but that does not
low by-catch levels to recognise the

:ching
never be a totally

into the QMS at
ational sector.

jrcial value of 0.50 cents
'years we estimated that a

Hch would have approximated
30 tonne KAH1,100 tonne KAH2,

"been changed we wish to see the
This can be seen in our

'figures is that in 1993 the Minister of the time
awai with them for jack & blue mackerel.

Industry took allHfeHtftackerehoT^nige offered and kept the kahawai tonnage as well.
'</>$ xw

»F^apy-jeonsider where kahawai has been seen in retail outlets, it is
kedjish in a supermarket (which would be adequately supplied with

"16 we have allowed for, and occasionally the name kahawai can
tinned fish cans.

showed Minister Kidd one of these cans when he was the Minister. The
X/labeTs^ctually read as follows. This can MAY contain kahawai, mackerel, tuna. It is
\pdf belief that if the purchaser does not know what they are actually getting in a can

we would support Industry for using Peruvian mackerel in place of the kahawai.

Our Council is also aware that some whole kahawai has been shipped to Iraq and
Iran for food which we do not really have a problem with. Where we draw the line is
when the second most popular recreational species is boxed and sent to Australia as
bait. Quite simply the fishery is too important to our sector to allow this wastage to
continue.

BACKGROUND

5ar~Jr.". !•: ̂ :~- :•£; .^—-rdQee! thst purse seine fishing started in the seventies
ss?nfords Punched their firs! ourse seine vessel the Valkyrie in 1965 and a catch of



240 ton (not tonne) was recorded against that vessel in its first year of operation.
Industry has had the use of this fishery for almost forty years and has done virtually
nothing with it as far as added value goes. We are saying that we now want our
fishery back. It has a far greater recreational value than commercial economic value
and this is recognised in the IPP. The authors of the IPP appear to presume that we
as a sector are satisfied and will accept the present recreational catch j
and that is far from the truth. We want the fishery back to the stage i
reasonable chance of catching a fish, rather than to see it go off!
value.

TAGGING ANALYSIS

Whilst acknowledging that the tagging study carri
determine who was catching what, the figures ve l̂e%rjy sho
in the recreational catch from the 1983 taggin t̂udyx^Some
we cannot use this data for our purpose b^uherejsjjust tooda
accept that the recreational catch has gensx^s^dYamatf

ned to
decrease
say that

illation not to
the early 80's.

Results from the 1981 tagging pn
72% of all of the tagged fish retui
tagged fish tend to head insjsore.̂ .
were returned by the recreat̂ rTahanglers.
sector only recovered ̂ T^o^he/tegs
previous tagging pi

Our Council and
a variation ai

M

national sector caught
lat it is thought that

iason why so many tags
391 tagging programme our

^ow this is a huge variation from the

recreatiorKpe>c
foe time. \>

^

iave tried to analyse why there could be such
llowing conclusions:

ie of catch was much higher than estimated by

/̂ Xl̂ eries^Qhnical-'feport 19 quotes "that there is some problems with the
/<//" \̂non reptiifapgJiptags, it is still clear #jaf the annual recreational catch

//^V\C'// musJt^ive^en similar to the annual commercial catch around that
'X/l̂ OiX tiritez'i.&jn'lhe thousands of tons per year and perhaps 5,000 tonnes or

/̂mditetry decided not to report recovered tags. (Possibly to try and show that
the fishery was in a better state than it actually was.

V7 v>

//̂ -NV||£pur 1993 submission, we explained through our "sink" hypothesis (stated below),
l''- '* jhow we believe the purse seiners have been responsible for the overall decline in

/ kahawai around New Zealand. It must be remembered that kahawai moving on
average of 50nm are considerably more mobile than snapper which move only a few
kilometres. (MAP Information pamphlet No.18)

We have been meaning to ask Brent Wood if it is true as stated on P.5 of the FARD
produced by B. Jones that "The 1BB3 samples wsrz not selected si random since
large fish were selected for ag&ing and comparison with the fish being
currently tegged in the Bay (Wood pers.comm) Mark Feidnran has contacted Mike
Bradstock and I believe Gavin James (the other two main people involved in the
1983 tagging programme). They were certain that MAP would always tag by proper
random selection offish. Therefore provided that Brent Wood can confirm that the

/>



fish were tagged at random, the 1983 data should be used as the best available data
at the time.

As such, the analysis (refer to Figure 6 in the FARD) that Jones produced should be
used, but it should be highlighted in a different way. Jones states "Two landings in
1991-92 had larger mean sizes than the 1983 samples and eight hat
mean sizes" What is totally neglected, is that there must have beer
samples (from the total of 29 samples) that were smaller than the
this more realistically states the true reflection of the decline in r

The bottom line is that in 1983 the fish averaged 51.3cm, whereas^s she
5 (fig 3 in the McKenzie report) in the Jones FARD) the ̂ Jh^yeraged 4B,
(1991 does not include small fish in the 30-35cm ran0e%|»^4§?3cm ipĵ J^Stert if
the 30-35cm fish were removed from the graph (̂ whatever reasoj4lhe^av^Fage
size for 1992 would still only increase to about ̂ cn^-Axa result Awe^arespiowing a
clear reduction of a mean size of 5.2cm overX.p"erioov-oĵ ight.y^ar̂ ^w -̂& further
drop of 0.8cm over the next year. v N\ / vvS3
We acknowledge that the 1983 purse îrte"data may-be^axM ĵsant, but when
combined with the Kaharoa report |djscgss;ed below) ,\ĵ uggists that it all starts to
add up towards evidence of kahawa^Gverfishing, ̂ ^^e^planation as to why the
recreational sector started seejngxdro

>Xs),
about this time.

The Jones FARD also f̂tejmp f̂o compare py^se seine length data from East Cape
to Gisbome in the/̂ O^^he Ba^Qf PieWvyi99Q's data. The comparison is invalid
because the area'bĵ beferi confosfot̂ d, and it is like comparing apples with
oranges. Ther'oompailsons musH f̂r̂ m similar areas. As has been shown

v< "^ijpasman Bay-Kaikoura coast. We are aware that
srences between areas that are not that far apart

so do notftelje'pfe Jones cornmeMs to be relevant as an explanation..<\ jy \\/>
/V\te/cQ.nsider tha^eMge,purse seine catches in two relatively small areas (the Bay
^^^ (̂adu l̂ly^w-toVVhakatane), and the top of the South Island (although not

/̂ ^dfe^nting^ej>ufsfe seine activity in KAH2) have ted to the overfishirtg of the
\C'/̂ hawai fefiery^c&und the entire coast of New Zealand. Tne results of the 1981-84

\\ tagging^ptegrararne showed that on average the kahawai moved 50 miles in a 2 year
v pejpt̂ /tr̂ is since the early to mid 1980's when the first large purse seine

e t̂fadtibn's-were takers, the kahawai could easily have moved considerable
X.djs|ankes. e.g. the 150-200 miles from the north-west coast to the top of the South

\̂TstandYWe suggest that the concentrated purse seining in these hotspots creates a
\\vojd into which kahawai from other areas ultimately sink.

MAF tagged and released 4,600 kahawai near Whale Island in 1991. For those
people not living in the Bay of Plenty, Whale island is only 4 miies off shore and
probably the most fished area in the Eastern Bay of Plenty. There is only Whale
Island, and the Rau Rimu Rocks in shore, and the Voikner Rocks and White Island
30 miies off shore, so there should not be any surprises at the high percentage of
recreational tag returns. Most weekends in excess of 100 boats leave the
Whakatane Ramp (N!WA kahawa! returns data 2001-2003) and each weekend
additional boats depart from Ohope and Thornton ramps. Tha latter two are adjacent
to Whakatane, so the percentage of kahawai tags returned by recreational anglers
fishing the Whale Island area is certainly no surprise to our Council.



KAHAROA TRAWL SURVEY DATA

A report prepared by Langley was written summarising the Kaharoa trawl survey
results from 1982-1993, which includes a section on kahawai. Pg16 states "In the
West Coast North Island survey area, the mean length offish comprising the
30-55cm length range declined from 41cm in 1986 to 36 Jem in 19fn/&frnilarly,
in the Bay of Plenty the mean length of adult kahawai declined ffom^4<f.,4$m in
1985 to 44.7cm in 1992."

There are essentially only two explanations why there can be f̂ecrease in ave
fish size: either there has been a major increase in the numbers ot̂ maller,
(recruitment), or there has been a major increase in adyl̂ movals (r-"1*'
until the Kaharoa results, it was not possible to distinaujsl̂ b^ween t
hypothesis because there was no kahawai recmitment̂ a|k Ho
Hauraki Gulf P.16 of the Langley report siaies^fh^^Year^fa^ Sjtyength)
indices indicate strong 1981,1984, and 1
classes from 1980,1983, and each veapfhdKl$87 to 19&tfVm}NbmDhasis). The
Gulf is likely to be a major juvenile nurset̂ L^e^^kahawaî ec îse the kahawai in
this area are consistently smaller thaji4h3Re--Bay of PAenV t̂njd^Northland.

cause it strongly suggests
id that therefore the decreases
the catch statistics show, there

lities through the excessive purse

The Kaharoa recruitment d;
that recruitment had
in average size are
had been a major
seine catches ov<

RECREAT4Qlm&ft:
i we have beeXJrying to get removed from the stock assessment

temer t̂oat keeps appearing, that recreational anglers only catch small
irause~theTdVprbt fish as far out as the purse seine fleet. This statement

i the r̂tfrX f̂iplst it may have had some bearing twenty or thirty years ago
ainly^ ĵoiwply in 2004. More and more recreational anglers are

rtrailer craft and these vessels are travelling out seventy miles off
jn #}e Bay of Plenty, large numbers of recreational anglers are fishing foul

3n to twenty miles off shore.

as in the past recreational anglers were able to catch a reasonable days catch
rihoYe they are now having to travel further out to catch a reasonable daily bag

/̂ SNî it, and are targeting species like Blue Nose that used to be caught only when
V V )) recreational anglers chose to fish off charter boats.

Adult kahawai are found at all depths from inner harbours out to approximately 200
metre depths but they are unlikely to have the same density at all depths (Bradford).
While the statement is correct it does not stop the purse seiners from fishing in
shallow water as the photo below shows. The only condition that keeps the purse
seiners out further is the damage that can be done to their nets due to foul bottom.
In areas of sand or mud bottom they are fishing inside the recreational fleet, as has
been witnessed on many, many occasions by our sector.



RECREATIONAL CATCH TONNAGE

For some time we have suspected that our sector's catch has been far more than the
2,000 tonne estimation. Pre 1980, the recreational catch could have been as high as
4,000-5,000 tonne or even higher.

Kilner allowed 2,000 ton to the recreational sector when N.Z.'s popu^
third of what it is today, so we would have estimated the recreational
excess of what has been allowed.

One scientist (I cannot remember his name, or find the papefcoVe ĵng the^bjei
but he calculated that if each recreational angler caughkifiekahawai
twelve months, then the tonnage that should be allowe^4^cepreationa
be in the 8,000-9,000 tonnes per year. As can be^genlgter in thi:
anglers taking part in the Central Diary survey based^Hawkes,
caught 60 kahawai per year, so the sdentisy^Re r̂q^up
have been too far off the pace, when he sidgestetojsuch ajfigtvtonn^ge

'ould
n, the

:hat they
may not

Our Council has found it ridiculous
kahawai catch of 700 ton. To sim)
from 2,000 ton and a magic
equation. We would hav<
this, and it is our sector/
evidence.

Jradforc \\£
Best the

rhere is'
ieoneo

the recreational
jr year can be deducted

important part of the
'that dreamed up a figure like

jsed of supplying anecdotal

We believe this i
the purse sei

We are;
there re
havenov

^

HonaTfishers with the proceeds being given to
Jieve that it is a gross social injustice.

»re th
D04i

to have t̂heNishery returned to the good old days of the 1950's but
level betweejT>what we had then, and the pathetic fishery that we

<famp surveys have shown that we are catching 0.4 kahawai per
Id&Rs'jiKe showing even a less catch rate than 2003.

, ^ ̂ rv,„jgh the<dMaW the year has not been finally collected, and myself being
^Jl̂ l̂vedif̂ e^^ction of kahawai data for NIWA. Interviewers are required to

3btaiiv56rbeajP? per ramp and are limited to collecting a maximum of 4 heads per
>V^haue/jpreviously stated that 100 boats on average use the Whakatane ramp

a weekend.

3r*28 weekend days in 2004 (not allowing for bad weather) with 100 boats per
/, 2,800 boats fishing for say five hours each or 14,000 boat hours and I still do not

) have my 50 heads as required. Whilst some anglers refuse to give us kahawai
heads, they would equate to less than 5% of the total, and this shows the true state
of the recreational kahawai in the Eastern Bay of Plenty.

.VALUE OF KAHAWAI TO RECREATIONAL FISHERS

The SA Centre for Economic Studies report Sep 1999 (RRPG-1999) quotes:
"The only spec/es that has a recreational value higher than the commercial
gross production value on a catching fish basis and the general fishing basis
is kahawai."
The report goes on to say that "The exception is kahawai, where the MWTP$per



kahawai have a higher value as a recreational fish than a commercial or eating
fish."

"The Centre calculated average values for the total recreational fishing
estimates on a fish and a per kg basis. The fish species that has th&highest
recreational fishing value estimate is snapper, with $85.1 million (estimated
from average WTP/Kg caught). Kahawai is the second highest wfth&yaitie of,
$73.6 million".

The above statements reinforce the values and importance trjat̂ ur i
on the kahawai species for our sector. ^ \>

DEPENDANT DATA

We are aware that Sanfords have been coll
a person employed 80% of the time mea
the work being done is unaudited and
rejected by our Council. Those coll
results and therefore they should
not a paid employee. This type ol
cannot accept the results. I
measuring and rejecting tl
research no different
from Industry for any
validated.

ley have had
'kahawai. As
suits are totally

interest in the
Dn carrying out the work

sightings data and we
i that they want for
We will treat data from this

/e'would expect the same response
: by our sector that hadn't been

one of the p îes involved in establishing the voluntary no go. areas
'seine v^ssels^At the time we believed that anywhere we could keep

!inenreuK)(V ŝ better than giving them free reign to all of our inshore

^
Ke to gauge the effectiveness of the closures we consider that the

; a/d far too small, and the areas given away by industry were areas that
5m fished, so in reality they gave away nothing. Kahawai are a very

and therefore a 2-mile limit is really pretty insignificant. When one
fers that a great deal of the area classed as no go is really too shallow for their
?r over foul ground which would damage their nets so they gave us nothing of

' consequence but when the total area was written on paper it did look impressive.

One area that should be closed to all purse seining is the Hauraki Gulf. It was
supposed to be closed in 1988 after a Sanfords boat made a couple of shots in the
Kawau Island area. The Hauraki Gulf is recognised as a juvenile fishery (B, Jones)
and the closure was supposed to come into the Regulations. However it was
withdrawn at the last minute and included in the Fishery Management Plan, then it
was pulled out of there and included in the voluntary agreement.

We regard the Hauraki Gulf as a vital nursery area and the main gulf area should be
excluded from purse seining by regulation.

The industry voluntarily offered the recreational sector a "no fishing period" from



the period that skipjack was targeted and had virtually no impact on their kahawai
fishing

RESEARCH

In 1996 our Council asked to have a recruitment programme introdu^vTV^dould
not see how a reliable stock assessment could be carried out if we^dĵ OTWow wh
the recruitment was into the fishery. The draft report "Juvenile/̂ a^PRecru
Index Feasibility Study" really didn't tell us anymore than whaJ'v^afcMalready
suggested, that the fishery was under stress and the recruitmennrjjo the fishery Was
dismal. However, the scientists had other answers a
recruitment tests had been done. We had asked
so that we had a margin to work from. From
other reason why the sampling failed. We not
recruitment variation is likely to be impq
necessary to adequately assess the k\

Our Council still believes that a
first spawn at 35-40cm (Egglestoi
Eastern Bay of Plenty we are see?
whereas in the past the

fax may be

ma

In the past we have
data to be carried oi
some scientists
out too much nu

As a Couj
simul
by Ind

tthe

kahawai. Kahawai
no^sjjrvey studies in the

the 40 - 50cm sizes
fern length.

e 1983 data, 1991 data, and 1992
e numbers are low, and too low for

iblvisors suggest that some sectors carry
oothingout.

d ourfaheutjfciee to assist with a duplicate tagging programme
, 91' andSma^ging programmes but our offer was never taken up
Ministry, (obviously they are not gamblers or they already knew

wod^be.U

^^e kahawai in the 1990's are statistically and significantly
from the 1983 sample. The 1983 fish averaged 51.3cm and the

average length of 46.1 cm. The 1997 boat ramp survey had a
(Bradford), Given these results we firmly believe that the 1983
(although somewhat scant) must be recognised as valid and robust.

lore, we contend that it must be acknowledged that for the Bay of Plenty that
are YS conclusive evidence from the 1983 and 1990-1 purse seine catch sampling

/̂ N^a that kahawai have decreased in size. Until there is hard scientific evidence
(( )) conducted by an independent organisation such as MFish or NIWAthen the Minister
x±x must accept this as the only available information, and it shows that the fishery is in

decline. It is recognised around the world that a decrease in the average size of the
fish is hard evidence that overfishing is occurring.

AERIAL SIGHTINGS DATA

The Ministry through Brian Jones has gone into great detail on many occasions as to
the state of the kahawai fishery and has used data such as the aerial sighting data
supplied by industry paid pilots to suggest that the fishery was not under any type of
stress.



It is interesting to note that as soon as the kahawai species became political, lo and
behold the spotter planes started noticing more kahawai schools than they had
logged in the past even though the recreational sector were catching less fish. The
spotter plane pilots were being paid by industry and they were certainly not going to
say that there were fewer schools when the heat came on.

The aerial sightings data has too much bias. It is not possible to kn
the total stock of kahawai is on the surface at any particular time,
conditions such as temperature may determine at what depth
school. This might interact with other environmental variable^sbch t̂he
abundance of prey. Far more work on the behaviour of pelagic fisXwill be.

be given
ay and

itwhe

e pu>se seine
,of kahawai on the

great shape the
there had been in

Our affiliates,
East have,
fisheryi
travels;

lowi

before we can be convinced that the aerial sightings <
credibility. As the respective fishing areas are notflc;
recorded daily, it tends to bias the results. We al|
particular sector and no schools are seen, thenj

One particular flight the author of this rep
skippers from Whangarei to Whakatanj
surface and they had been telling us^
fishery was in and there were mor,
earlier years.

LOCAL CONCERNS

KAH1
(t^

m thexte^of Islands in the North to Waihau Bay in the
at ther̂ fî ^een NO CHANGE in the state of the Kahawai

twelve mOTmk It would appear that the further east that one
irther northNî Hravels from Tauranga, the less schools appear to

hile trjere ace some schools out of Tauranga, they are not there in
visible. Reports from the Motu area are that it has

. Clubs atWhakatane, Opotiki, TeKaha, and Waihau Bay
that tHeHiayVall had poor tournament results.

ailoumament held by the Mt Maunganui Sportfishing Club over 2
Anglers and only 57 kahawai were caught. Based on an eight hour

> equates to 17,840 fishing hours or 312 hrs for each fish caught.

recent tournament held by the Waihau Bay Sportsfishing Club had 92 anglers
ling for two days for an estimated eight hrs / day equating to 1,472 hrs and 9

\kahawaiwerelanded.

KAH2

In the past, the purse seine fleet has rapidly filled their tonnage in this area. Up until
recently there appeared to be no significant decline in the recreational CPUE. Our
club's situated at Gisborne, Mahia, Napier, Waiarapa, and Ngawi have all noted a
decline in school sizes and don't want to see any further decline in their kahawai
fishery.

The Eades Fishing Tournament run out of Wanganui was held in March 2004." A



and 1 kahawai was caught. This type of result does nothing for the perceived quality
of management of our fishery by MFish, and our Council is also placed under
pressure for allowing our fishery to deteriorate to this level.

The participants of the Central Area diary survey clearly defined the state,
fishery, and the MFish review clearly acknowledged the concerns of th
the study. "Kahawai is one of the most important recreational /$
Central Region. Kahawai is being increasingly sought by n
partly because of the decline in other popular species.'
were easily the highest in Hawkes Bay at 60 fish per ang ĵQaer
next best being Tarakihi at 30 fish per year." "The concernaftout
rated high as 84% of correspondents considered thattahawai nw
decreased." "The level of concern was highest mwern$rpi of the
is consistent with the high level of concern bejng&tfu-Qssed
the Bay of Plenty and Auckland." (Kilner)

if their />
evolved in </\\

losing X>fogWf <\
te/jrfrfe^V^y

\r, with
war

\rhich
iwai in

KAH3

In the past Kah3 has always bee
This has been acknowledged by
there are no mature fish arq
very few schools outside _
why the tonnage rould/f̂ ^oajj
perfectly what is goi
the purse seiners//̂  e*be£slve'
nearly 4,000 ton _
For most recpeationaHis'herrnef
memory

^ent village for kahawai.
als are now telling us that

/eniles in the sounds with
: have heard many excuses

is it is simple. We understand
2ry has been grossly overfished by

/e years from 1986/87 which averaged
i way sustainable as history is now showing.

:j3 kahawai are now nothing more than a

GBIEF
^V?stional̂ fisftifî &jisignificant part of New Zealand's social culture. We are an

/ x Tarc.y« nation<î ]ivpwithin 100km of our coastal waters if not the majority being
/̂;̂ cpastal n^ems>>m 1991 the NZRFC managed a National Research Bureau survey

?n theNeconorwcs of recreational fishing with a Department of Statistics margin of
%. The survey indicated that one third of our population engaged in

/ sustenance fishing in the past year. There is no reason to believe that
;ias been any change therefore we estimate that more than 1 million New

irs fish each year for sustenance or recreation on today's population.

) Irfthose early days the recreational sector had very little knowledge of the fishery in
general and we relied heavily on the ministry at the time to look after our fishery for
us. We were virtually unfunded and were all employed in our own spheres which had
nothing to do with fishery management. Since those early days we have found that
we had to become involved in fisheries management because we felt that we were
not being truly represented by MFish, MOF, MAF.

We have complained through the pelagic working groups, at plenary meetings, and
to the various ministers responsible for fisheries over the years.as to the state of the
kahawai fishery, and Ministers' Moyle and Kidd were the only ones who really took
notice of our concerns and did anything about them.



We are also aware that the recreational fishers have classified kahawai as their
second most popular species after snapper and it is for this reason that we wish to
ensure that our sectors entitlement is adequately represented when kahawai is
brought into the QMS.

One must remember the introduction of purse seining in New Zealand
skipjack tuna and only when the tuna season had finished was the
targeting kahawai, trevally, and mackerel. Each time that we havi
commercial catch of kahawai, industry has bleated long and"
people would loose their jobs if there were any cuts. This h
and always will be, as the fishing industry is too innovativeto
species to them to control their business operations.

WHERE TO FROM HERE

When it was discovered that the snapper \
supported the cuts to both the recreati$
rebuild the fishery. Whilst we suppor,
took the Minister to court and thr
and have done nothing since to

We wish to advise the Mi
happen again with kahj
inch until we get our
and the fish has
our sector that h;
cannot catcl

We are,
given
to<manag

Ire go]
(lemsjn

:iona]

•e in dedinXouX^ouncil
v^ N \merciaJ^onhage in an effort to

in bag Inr̂ ŝ he fishing industry
ept their existing tonnage

same thing isn't going to
fecision is that we will not give an
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now at the stage where they want to see action, and the
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e closed, the pressure will be applied to all of those involved in
decisions.

ie past decade our Council has continually asked the Ministry, what level they
ishing kahawai down to? And we have never been able to get an answer,

r sector is now saying that the fishery has been fished down top far, and we now
want to see a rebuild.

The 1996 Fisheries Act allows the Minister to manage a fishery above the BMSY,
and the kahawai fishery is one of those fisheries that should be managed at this
level. We are happy to assist in a fishery rebuild, but not while the fishery is being
slaughtered by the other major stakeholder.



OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

1/ A rebuild of the kahawai fishery is required urgently.

21 Commercial Catch Limits be capped at:

KAH1 330 Ton
KAH2 125 Ton
KAH3 200 Ton
KAH4 10 Ton
KAH8 418 Ton
KAH10 10 Ton

3/

4/

51

Await the nationwide survey to esta
then make cuts etc as necessary.

Instigate a recruitment rese

Duplicate the 1981 and 1

itch and
ily guesswork.

>
igested in the submission

Thanking You.

Ross
Presid'
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.T. Burst all-President NZRFC
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SUBMISSION

PELAGIC FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

1. STATEMENT

A. THE NZRFC Inc., IT'S EXECUTIVE, DELES,
PLUS RECREATIONAL FISHERS IT DIRECTLY AND
RECEIVE NO" DIRECT OR INDIRECT INCOME QJKP
FISHERY RESOURCE.

B. HAVING NO PLUTOCRATIC INTERf
FULLY RELIANT ON THE STEWARDSHIf
TO PROTECT THEIR ACCESS AND EQU<!

?FC INDv /?S MINDFUL OF M. A. F. FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
r *URAC2Y-^JW\$EFINING THE MATTERS TO BE TOKEN INTO ACCOUNT
UNlNsXm^flRYINe ANY TOTAL ALLOWABLE COMMERCIAL CATCH,

reN iNCSEtxrioN ESD <A> i OF THE FISHERIES ACT.

FISHERS ARE
F GOVERNMENT

FISHERIES.

C. THE 40 MILLION DOLLi
EACH YEAR FROM TREASURY,
PURSUE IT'S REPONSIBILJTI
SECTION. 28D <A> 1 AMB-^KADS?

/>vO
"AFTER HAVINB
FISHERY, INCj
SECTION 11
ACT 1977, JU.1
(i) MAORI"
INTERS

TO M. A. F. FISHERIES
XED FOR GOVERNMENT TO

SHERIES ACT INCLUDING

L ALLOWABLE CATCH FOR THE
LOWABLE CATCH DETERMINED UNDER
SEA AND EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE

REATIONAL, AND OTHER NON-COMMERCIAL

RFC INC. ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS THE FULL
TY OF THE MINISTER OF FISHERIES, M.A.F- POLICY

AND M. A. F. FISHERY MANAGEMENT TO ENSURE THAT 800, 00®
ZEALANDERS HAVE THEIR LEGAL STATUS AND ACCESS TO THE

RESOURCE PROTECTED.

THE NZRFC INC. CONSEQUENTLY SUBMITS PRACTICABLE INFORMATION
FOR OUR MINISTER, DEPARTMENT ADVISORS AND MANAGERS TO PROTECT
PUBLIC ACCESS AND QUALITY FISHINB PURSUITS IN THE PROPOSED
PELAGIC FISHERIES MANAGEMENT SCHEME.



2. KfiHRWAI

<A> KAHAWAI IS A SIGNIFICANT MAORI AND RECREATIONAL FISHERY. THE
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PEOPLE CATCHING KflHAWAI ANNUALLY/Z^£44, e0fc<

<B> 88* OF KAHAWAI FISHINB OR 195, (500 PEOPLE
QMA1. THE AVERAGE FISHERMAN IS ON THE WATER 3«

(C) TOTAL RECREATIONAL TONNAGE IF DIME
WAS CAUGHT, EVERY THIRD DAY WOULD EDUA

244,000 X 38 - 3 X 1.25KB - 3,863,3

QMA1 EQUALS SO* m 3,090 TONNES.

<D)1. 1986 TO 1990 LESS
KAHAWAI FOR FUTURE QUOTA HI
1986-1390 - 25,937 TONN
1983-1986 * 13,001 TOW

1986-1990 OTHER
1983-1986 OTHER

PURSE SEINE IN£
OTHER METHODS'
(UN) - UNHf

<E> KAI

1.25KB

^

,Vx
IE VESSELS TARGETED
ORDS

(UN)
NIL

= (99.554)
= (-21/)

} 1986-1990 9£0 TONNE

-CATCfcN^xJACK MftCKERAL

OM STVbJ ÎCS SUBMITTED TO M. A. F. FISHERIES FROM 500
ttCATJSlhkYiy CENTRAL OMA3.

1ST JUNE TO 31ST SEPT

1987 1988 1989 1990 TOTAL

300T. 455T. 468T. 430T. 1,645 T.

KERAL 185T. 195T. 140T. £S0t. 740 T.

JUNE TO SEPTEMBER MONTHS ARE USED AS THE 500T WAS fiLLOCflTED
AS BI-CATCH FDR TARGETING JACK MACKERAL JMA & EMfl ftS SUBMITTED.

IF JACK MACKERAL WAS TARGETED THAN KAHAWAI BI-CATCH WAS S£2*.

IF KAHAWAI WAS TARGETED THEN JACK MACKERAL BI-CATCH WAS 45*.

NZRFC INC. QUESTIONS COMMERCIAL COMPUTATIONS ON KAHAWAI BI-CATCH
AS SUBMITTED AND M.A.F. FISHERIES ADVICE TO THE MINISTER FDR THE
500 TONNE ALLOCATION.



3. SKIP JACK-JACK MACKERAL

THESE SPECIES ARE PREDOMINATE IN QMA1 SUMMER FISHERY
INTEGRAL PORT OF THE ECOLOGY FOOD CHflIN AND MANAGE*
ACKNOWLEDGE OVER-HARVESTING OF THESE SPECIES W3
RELATION TO POPULATION MIGRATION OF MARLIN AND/

THE NZRFC RECOMMENDS-

1. NO TARGETING FOR KAHAWAI STOCKS
HARVESTING METHOD.

SEINE

£. NO PURSE SEINE HARVESTING ME
NEW ZEALAND'S COASTAL AND/ OR IS

3. EXTENSION OF DOMESTIC PU
ECONOMIC ZONE TO AT LEAST

4. MAORI COMMERCIAL
T.A. C.C. AND NOT BE

AU$1 CAL MILES OF
GPkXATER LINE.

ITHIN OUR EXCLUSIVE

CLUDED IN THE PROPOSED
c. i * H« L/P C*

5. ALL PELAGIC
HARVESTED IN JMA
IN NEW ZEALAND,

6. SPORTFI
PRIOR TO T

UCLUDING THE £0,000 TONNE PLUS
3ED BY NEW ZEALAND COMPANIES

3DMIC EXPORT BENEFITS.
>

iLLOCATIONS BE ADDITIONALLY ALLOCATED

7. "OT>
AS A

rHODSXOF.KAHAWAI HISTORICAL CATCH BE ACKNOWLEDGED
EQĴ TAB>4/CATCH ALLOCATION.

SEINE ALLOCATIONS BE DEFINED ON THE AVERAGE
L/S7. EVIDENCE OF CATCHING FOR QUOTA 1987-1990
EQUITABLE PROVISION FOR PURSE SEINE QUOTA.

•'ISHERIES BE ADEQUATELY FUNDED TO ALLOW RESEARCH TO
fTA^LlSH T.A.C'S.

Â.F. FISHERIES BE ADEQUATELY FUNDED TO ESTABLISH PRESENT
JRE RECREATIONAL AND TOURISM WORTH OF PELAGIC FISHERIES.

fK-XKAHl-KAHS NZRFC INC. OPPOSES REMOVING THE LINE BETWEEN KAH1
AND KAHS. WE SUGGEST JMAi BE DIVIDED TO COINCIDENT WITH KAH
MANAGEMENT AREAS.

IS. SUBDIVISION KAH3 WE SUPPORT SUB-DIVIDING KAH3 FOR MANAGEMENT
AND RESEARCH PURPOSES. PRESENT QUOTA ALLOCATION TO BE DIVIDED AND
NOT INCREASED AS KAH3 STOCK IS ONE STOCK.



AL
TICS

CONCLUSION

1.
N2RFC ARE PRESENLTY UNDERTAKING AN ECO»
RECREATIONAL WORTH FOR NEW ZEALAND FISHE
RESEARCH BUREAU HAS THE APPROVAL OF THE QE^ARTM^
TO THE FORMAT BEING USED.

£.
A PREVIOUS ECONOMIC SURVEY UNDERTAI
DIM LOCAL/OVERSEAS RECREATIONAL F£
POTENTIAL OF MARINE FISHERIES RE
FOOD ECOLOGY ENHANCEMENT IS
INVESTMENT AND THE CONTINUI
CONSEQUENTLY, PELABIC MANA
ECONOMICAL CONSIDERATION AL<

ITH ACCENT
NTIFIES THE

IRQNMENTAL AND
IQ TERM CAPITAL
FISHINS TOURISM.
INCORPORATE THIS

INING T.A. C. C. »S.

3.
THE NZRFC CLEARLY
PLACED ON ALL USI
MANAGEMENT PLAN.

JALISTIC TIME CONSIDERATION
HE PROPOSED PELAGIC FISHERY

ED

iciEiivV
^

:ATAIONflL>aSTORICAL CATCH, RESEARCH OF PROPOSED
IE DATA AND FACTUAL HISTORICAL COMMERCIAL
A.F. FISHERIES INABILITY TO SPECIFY

S TO ESSENTIAL CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT FOR
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Cor'

Bob Burstall
rnFsmrni:

Max Hetherington
MAMOfML SFCnETARY:

28 May 1993

Hon D Kidd
Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Building
WELLINGTON

Dear Minister.

A recent survey of recreational fishing clubs throughout New
Zealand revealed that almost all anglers feel that our kahawai
populations are still in decline. The highest level of concern
was in the Hauraki Gulf and Bay of Plenty. But the most
surprising result of the survey was that anglers on the North
West Coast of the North Island now feel that their kahawai
populations are also in trouble.

Previous surveys by this Council and the NZ Big Game Fishing
Council, "New Zealand Fisherman", "Fishing News", and MAF's
Marine Recreational Fisheries.Working Group all say the same
thing - "Kahawai numbers are in decline and anglers are worried".
There is no evidence available to refute what recreational
anglers are saying. Actually, no one has any idea of what the
biomass of kahawai was in the past or is now.

What we do know is that the kahawai were doing well until the
late 1970's, when the commercial catch began to exceed 1,000
tonnes. At that time the recreational catch was probably in the
range of 3,000 - 5,000 tonnes. The kahawai seemed to be able to
sustain that level of pressure but when the purse-seiners moved
into the fishery in the early 1980's kahawai populations began
to fall rapidly. The loss of plentiful seafood has proved
painful for the Maori people, who have long relied on the
kahawai. It has also been a blow to the recreational sector,
which have been depending-more on the kahawai after our snapper
populations declined.

Our latest survey has revealed that the recreational concern
about kahawai is continuing to grow and these worries are
confirmed by the fact that the purse-seiners have been unable to
catch their quota in the QMA-3 in 1991-92 and 1992-93.'

I Ironically, the purse-seiners had not fished for skipjack during
1 either of those seasons so they expended more effort in catching
1 kahawai but were still unable to meet their quota!

/2
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The Recreational Pishing Council is concerned that kahawai may
be added to the Quota System, thus giving unrealistic ownership
rights to the commercial companies that have only recently
usurped possession of this recreational fishery. The purse-
seiners historically fishing for quota have done a lot of damage
to the kahawai and it's about time to put an end to their
activities. The profits from the kahawai fishery have been
minimal and restricted to only two companies and their
stockholders. The damage to subsistence and recreational fishers
has been substantial and widespread.

We would like to see the status quo restored. This means
reducing the total commercial catch to the 1,000 tonne level once
again. To do that the purse-seiners would need to be excluded
from the kahawai fishery, some limits put on set-netters and
beach-seiners that are targeting kahawai, and a ban on the
release of any new commercial licenses for kahawai. We would
also support the idea of controlling the recreational catch by
introducing individual bag limits on regional kahawai.

Because of the low commercial value of kahawai it .is hard to
justify additional, expensive research on this species. We
already know that kahawai numbers were stable until the
commercial catch began to exceed a thousand tonnes. That is
probably all the information we really need.

Kahawai are relative to Kingfish in their revenue earnings from
overseas tourism.

The International Game Fish Association clearly identifies salt-
water fly fishing as the largest developing sports fishery in the
world. Consequently, quota allocation if any should be
appropriated to cater for visiting tourists participation.

This letter is only a summary of the information available.
Either of us would be happy to discuss .any of these issues with
you and go into more detail.

Yours faithfully.

John R Chibnall Mark Feldman
EXECUTIVE & MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

cc NZ Big Game Fishing Council Inc
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nESlPENF: Bob Burstall

ATIONAL SECRETARY: Max Hetherington

11 June 1993

Dr John Annala
MAP Fisheries Greta Point
PO Box 297
WELLINGTON

Dear Dr Annala,

A recent survey of recreational fishing clubs (copy enclosed)
throughout New Zealand revealed that the overwhelming majority
of anglers feel that our kahawai populations are still in
decline. The highest, level of concern was in the Hauraki Gulf
and Bay of Plenty but the most surprising result of the survey
was that anglers on the North West Coast of the North Island now
feel that their kahawai populations have also declined
significantly.

With such a high level of public concern the Recreational Fishing
Council was surprised and disappointed to see the draft report
on kahawai prepared for the May. 1993 Plenary. We would like to
draw your attention to several parts of the draft report that we
feel require further consideration.

Under "Commercial fisheries" on page 120 the author argues that
the purse seine quota was not reached in KAH 3 in-1991-92 because
of bad weather, but the author left out that the purse-seiners
have been unable to catch their quota in KAH 3 this season
either. "

He also forgot, to mention that the purse seiners did not fish for
skipjack in 1991-92 or 1992-93 so some of them had all summer
long to target kahawai. Despite this increase in effort the KAH
3 quota remains unfilled this season! This increase in effort
also explains why the KAH 2 quotas were "quickly filled in 1991-
92 and again in 1992-93".

We would like to point out that there is actually no proof that
the weather in KAH 3 was any worse in 1991-92 than in other
years. We also feel that significant information that should
have been in this section was left out.

A particularly interesting bit of data concerns the fork-length
research that was done in 1981-84. A comparison of mean fork-
lengths from the purse^seine target fishery in 1981 (51.3 cm) and
1991 (45.6 cm) shows a drop in mean length of 5.7 cm over the
decade! That figure should concern us all; we cannot figure out
why it wasn't included in the draft report.

^

/2
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Under "Non-commercial fisheries" on page 120 there was also bias
in how the information was presented. The second paragraph
begins with a description of recreational concerns. Then the
statement is made that "There is no evidence to support this
assertion".

We have been repeatedly disappointed by the attitude of MAF
towards information obtained from recreational surveys. The
opinions of thousands of recreational anglers represents a
considerable knowledge base that should be taken more seriously.
At this point it's probably the best information we have on the
changes in the total and regional biomass of kahawai.

Fisheries research is notoriously difficult and the potential for
error when data is interpreted is very high. It is hard to
believe that information from recreational surveys is any less
speculative than the information provided on page 122 under the.
heading "Status quo catch". We submit that the statement "There
is no evidence to support this assertion" is itself highly
biased. At the very least it should read; "He have no
quantitative evidence to support or refute this assertion".

Our final point deals with the interpretation of kahawai tagging
studies on page 120 under "Non-commercial fisheries". We do not
believe that the fact that tagging studies "show most fish are
recaptured within 50 nautical miles of the release site" has
anything to do with the report's implication that there are no
"large movements of kahawai around and between QMAs".

We would like to point out the following difficulties with
establishing a relationship between the tagging results and the
assertion that there are no large scale movements of kahawait

It Since the 1984-85 season almost 18,000 tonnes of kahawai
have been taken from the area around the Bay of Plenty.
This is a massive catch and must certainly affect the
patterns of kahawai migration.

With so many kahawai taken out of the water there must have
been considerable accumulation of food within the Bay of
Plenty. Such an abundance of food and lack of competition
for it could easily alter established migratory patterns
and distort any tagging study results done in the recent
past.

2: Almost all fish tagged in the studies were recaptured
within two years. That's long enough to allow some insight
into seasonal movements but it cannot, provide definitive
information on long range, age class movements.

We know these long range, age class movements occur because
the oldest kahawai in New Zealand are found off the
Kaikoura Coast yet no young kahawai are found anywhere near
there. This is de facto proof of age-class movements.

\
3: The 1981-84 tagging study reported by Wood, Bradstock and

James does show a long-terra southerly pattern of movement
for kahawai in KAH 1 and KAH 2.

/3
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4i It must be kept in mind that kahawai don't just have to
migrate as mature fish, it is entirely possible that there
are movements Northward of young fish, fry, or even eggs
that we are unaware of.

We are concerned by the degree of bias in this draft report on
kahawai. Since we lack the knowledge to properly evaluate
Section 2 (Biology) or Section 4 (Stock assessment) we request
that you assign another scientist to evaluate that data again
before the TACC meetings.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Yours sincerely.

John R Chibnall Mark Feldman
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

cc Minister of Fisheries
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Max Hetherington

^11 June 1993

Hon Doug Kldd
Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Building
WELLINGTON

Dear Minister.

By now a report from the May. 1993 Fish Assessment Plenary has
arrived on your desk. Because of financial constraints and
communication breakdowns there was no recreational representative
at the Fishery Assessment Working Group that wrote the Draft
Report. We also believe there were no representatives from
Greenpeace or Forest and Bird on the Working Group.

By the time the Draft Report came to our attention the Plenary
was nearly in session. When we expressed our concerns about the
Draft Report we were told that kahawai would not be discussed at
the plenary since no changes were being recommended by MAF.

This left us with no way to alter the report before it arrived
on your desk, so we would like you to know that the Recreational
Fishing Council does not agree with many aspects of the report
and feel it is strongly biased in favour of the purse-seine
fishery.

We feel that our kahawai populations are threatened by the .purse-
seine fishery and recommend that it is time to severely restrict
the commercial catch by eliminating the purse-seiners from the
kahawai fishery.

We have enclosed a copy of our letter to Dr Annala outlining the
points we disagree with in the Fishery Assessment Report on
kahawai. We hope it will help you to understand our concerns
about this threatened recreational resource.

Yours sincerely.

John R Chibnall
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

Mark Feldman
CONSULTANT

Research - Enhancement - Management of Recreational Fisheries
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NZRFC Pelagic Species 1993/94 TACC Submission

OVERVIEW

This is a claim on behalf of the people of New Zealand for the return of the important
recreational fisheries for kahawai and kingfish.

The essence of our claim for kahawai and kingfish is that these species must be
recognised as a "recreational fish" by the establishment of catch limits at the
sustainable by-catch level for the main methods/individuals. For kahawai, the catch
limits would be 600 tonnes for the 7 purse seiners. For kingfish, the catch limits would
be 1 tonne allocated to each of the top 20-30 longline and setnet fishermen who have
been targeting kingfish.

At first glance, there may be some who will consider our claim to be exaggerated or
overstated or not serious. But, this claim is very real and we believe that upon fully
reading our claim, most will agree that the claim is justified and should be enacted by
MAP and the Minister.

BACKGROUND

At the non-commercial TACC meeting of 22 July 1993, we presented an initial
2 page submission on the kahawai fishery which provided the first pieces of
quantitative information that kahawai is being overfished. Based on this data and the
overwhelming level of anecdotal evidence from recreational and many commercial
fishermen, it is vital that the purse seine catch limits be reduced. We stated that the
catch limits should be reduced to a by-catch level: 200 tonnes KAH1, 100 tonnes
KAH2. Based on other new considerations and data, we now recommend that KAH3
should also be at a by-catch level of 300 tonnes. Written comment is also provided
for billfish, jack mackerel and blue mackerel.

Kahawai

Purse seine average size overfishing evidence

1 The data (Table 8a of the Wood report (enclosed)) that we presented at the
July 22 meeting showing that KAH1 is being overfished received the comment {in the
minutes) from Dr Jones that the data could not be used in the way that we had
presented it. It is true that the 1983 data were from 3 shots, but there is nothing in
the methods section of the Wood tagging report that suggests that "big fish had been
targeted for tagging purposes". Our understanding of the 1983 tagging programme
is that all the sets were part of a normal commercial purse seining operation and that
MAP in no way directed the fishing operation with regard to where the shots were
done and which size of fish were set on.
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2. Although the 1983 data represents only 3 shots it needs to be recognised that
the target data for 1991 was only 5 shots over a 2 month period and that the 1992
data was only 7 shots also only over a 2 month period (see Appendix 1 and 2 of the
McKenzie report (enclosed)). Thus, the inference in the minutes and during the
meeting is not entirely correct that the 1990's data for the Bay of Plenty purse seine
fishery is representative of the "whole year". As an aside regarding Kaikoura, is not
clear how many months were sampled since the graph (No. 6) that Dr Jones
presented appears to be a summary of all the 1990 purse seine landings.

3. There need not necessarily be any problem with a sample in 1983 of only 3
landings and 100 kahawai per landing. We understand from our scientific advisors
that MAP could do a simulation with the 7 shots from 1992 to determine the degree
of bias arid accuracy that there may be with 3 shots and 100 fish. However, looking
at the 1992 data we suspect that 3 shots/100 fish would be a good estimate. Our
scientific associates who are involved in other fields of scientific endeavour have
commented that scientists are frequently "guilty" of oversampling and doing too much
sampling.

4 For the Bay, the kahawai in the 1990's are statistically and significantly smaller
than the fish from the 1983 sample. The 1983 fish averaged 51.3 cm. The 1991
summary graph (McKenzie Figure 3a (included)) has an average length of 46.1 cm
and does not have the inclusion of smaller fish in the 30-35 cm size class which does
occur in the 1992 graph (McKenzie Figure 3b (included)). Even if the 30-35 cm fish
were removed from the 1992 graph (for whatever reason), the average size for 1992
would still only increase to about 46 cm.

5. Given all of the above considerations, we firmly believe that the 1983 purse
seine data (although somewhat scant) must be recognised as being valid and robust.
Furthermore, we contend that it must be acknowledged that for the Bay of Plenty that
there is conclusive evidence from the 1983 and 1990-91 purse seine catch sampling
data that kahawai have decreased in average size. It is recognised around the world
that a decrease in the average size of the fish is hard evidence that overfishing is
occurring.

6 Some other red herrings regarding the purse seine data were also put up at the
July 22 meeting. Very simply it is not valid to compare kahawai targeted data in 1983
with kahawai by-catch data in 1991/92 - that would be apples and orangesl We don't
understand the point about the right hand side of the graphs which seems to be a very
minor technical point to us. But what we do understand is that there are essentially
only two explanations why there can be a decrease in average fish size: either there
has been a major increase in the numbers of smaller fish (recruitment), or there has
been a major increase in adult removals. Nobody has any real understanding about
kahawai recruitment processes, but what everybody understands is that there has
been a major increase in adult kahawai mortalities through the excessive purse seine
catches over the last 10 years.
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Recreational CPUE and size overfishing evidence

7. The following quantitative data (enclosed) is available comparing line caught
kahawai between 1983 and 1991. It needs to be noted that since our initial submission
two additional size estimates (in bold) have been obtained with the 1991 data being
refined to specifically determine the average length of the surfcasting caught fish.

1983 55 cm <n=417) MAP Report No. 103 (pg 12-13) Motu R (21 days s/casting)
49.8 cm (n=32) MAP tagging report Table 8a BOP (12 days line fishing)

1991 42:1 cm (n=3775) MAP survey Rg 3.13 BOP(January - July boatfishing)
41.45 cm (n=133) MAP survey Opotiki - Te Kaha (March -July surfcasting)

1983 2.55 f/p/hr MAP report 103 pg21 on Motu River (surfcasting)
1991 0.1 f/p/hr • MAP survey Fig 3.5 Opotiki (surfcasting)

8. Mrs. Lenise Ludlow was the person who interviewed the surfcasters during the
1991 recreational fishing survey for Todd Sylvester. She regularly surveyed (most
weekends) the main surfcasting spots in the area from Opotiki to Te Kaha from March
to July. The Motu was one of her routine survey points. She has stated that there
was nothing different about the fishermen, the interviews, the fishing gear, target
species, kahawai size and the catch rates at the Motu compared to the other 5-6 spots
she regularly surveyed. In essence, the catch rates and the kahawai size at the Motu
were just as bad and small as at any of her other survey areas. MAP Auckland has
the data and we are certain that if the data was analysed then there would be
conclusive evidence that her claims are correct.

9. The kahawai fishing at the Motu River was famous. But now, the bottom line
is that there has been a dramatic decrease in both size and catch rates for the Motu
River that simply cannot be denied. In the past, every year the local people use to
enjoy catching for food good numbers of large kahawai, however since the mid 1980s
the kahawai have become small and scarce. Although the kahawai catch rates were
especially good at the Motu, the decline in kahawai is typical of all other areas.

10. In the Plenary document (pg 133) the statement is made that "there is no
evidence to support [the] assertion" that kahawai are becoming scarce and smaller in
size. This statement is wrong based on the information presented above for the Bay
of Plenty: The statement is also most unfortunate and has been especially damaging
given that it seems to have been something that the industry has picked up on, clings
to and frequently repeats.

Kaikoura purse seine "non" evidence

11. As is outlined below, it is possible to discount the only small piece of
information suggesting that there had been no kahawai size change. The information
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was presented as graph No. 6 by Dr Jones at the July 22 meeting for the Kaikoura
purse seine fishery. It is widely known amongst both recreational and purse seine
fishermen that Kaikoura is an area in which old large kahawai tend to predominate-
this could possibly be true for all of the kahawai around the top of the South Island!
The tagging data suggests that the southern kahawai make a seasonal migration
south for the summer and north for the winter. The tagging data also suggests that as
kahawai get older so they start to move progressively south (from the North Island)
during their lifetime.

12. We agree with Dr Jones that the Hauraki Gulf appears to be essentially a
nursery area for kahawai, but we would also contend that Kaikoura represents the
human equivalent of a retirement home. Remember, it appears in one of MAF's
FARDs that juvenile kahawai have never been reported south of around Porirua
Harbour. It is logical to expect the average size not to have changed in the Gulf as
a nursery area, so it would also be expected that the average size would not have
changed off Kaikoura - a "retirement area". We would however expect there to be a
decrease in the numbers of kahawai living in the southern area, but regrettably no
scientific data is available to prove or disprove this hypothesis.

Recreational fishing for kahawai

13. There are a number of popular misconceptions about recreational fishing for
kahawai that need to be put to rest. Recreational fishing for kahawai does not occur
close to the shore in small boats or by surfcasters around river mouths. In KAH1 and
the Bay of Plenty in particular, there is a history of recreational trolling for tuna
kingfish and kahawai across the shelf. We fish the same waters the purse seiners
fish. We also fish the shallow inshore harbour waters that they do not fish and it is
correct that this would be when we are largely catching the smaller kahawai. But most
of our catch in East Northland and certainly the Bay of Plenty is from the open coastal
waters where significantly about 75% of our catch is bigger than 35cm. It is wrong to
infer that the recreational sector only fish in waters where small kahawai predominate.

14. There is also the theory that there are two types of KAH1 and KAH2 kahawai:
an offshore free ranging big kahawai and a nearshore/river mouth residential small
kahawai. The tagging data suggest that there could certainly be some truth in the
theory, although we possibly feel that the theory has been a bit overstated. However,
as we have explained above it is wrong to somehow make the connection with the
plausible theory that recreational fishers fish the little nearshore kahawai and the purse
seiners fish the big offshore kahawai. It needs to be stressed that recreational fishers
fish the entire kahawai stock in all of the waters around the NZ mainland coast and
as is stated below we have observed a decline in all the different "types" of kahawai.

On anecdotal evidence

15. We had genuinely hoped that since the purse seine catch limits were first
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introduced in late 1989 that there would have been an improvement in recreational
fishing for kahawai. But, unfortunately recreational kahawai catch rates have not
improved and if anything the catch rates have only deteriorated. This was the major
result of a survey of fishing clubs spread around the country conducted by the NZ Big
Game Fishing Council. A copy of the results of this survey was provided earlier this
year to the Minister.

16. We totally discredit the generality of the two anecdotes that some MAP staff
provide that there was a run of kahawai in Whangarei Harbour and off the Wairarapa.
We don't deny that these events happened and we acknowledge that during our
survey there was the odd report of reasonable numbers of kahawai in a few locations.
But, the undeniable and overwhelming result of our comprehensive survey was that
recreational kahawai catch rates are still bad.

17. For the first time, we would also like to introduce into the debate the anecdotal
evidence of many commercial longline, set net and trawl fishermen who have
commented that they believe the kahawai have decreased in abundance and size.
This information has frequently been passed on to us in generally a totally unsolicited
manner in many different forums (eg. PLCs, trawl line meetings) over the last 3-4
years. We consider that this evidence is especially relevant as this sector of the
industry has nothing to gain in the kahawai debate, and consequently could be
considered as being unbiased. It would seem that the only group who are denying
that the kahawai fishery is being overfished are the purse seine operators, who are
also the only group profiting from the inclusion of kahawai in a mixed species purse
seine industry.

18. Also, for the first time, we have to report that there are now concerns about the
state of KAH9. These concerns actually first started to surface 2-3 years ago, and
follow the familiar theme that the kahawai have become less abundant and smaller.
Commercial set net mullet/kahawai fishermen on the Kaipara, Manukau and at Port
Waikato report that kahawai are declining in abundance. We would suggest that the
decline on the west coast is a very serious matter and is evidence that the whole of
the kahawai stock around New Zealand is being overfished. This is because unlike
the east coast there has been no significant level of purse seining on the north-west
coast. Therefore for the kahawai to be declining in abundance and size the impact
would have had to have originated from most probably the South Island but possibly
also the Bay of Plenty purse seine fishery, as postulated below.

The sink

19. This is how we believe the large purse seine catches in mainly two relatively
small areas (the Bay of Plenty (actually Waihi to Whakatane) and the top of the South
Island (although not discounting the purse seine activity in KAH2)) have led to the
overfishing of the kahawai fishery around the entire coast of New Zealand. The
results of the 1981-84 tagging programme showed that on average the kahawai
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moved 50 miles In a 2 year period. Thus, since the early to mid 1980s when the first
large purse seine extractions were taken, the kahawai could easily have moved
considerable distances eg. the 150-200 miles from the north-west coast to the top of
the South Island. We suggest that the concentrated purse seining in these hotspots
creates a void into which kahawai from other areas ultimately sink.

KAH1 and KAH2 catch not changed since the early 1980's (Appendix A)

20. We believe the fundamental reason why recreational catch rates have not
increased even though the purse seine catch levels were introduced in 1989, is that
with the exception of one year (1987/88) there has basically been no change in the
KAH1 and KAH2 catch. Appendix A shows that if 1987/88 is removed and the
unknown-catch is apportioned, then the average KAH1 and KAH2 catch has not
changed over the last 4 years compared to the 4 years prior to 1987/88. We do
acknowledge however that at least the introduction of the purse seine catch limits
prevented the potential for another blow out year as happened in 1987/88. But, if
there is to be a real rebuilding of the kahawai fishery and an improvement in
recreational catch rates, then the purse seine catch levels will have to be considerably
decreased.

21. As will be explained below, we are adamant that for now the reductions will
have to be set at purse seine by-catch levels. One of the good points about purse
seining is that it is a very "clean" method with the potential for little by-catch.
Countless discussions have revealed that because of the skill and experience of most
of the spotter pilots and skippers, it is possible to very precisely target the pelagic
species. We estimate that a generous target to by-catch ratio for kahawai is 8:1 which
would approximate to the following purse seine by-catch tonnages: KAH1 200 tonnes,
KAH2 100 tonnes, KAH3 300 tonnes, KAH9 0 tonnes. These tonnages would most
definitely need to be explicitly allocated evenly between the purse seiners depending
on where they historically fished.

22. This recommendation would have to be rigidly enforced because there is
potential for these catch limits to easily be exceeded. We envisage a three tiered
enforcement system. If the by-catch limit for a boat was ever exceeded in any one
fishing year, then there would be an immediate and very stern warning to the
skipper/company. If the boat limit was exceeded twice, then the boat fishing permit
would be immediately removed thus preventing the boat from fishing for the next 12
months. For exceeding on three occasions, the boat would be immediately forfeit to
the Crown.

23. At this stage, we do not have any major concern about the other commercial
fishing methods with reference to the overall kahawai stock since most of these are
genuine by-catch fisheries. We do not envisage a need for these methods to be
brought into the quota system and allocated quota. Thus, another advantage of our
system would be that it would be administratively simple to operate and would have
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very little cost. We have some concern about kahawai target set net fishing in some
of the northern harbours (eg. Raglan, Manukau) but acknowledge that the TACC
setting process is not the most appropriate place to resolve these concerns which are
essentially about localised depletion.

Blue mackerel

24. At this stage, we would like to depart from the mainstream kahawai debate and
briefly examine the blue mackerel fishery to see how the performance and history of
this new fishery is very relevant and related to kahawai purse seining. Blue mackerel
catches have dramatically increased since 1986 as shown below based on MAF's
LFRR data for all of NZ combined.

1986/87 1640 tonnes
1987/88 5416 tonnes
1988/89 5851 tonnes
1989/90 5673 tonnes
1990/91 9029 tonnes
1991/92 15278 tonnes
1992/93 10696 tonnes (up until the end of May/June)

25. A more comprehensive analysis by MAP will confirm that most of the increase
in the blue mackerel catch is due to the activities of the purse seiners targeting blue
mackerel for the export market to the Middle East. We don't have a problem with this
export because it provides overseas revenue and jobs from a species that the
recreational sector does not have, a great deal of interest in fishing. We are also
pleased that the purse seine industry in this instance is behaving more responsibly
since the indications are that the end use of blue mackerel is human consumption.
Hopefully the "bad old days" are gone when purse seine fish was largely used for
craybait or turned into fishmeal.

26. The problem that we have with blue mackerel is that this is yet another
unfortunate example of how a fishery is being developed improperly. Four species,
beginning with trevally in the 1970s, kahawai and jack mackerel in the 1980s, and now
blue mackerel for the 1990s, have all been casualties of purse seining. All of these
species were developed without much regard to the basic tenets of fisheries
management such as determining sustainable yields, stock boundaries, closed areas
and recreational allocation.

How fisheries are developed

27. Unfortunately, most other fisheries in NZ and around the world were also
developed in this unplanned and uncontrolled manner. We understand why this
happens. It is part of the culture of fisheries management organisations and the "fish
down" philosophy that has not changed since the very first commercial fisheries for
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cod and herring were developed in the 1800s In the North Sea. But it must stop. It
is shortly going to be the year 2000 and it is time for change.

28 We consider that fisheries should be developed in a far more controlled way so
that the problems that happen once a fishery is developed can be avoided. We draw
the parallel with the stringent controls that are placed on developers who wish to profit
from a natural resource on land. If a company wants to exploit and develop a natural
resource on land (eg. gold) there are a large number of checks and controls that must
be satisfied; possibly there are even too many controls. But if a company wants to
exploit a natural resource at sea (eg. a fishstock), all that is basically required is a
commercial fishing permit.

29. The point that we want to make here is that if the kahawai fishery had been
developed in a controlled and proper manner, then there should have been a
considerable amount of recreational sector consultation before what is a public
resource was developed for private profit. If this consultation had occurred (around
1975 it should have taken place), we would have insisted on three basic principles: a
biomass survey be undertaken and age/growth rates be determined, reasonably
extensive purse seine closed areas and that there be no dramatic decrease in the
recreational catch rate.

30. It has been pleasing to see that some of these sorts of principles can be
implemented before a fishery (eg. orange roughy south of Stewart Island) is
developed. MAP and the Minister got right the basic principles for possibly the first
time. The message that was sent to industry must have been something like "MAP
does not have the funds to do a biomass survey. You are the group who will directly
benefit from the development of the resource. If you want to fish this stock; then the
first group of finders/exploratory cruises have to be done in a controlled manner
(similar to a MAP research survey) with MAP scientific and technical supervision so
that a biomass estimate can be determined".

8
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Kingfish

Background

31. Kingfish is an important species for all sorts of recreational fishermen and was
identified by the 1987 MAP recreational telephone survey as the 5th most frequently
caught recreational species. Most of the recreational kingfish are caught by rod and
reel from recreational boats in the North Region. Data made available to us by Dr
Martin Cryer shows that most (80-90%) of the overall commercial kingfish catch is also
taken from the north region.

32. Our observations regarding the state of the kingfish fishery are similar to our
observations for kahawai. Many recreational fishermen have reported a decline in size
and availability over the last 10 years, and especially the last 5 years. At the same
time the commercial kingfish catch has steadily increased from 250-300 tonnes in the
early 1980s to around 450-500 tonnes in the 1990s. We would strongly suggest that
these two observations are causal and linked.

33. The course of our kingfish submission will follow this path. We want kingfish
to become a "recreational fish" but not in the same way as marlin by
decommercialising the species. Hopefully by October 11994, kingfish will be brought
into the quota system with a TACC at the "dead" by-catch level of 150 tonnes. We
acknowledge that decommercialisation is not an option for kingfish because 30-50%
of the kingfish catch will inevitably be caught dead at the boat as a genuine by-catch
in the trawl, long line and setnet fisheries which will be unavoidable. In the interim, we
would want the management of kingfish improved by the introduction of an explicit 1
tonne catch limit on the 20-30 longline and setnet fishermen who have been targeting
kingfish and causing the damage.

The voluntary agreement

34. About a year ago we signed a voluntary accord with the industry which was
made available to MAP and accepted by the Minister. In hindsight, it would seem that
the voluntary accord was always destined to failure. The lesson that we have learnt
is that voluntary agreements definitely will not work in situations where there are a
large number of commercial or recreational fishermen spread across a large area.

35. However, the kingfish accord did highlight some important baseline principles.
The first is that in order to protect the breeding stock the fish must be given the
chance to spawn before being caught. This is not negotiable. The Australian and
American reproductive biology research on kingfish although not watertight certainly
suggests that kingfish do not start to breed until they are at least 65 cm, which is the
minimum legal size that should be regulated. Both sectors will be equally affected by
this regulation since the MAP Auckland data suggests that 60-70% of the kingfish
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currently caught by both sectors are less than 65 cm.

36. We understand that most of the kingfish caught on longlines will be alive and
healthy, and that subsequent mortality if released would be unlikely. Likewise in trawl
nets, we have been told by experienced trawlermen that many of the kingfish hitting
the trawldeck are in a very lively state. This is understandable because kingfish are
a strong fast swimming species that would be unlikely to be sucked into the back of
the trawl net even in reasonably long tows. It will therefore be possible for trawl and
longline fishermen to release alive many of the undersize kingfish.

37. The most important principle of the Accord was the request by the recreational
sector that a regulated bag limit of 2 kingfish should be introduced with the
understanding that commercial would not target kingfish. This request is a very clear
signal to MAP and the Minister of how serious we and commercial consider the
situation is with kingfish; the request does not mean that we consider ourselves to
blame for the kingfish problems. As will be expanded below, we consider that the
problem is primarily with a small group of 20-30 longline and setnet fishermen who are
deliberately targeting kingfish.

Kinotish: a quota species when?

38. Because kingfish is currently not a quota species, the present problems will
have to be alleviated in the interim by mechanisms outside the quota system. Our
interim solution (outlined below) must be introduced as soon as possible because we
are concerned that any new legislation that is developed to bring new species into the
quota system may not be available by 1 October 1994. If this regrettable prediction
is true, then kingfish would not become a quota species for another two years until
October 1995. This would be a very unsatisfactory situation from the recreational
perspective. As such, we are requesting written confirmation from MAP that kingfish
is one of the priority species to be brought into the quota system as soon as other
urgent species such as southern blue whiting are made into quota.

Kinafish economics

39. Regarding any prospective TACC, we consider that the first step is for
everybody to acknowledge that purely from an economic perspective kingfish should
be a "recreational fish". The kingfish in NZ are acknowledged as the biggest in the
world and partly for this reason and partly because of NZ's remote, clean, "getaway"
image, overseas anglers from Australia, America and Japan are keen to come to NZ
to fish kingfish. There are two excellent examples of how this is already operating: the
Bay of Islands and Whakatane/White Island.

40. Every year a large contingent of Australian anglers fly to NZ primarily to fish in
the BOI yellowtail kingfish contest, and throughout the year there is a steady arrival
of Australians to Paihia and Russell to specifically fish kingfish. We have however

10
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noticed a decrease in Australian participation which may be linked to the observation
that the kingfish in the BOI are getting harder to catch because we are certain they
are decreasing in abundance.

41 Throughout the year, the Americans fly into NZ/Whakatane with the single
purpose of fishing the kingfish around White Island. Most (80-90%) of the fish caught
by these American anglers are tagged and released, while the release/kill ratio for
typical NZ fishermen at White Island is probably around 75%. The recreational sector
is concerned for the White Island kingfish fishery because although we are doing our
part to conserve this fishery, some longline and set net fishermen targeting kingfish
may destroy the fishery. The White Island voluntary agreement has helped a bit, but
there always seems to be some "new boy" or outsider who is keen to have a go at
White that has not heard of the agreement.

42. The economics are real simple. The kingfish in the BOI and at White can either
be caught and killed by a longliner or a setnetter and the ultimate end worth to NZ
may be anywhere between $1-100/kg. Alternatively, we can encourage more and
more overseas anglers to NZ primarily to tag and release kingfish at $10,000 per trip.
We don't know what the exact economics are and we could argue about detail but let's
not. Overall, it will be obvious to most commentators that the logic and the economics
are heavily in favour of recreational fishing for kingfish.

43. However, we do not want the kingfish debate to become focused on just these
two fishing areas. We believe that there is potential for more development of kingfish
as a tourist fishery in most places such as Mangonui, Tutukaka, Port Fitzroy on Great
Barrier, Whitianga, Whangamata and Tauranga.

44. Concerning the import of Japanese kingfish into NZ we don't disagree that it
happened but would first want to know which species, by whom, when, what tonnage
and what was the end use. Even if this is happening to a reasonable extent, we
would consider that the economics would still be in NZs favour by encouraging the
import of Japanese fishermen to fish NZ kingfish in NZ. We can encourage this import
and the further development of a tourist fishery for kingfish in NZ by ensuring that the
kingfish stock is managed in a much more healthy state by reducing the kingfish
commercial catch.

Recreational sector has been disenfranchised

45. We also do not want the kingfish debate to become focused on just the
economic and tourist aspects of the argument. To many recreational fishermen
kingfish is the ultimate inshore species - it is the king fish. Through the 1970s and up
until around 10 years ago, most typical recreational fishermen could expect to have
the thrill of catching a good sized kingfish once a month to proudly put on the family
dinner table. These kingfish were not caught every trip (nor would this have been the
honest desire), but kingfish were certainly caught more frequently in the 1970s and

11
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earlier in the northern waters than what they are now. There are a large number of
new recreational fishermen who have never caught a kingfish.

46 We would admit that the recreational kingfish catch probably had a steady
increase through the 60s 60s and 70s, but we do not believe that the recreational
catch has caused the decrease in kingfish size and abundance. We firmly believe as
could be shown by MAFs catch data that the decline is due to the advent of target
longlining and setnetting for kingfish in the mid 1980s. We have been disenfranchised
by this target fishing for kingfish. We want our kingfish back.

150 tonne "daad" bv-catch TACC

47. Having recognised kingfish as a "recreational fish", then the TACC should be
set at the dead by-catch level which from our understanding of the fishery would
represent a TACC of around 150 tonnes. The reason that the TACC would have to
be set at the dead by-catch tonnage is simple. We acknowledge that some kingfish
will inevitably be caught dead as a by-catch in the trawl, longline and setnet fisheries
which will be unavoidable.

48 A prospective kingfish TACC set at 150 tonnes should not be considered as an
overstatement of an initial negotiating position. It is a definitive claim that can be
substantiated as follows. Prior to the quota system, it is likely that no commercial
fishermen were deliberately targeting kingfish. This point needs to be acknowledged
because prior to 1986 most northern commercial fishermen were busy targeting
snapper in the "race for fish" to establish catch histories. The total commercial
tonnages of kingfish before 1986 were: 1980 2941,1981 290t, 1982 326 t, 1983/84
3101,1984/85 2451, and 1985/86 2551. These catches average out at 286 tonnes
per year. We estimate that 50-70% of the commercially caught kingfish would be alive
and reasonably healthy when brought on board the boat. Therefore, the 150 tonne
TACC represents that half of the kingfish catch which would be caught dead.

49. It is only with the advent of the quota system in 1986, that some commercial
longline and set net fishermen have started to target kingfish for primarily two reasons.
Either as a race for fish to build up a catch history, or because they had no quota and
kingfish was a non-quota species with no catch limit restrictions. Through a
combination of skill and trial and error these fishermen have learnt to target kingfish
by adapting their existing methods eg. floating longlines or nets set around the
offshore islands.

50. The fishermen who are targeting kingfish would be easily identified in the MAP
database. From discussions with fishermen, we know that normal longline and setnet
fishermen catch only around 200-1000 kilos of kingfish each year as a genuine by-
catch whereas the fishermen targeting kingfish have an average catch of 5-15 tonnes
each year. MAP Auckland data shows that 20 fishermen are taking around 50-55%
of the annual kingfish catch, although up to 5 of these "fishermen" may actually be

12
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fishing companies operating a number of vessels; we acknowledge that it is unlikely
that these companies are targeting kingfish.

1 tonne catch limit

51 Because kingfish is not a quota species, these fishermen would have to be
controlled in a similar way to how the purse seiners are controlled in the kahawai
fishery. An explicit annual 1 tonne catch limit for kingfish would have to be written into
their fishing permits. The fishermen would be forced to change their fishing style and
pattern in order to reduce their kingfish catches. The 1 tonne kingfish limit would
become their limit regardless of what or how these fishermen were fishing. MAP
would have to maintain an organised monthly record of their CELRs which we would
want to see; we need not know the individual fishermen's names and boat numbers.

52. In order for these fishermen to comply, there would have to be a severe penalty
if a fisherman exceeded the limit. We envisage a penalty something like his permit
would be removed so that he could not legally go commercial fishing for 12 months
after the offence. For blatant or repeated non-compliance, the boat would be forfeit
to the Crown. These conditions would also have to be explicit and written into the
permit. It would also have to be made clear that a 1 tonne catch limit was in no way
any guarantee of what there quota may ultimately be. We imagine that when kingfish
is brought into the quota system, fishermen and companies would receive a quota pro-
rated down from their current catch.

Whv fishino permits are a red herring

53. While we are discussing targeting and by-catch, it is important to comment on
why any attempt to constrain catches by target/by-catch provisions on fishing permits
is bound to fail. Any commercial fishermen holding (owned, leased, traded) quota for
any quota species (eg. snapper, gurnard, barracouta or hoki) is entitled to target fish
for the quota species, and is also legally entitled to keep any non-quota species (eg.
kingfish) that he catches without any fear of prosecution. For a setnet fisherman who
holds a bit of snapper but whose catch is predominantly kingfish and could actually be
illegally targeting kingfish, it would be an incredibly difficult and costly exercise for MAF
to prove whether the non-quota species was being targeted or not.

54. As we understand, the only way at present that kingfish can legally be targeted
is if the commercial fisherman has a non-quota fishing permit specifically authorising
target fishing for kingfish. Apparently not many target kingfish non-quota permits exist
however the argument is essentially academic. As we pointed out in the previous
paragraph any fishermen with a quota permit holding an amount of quota can always
claim that the kingfish was taken as a by-catch as a consequence of targeting the
quota species.

55. The recreational sector wants to see an end to the confusing use of quota vs
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non-quota permits in the kingfish debate. Targeting provisions for kingfish on non-
quota permits are a "red herring" that will not lead to the effective management of the
kingfish fishery. We want there to be real management of the kingfish fishery in the
form of explicit and effective limits on the kingfish catch of the 20-30 fishermen who
are targeting kingfish and doing the damage to the stock. Unlike kahawai and to a
degree snapper, the major companies may be interested to know that we have not
identified their fishing operations involving a number of vessels as being culpable in
the kingfish conflict.

Financial compensation

56 Comment also needs to be made on the vexed question of financial
compensation to the fishermen who will be effected by what we are going to propose.
There are two aspects to this question. The first is that there will initially be some
financial hardship to these fishermen, but as they have shown by their ability to target
kingfish they will soon learn to adapt and find new ways of doing things. However,
financial hardship while being unfortunate, is something that NZ society in general has
had to get use.to over the last 5 years due to the restructures and the user pays
philosophy. The other side of the coin is that these 20-30 individual fishermen have
made a private profit out of a public resource (kingfish) with virtually no real rent paid
to the Crown. The bottom line is that it would be morally incorrect for these fishermen
to in effect receive a double payment: financial compensation from the Crown after
having made a profit from a public resource.

Kingfish management action bv January 1 1994

57. As part of the plan of action that we envisage for kingfish, we respectfully
request that a 1-2 page action plan drawn up (we would receive a copy) which will
clearly indicate who are the people/groups within MAP that will do the work on kingfish
over the next 3-4 months. Our target date for the introduction of the catch limits would
be 5 months away on January 1 1994 - we don't want this date to slip. The work
should be relatively straightforward and inexpensive. Identify the top 20-30 kingfish
longline and setnet fishermen, consult and confirm in your own minds that they have
been targeting kingfish (the fishermen will most probably deny targeting) and then set
the individual catch limits at 1 tonne for these fishermen. Note that we are not
proposing any costly or time consuming tricky enforcement operation or research
programme - no one has to get in a boat, look down a microscope or become an
undercover agent.

Advice to MAP Policy and the Minister

58. Many of the points that we have raised in our claim for kahawai (especially) and
kingfish are of a technical nature such that MAP Policy and the Minister will likely seek
to have our comments evaluated. Over the last two years, technical comment to MAP
Policy and the scientific assessment of kahawai by MAP Fisheries has largely been
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done by Dr Jones and Dr Murray at Greta Point. We are very grateful to both
scientists for the considerable time and effort that they have put into kahawai
research, and also their considerable patience in educating the recreational sector
about kahawai biology and the purse seine industry.

59. But, we consider that it is decision time on kahawai and kingfish and
accordingly we request that MAP Policy seek a broader range of comment from MAP
Pisheries and others. For example, we considered that the input of Dr. Robertson at
the July 22 meeting was especially valuable and balanced. We also note that there
are MAP Pisheries staff in the regions who have a reasonable understanding of the
kahawai fishery/biology eg. Walshe, Hore, McKenzie, Sylvester at North and Kirk,
Drummond and Kilner at Central.
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APPENDIX 2; COMBINED KAHAWAI TAGGING PROPOSAL

1. The purpose of this Appendix is to advance a new and innovative proposal for
a combined industry / recreational / MAP kahawai tagging programme. The
background to the proposal in part stems from the paragraphs that we wrote earlier
in this submission on how we consider fisheries should be developed. We consider
that if the purse seine operators want to fish kahawai beyond a by-catch tonnage, then
they should combine with us and MAP to do a kahawai biomass tagging programme.
The primary reason that such a survey has not been undertaken in the past is
because it would be too expensive. We are aware of Or. Jones technical concerns
about kahawai tagging, but that we think could be overcome with more validation-type
work.

2. A combined kahawai tagging programme would dramatically reduce the costs
because the recreational sector would supply the people-power (free of charge) to do
the tagging on the purse seiners and the industry would provide the purse seiners
(free of charge); this would be similar to the southern orange roughy deal. This sort
of proposal could be a model for the new age of user pays and greater user group
involvement in research and management. The incentive for industry is that the
results may show that more than the by-catch tonnage could be extracted by them on
a sustainable basis, but with the proviso that recreational catch rates would need to
improve1. If industry do not agree to a joint programme, then the catch limits remain
at by-catch levels ie. 600 tonnes,

3. MAP would train the recreational volunteers at a 1-2 day course at Tauranga
and Nelson to show us how to properly tag and handle the fish, stressing the
importance of accurate measuring and data recording; no wages would be paid to the
volunteers. MAP would also design and analyze the survey and explicitly state where
each set should be done. Based on the 1991 kahawai tagging, somewhere around
100,000 -150,000 kahawai would need to be tagged all the way around the North
Island and part of the South Island which would take about a month.

4. Such a biomass survey would probably only be a 10-15% cost to industry
compared to their normal fishing operation. This is because we would only be looking
to sample about 10% of the fish in each set since the 1991 Nelson experience showed
that schools tend to stick together. Thus, it is more important to only sample a small
proportion (10%) from each set/school, but that lots of schools/sets need to be
sampled. The only remaining major cost would be the rewards which could be mainly
paid for by sponsorship from one of breweries or fishing tackle companies.

1 Note that we are not seeking an extravagant return to the recreational catch
rates prior to the mid 1970s when the kahawai fishery was underdeveloped, but we
would want a reasonable improvement on the current situation.
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5. Another incentive for industry involvement is that a special one-off research
tonnage would be made available to them in order to offset some of the costs of
running the vessels. During the initial tagging phase which we expect may take 4
weeks, each purse seiner would be allowed to keep a research tonnage of 100 tonnes
of kahawai ie. 700 tonnes in total. We would like the tagging phase to commence as
soon as possible and suggest that November to mid December would be the ideal
time when the kahawai are schooled up and relatively easy to catch. If this were not
possible, then presumably April would be the next available date after the skipjack
season.

6. Regardless of when the tagging phase is done, we would want the purse
seiners to also participate for two separate periods (separated by 6 months) In the
year-long recapture phase of the tagging programme. For each period the purse
seiners would be allocated an additional research tonnage of 700 tonnes. Therefore,
if the tagging was done in November 1993, the purse seiners extra research tonnage
limit would be 1400 tonnes for the 1993/94 fishing year and 700 tonnes for the
1994/95 fishing year. These tonnages would be reversed if the tag release phase was
delayed until April 1994. Note that the research tonnage limits are additional to the
by-catch tonnage limits.

7. We would want to tag and release kahawai in all the areas where kahawai are
found around the country. The research tonnages would therefore be allocated as in
the attached diagram. Essentially the kahawai areas would be divided into 14 sub-
areas to which 50 tonnes of kahawai would be albcated, with each asterisk In the
diagram equating to one 50 tonne area. A purse seiner would be responsible for
fishing 2 of these areas. Each purse seiner would aim to tag 15-20,000 fish. The
tagging would be done how we understand it was done in the Bay in 1991. The purse
seiners would aim to set on 1-2 small moderately sized schools each day and we
would be wanting to tag 200-500 fish from each set. We understand that this would
be possible because 1000 fish plus a day were tagged during the earlier programmes.

8. Based on the combined dead by-catch tonnage and the research tonnage, we
would propose a purse seine catch limit (see the attached table) of either 1300 tonnes
or 2000 tonnes for 1993/94 depending on which option is selected. Option A (2000
tonnes) is if the tag-release phase is done in November-December 1993 and Option
B (1300 tonnes) is if the tag-release phase has to be delayed until April-May 1994.

9. There will of course be some important details that we have not thought of in
the design of this survey. But, let's not be negative and spend our time thinking of
reasons why we can't make this combined survey work. Instead, let's be positive and
think of how we can make the survey work. Everybody is tired of the fact that there
is no biomass data and wants to have the issue settled. As the saying goes - "Just
do it".
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Appendix A: Kahawai catch (tonnes) from MAFs green Plenary book

YEAR KAH1 KAH2 KAH3 KAH9 TOT UNKN" CORR1 CORR2

83/84 1941 919 813 547 4266 46 1953 954
84/85 1517 697 1669 299 4623 441 1627 1028
85/86 1597 280 1589 329 4416 621 1752 746
86/87 1890 212 3969 253 7525 1301 2215 1188
87/88 4292 1655 2947 135 9610 581 4437 2091
88/89 2170 779 4301 179 7431
89/90 2049 534 5711 156 8466
90/91 1858* 580 2998 150 5587
91/92 2139* 822 1857 200 5018

AVERAGES 1+2 comb
83/84-86/87 1736 527 2010 357 5208 1887 979 2866
88/89-91/92 2054 679 3717 171 6626 2054 679 2733

•"133

Notes

A recording error was made for KAH1 and KAH9 for 90/91 and 91/92 such that the
KAH9 catch seems to have been combined into the KAMI catch. It is possible to
approximately deduce what the catch was by calculating the average kahawal catch for 9
since 86/87 when the fishing pattern on the west coast changed because of the reduced
amount of pair trawling due to the SNA8 TACC being introduced.

For the 4 years from 86/87 the average catch on the west coast was 180 tonnes. We have
arbitrarily reduced the KAMI catch by!50 tonnes for 90/91 and 200 tonnes for 91/92. You may
not agree with this arbitrary division but however you may decide to make the change there
will only be 10-30 tonnes in it.

" We understand that most of the unknown area catch was from the Gisbome based
purse seiner fishing about 75% in Area 2 and 25% in Area 1. This problem can also be
corrected by proportionating the unknown catch by 75:25 into Areas 1 & 2 as we have done
in the columns labelled CORR1 and CORR2.

•'* Exclude the big year of 87/88 when the catch was considerable in Areas 1 and 2. If
the corrected catch is allowed for, then it is apparent that there has only been a reduction of
133 tonnes in the combined catch for Area 1&2 for the period from 83-86 compared to the
combined catch of 88-92.
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During 1991, there were five target samples taken from 14 May to 24 July 1991. A total of 6778 fish
were measured. The mean size of all fish was 46.10 cm. (Figure 3a). These samples represent 305.1
tonnes which is 20.7% of the total landings in KAH1 for the year. (Table 1).

During 1992, seven purse seine target trips were sampled between 14 April and 8 June 1992. A total
of 12,431 fish were measured. The mean size of all fish sampled was 45.25 cm. (Figure 3b). These
sampled landings represent a total landing of approximately 620.9 tonnes (fisher estimated catches)
which is 56% of all kahawai landed in KAH1 for the year as of 22 June 1992 (Table 1).
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Figure 3a. Bay of Plenty purse seine target fishery 1990-1991 - Length frequency distribution.
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Figure 3b. Bay of Plenty purse seine target fishery 1991-1992 - Length frequency distribution

Mean sizes for the two years exhibitlittle variability. The 1992 data displays a small mode peaking
at 33 cm, and a trough at 37 cm. which is lacking in 1991 data. This early modal peak was caused
by only two of the seven 1992 samples, #2 and #6, with sample #6 being comprised solely of these
small fish (Appendices 1 & 2).

Both years indicate a decided bimodality with a major mode occurring near the mean at 42-46 cm.
(sample#2,3,4,5 and? for 1992 and* 1,2,3, and 5 for 1991), and asecond, lesser mode occurring
at 51-5 cm. (sample # 1 for 1992 and # 4 and 5 for 1991). In 1992, another mode is evident at 47
cm, (samples # 3 and 4), which was absent in the 1991 samples.
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5. RESULTS

During the 21 days spent in the field over the sampling period, 400
kahawai were caught and examined, and 85* of these were longer than
35 cm (Fig. 3). The mean length was 55 on. and the ratio of males to

**remales was 40:60.""Most oJ the' f"U UeWcaught in trammel nets, and
the fact that none were caught in the 50 m net or in a seine net (10 mm
mesh) indicates that few or no small f ish were present during the study
period. It was considered'that these two methods would have Indicated
the presence of Juvenile kahawai. .

The gonads of male and female kahawai both Increased in maturity
(Nikolsky scale) between November 1982 and mid February 1983 (F1g. 4).
In November, less than - IX of kahawai examined had gonads which had
matured to stage 3 or greater. The February sample contained the
highest proportion of maturing fish, "with 65* being at s tages or
greater, and 43* of these were at stage 4. The comparable figures were
56* ud'ias 1n late January, and 34* and 12* In early March. In April,
the percentage of gonads developed to stage 3 or greater was only 4*.
However, In this sample, 75* of the gonads were considered to be
resorbing; the degenerating gonads were decreasing In weight and size,
and the condition of the sexual products was regressing. This was
generally" apparent from the uneven size of the eggs, and from the large
ovaries which were mottled in colour and unevenly filled. The sample of
kahawai caught In April also contained a high proportion of f i sh showing
signs of external damp' to the eyes, tails, and gi l l covers, and
internal deterioration,--usually of the liver. .

Examination of the stomachs showed that from November 1982 to mid
April 1983, the percentage of fish with food in their.stomachs declined
(Fig 5) In November, 50* of the kahawai stomachs examined contained
traces of food, but by February, only 28* did so, and this declined to
1* by April. The main food item was the remains of fHh which had been
digested beyond Ident i f icat ion. Identifiable foods Included anchovies
(Enqraulis australis), yellow-tail (Seriola l a V a n d i ) , sausage worms
(Echiura sp.), freshwater eel (AngiHlU SPP-), t r iple-fin blennies
^^ygion sp.), and the common freshwater,bully (Gobiomorphus spp).
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Figure 3.13: Relative proportions at length of kahawai caught (by sub-region) during the

1990/91 recreational fishing survey in the North Region.
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During the 12 weeks of the survey, daily Interviews of anglers were
conducted to obtain Information, on the origin of people fishing, the
number of fish caught, and the amount of time spent fishing, pf the 506
people interviewed, onjy 19.3* lived In the local area (defined as the
area between, but not Including, Opotiki and Cape Runaway). Another
33* lived in Opotlkl, and 14X travelled from other places for a day's
fishing Of those- interviewed, 33.7* were staying away from home, and
85* of these came from within the area bounded by Tauranga, Hamilton.

Taupo, and Glsborne.

The number of fish caught per person per day ranged from 0 to 60,.
and the total weekly catch ranged from 10 to 140;. A total -of 3270

' fish was caught by. the 506 interviewees. However, larger numbers of
flih were reputedly caught by individuals who were not Interviewed.

•

*** During the survey period, .'local' people spent an average of 2.08
hours fishing, and caught an average of 4.17 fish per hour. People
from outside the survey area'spent 2,65 hours fishing, at a catch rate
of 2.24-f1sh per hour. Overall, each person on average spent 2.54 hours
fishing and caught 2.SS fish per hour.

* The higher catch rate.for local people, compared with that for
people from outside the area, was partly attributable to the local
eople mostly using hand lines, which allow for a better -feel- for the
fish People from outside the area mainly used surfcastlng rods, which
tend to 'lose' more fish than hand lines. Also Important was the fact
that It was easier for the locals to be at the river when the fish were
present," whereas outsiders had to take pot luck.

"6.2 Maori Aspects of the Motu. River Kahawal Fishery . .

Power (1843, in Best 1929) wrote of the kahaval:
•

"Their advent is hailed with Joy by both Maori and . _
Altaian .greeted with shouts and cheers".

The Hotu River -as considered by Te Rangi Hiroa (1926) to be famous
for its kahaval fishery. He reported the Min f ishing method to be a
paua shell lure (pa kah.wai), rather than the dip or seine net used 1.

ther areas. The lure was a hook.made froo, wood, wi th pieces of paua
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Biological sampling

Data on length frequencies, sex composition, age
frequencies (otolith readings), and stomach contents
were collected from commcrciaJ landings and during
tagging studies from damaged fish.

Age and length frequencies
Little information on kahawai spawning and

nursery 'areas is available, but it appears that most
sheltered bays and estuaries in the North Island are
used as nurseries, especially those off the east coast,
north of the Bay of Plenty. Apart from the sheltered
cstuarine waters in Tasman Bay and near Farewell
Spit, juveniles have not been found in substantial
numbers in South Island waters (New Zealand
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries unpublished
data).

Age and fork length measurements were taken from
kahawai caught in several areas (Table 7). Although
the catching methods varied, the lengths of the fish
in each area did not vary with the method used (Tables
8a-d). Fish caught by purseseine were assumed to
represent local fish because the mesh size of the nets
was small enough to retain juvenile, as well as mature,
kahawai. Relatively more small fish were caught by
line than by purseseine, but this was probably because
lining was usually used to catch fish in sheltered'
nearshorc waters where smaller kahawai are often •
found. Within each-area fish size did not. vary
substantially between schools, though fish in one of
the two schools sampled from cast Tasman Bay on 21
April 1983 were reported as being larger than usual
for the area.

.

Although almost 20% of the sample taken by sctnet
from the Waitaki River in 1984 comprised small fish
of about 40 cm, the sample taken by line in 1983 from
this 'area had no fish of this size. It is unlikely that this
absence of small fish resulted from the fishing method
used, because 40 cm fish were caught by lining in other

TaWe 7: Ajt and length diU for kttnwxl from areas sampled

Area n Mean Median • i.d.» •
Northland 38 S.7 8 3.95
Bay of Plenty 300 8.2 8 2.57
Ariel Bank 97 8.8 9 1.57
Waikato River (1983) 22 5.6 6 1.68
Waikaio River (1984) 100 -9.8 10 2.11,
New Plymouth 39 8.5 8 4.25
Wellington Harbour 137 8.1 8 2.52
South Tarenaki Bijht 398 8.4 8 2.22
Farewell Spit 300 6.1 5 2.14
East Tasmao Bay 149 11.1 II 2.84
Inner Tuman Bay 100 4.2 4 0.43
Clifford Bay 198 10.4 10 3.52
Kaikoura (1981) 2S7 12.6 12 3.27
Kaikoura (1982) 569 12.5 12 2.87
Waitaii River 150 15.7 17 5JI
* Standard deviation.
t Minimum to maximum »jc.

areas that year; it is more probable that there were no
small fish in the sampling area in 1983. Excluding this
sample, the length frequencies of fish caught by the
two methods were similar.
> Whole otoliths were read by the method described
by Eggleston (1975). For otoliths which required
burning to read, rings were clearer when the otolith
was sectioned arfd polished before burning (Paul 1976,
James 1984). The age-length relationships were similar
to those reported by Eggleston (1975). An age-length
frequency plot for all samples combined is given in
Table 9. Although mean length and age increased with
latitude on the east coast South Island, this trend was
not apparent in other areas (see Table 7). Movement
of tagged fish between the North and South Islands

.
Table SB: Length frequencies for Bay of Plenty samples by date and

method of capture
Length Purscscine Line Purseseine Purseseine
(cm) 3 1 -May 1983 3-15 Jun 1983 13 Jun 1983 16 Jun 1983
38 1
39 - - _
40 - | _ •
41 - 1
4 2 - 1 i14 - | _ I
43 - |
44 - -i ^
4 5 . - _ . . - 5
46 - | 5 • .
47 ' • - t ' if. - ••"-•; "s
48 4 l 73 •>• *-J J

4 9 6 4 - 1 2 1 3
50 14 5 13 9

.51 ... 7 . . 3 .. 9 5
52 17 3 6 17
53 10 .3 9 16
54 . 20 1 3 ' 12
5 5 7 1 2 8
f f t m56 7 4 1 3
57 6 - - AV — J|

58 2 - - |
Total 100 32 100 100

1-
X--41-?

Age (y) Lenmh (cm)
Min.-Max.f n Mean Median s.d. Min.-Max.

3-23 38 48.2 4« 6.50 34-59
4-16 300. 51.3 • 52 3.00 " 42-58
5-12' 97 48.3 49 2.71 39-54
3-11 22 38.6 39 5.12 28-49
6-16- 100 48.5 • 49 2.76 41-57
3-18 40 45.0 . 48 9.43 21-59
2-20 137 47.0 49 6.15 21-56
4-21 400 48.0 48 2.87 40-58
4-14 300 46.0 47 4.13 37-56
7-19 150 52.2 52 2.77 44-59
3-05 100 36.6 37 2.16 28-44
5-22 199 51.4 52 3.60 39-41

' 6-24 293 53.1 53 2.70 46-60
7-23 572 52.9 53 2.56 44-<2
5-23 151 53.7 56 6.24 28-62

• 't
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FISHING COUNCIL (INC)
P.O. Box 99418 Newmarket Phone: 0-9-579 3477 Fax: 0-9-579 1377

^^^p^BMMMMBM^^BMM^MMM^H^MM^MMMMMMM^MI^MM^M^MM^nMM^BMMMMMMMMMMM

PRESIDENT: Bob Burstail.

RATIONAL SECRETARY: j^ Hetherington.
Tuesday 4pm 24 August 1993,

»

Hon Doug Kidd
Minister of Fisheries

. Parliament Buildings
Wellington.

Dear Minister,

Re: Kahawai and Kingfish TACC Settings.

The New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council would like to offer these final points with regard
to the kahawd and Jdngfish TACCs for -the next fishing year. Firstly regarding kkgfish, the
NZRFC is amazed at how certain sectors of the Industry have elected to ignore the agreed
Accord which was achieved with the assistance of a MAF Fisheries facilitator (with the exception
of triple hooks) by our Council and the Federation of Commercial Fishermen. The contents of
the Accord were widely advertised in Profish and the leading Recreational monthly magazines.
As you'will recall the amended document was forwarded for your information by the NZ Fishing
Council Chairman Colin Moyle.

Since the Accord was signed, we have sought to have the non-commercial regulations include
the three daily bag limit and minimum length of 65 centimeters. For Industry to question the
minimum length is totally irresponsible and contrary to sensible fisheries management - it is basic
that the fish must be allowed the chance to breed at least once before being caught Information
received from Australia since the original Accord actually states that 75 centimeters would be
more appropriate to prevent the taking of juvenile Kingfish (which is the same species as ours).

One of the other basic tenets of the kingfish Accord was that commercial would stop targeting
kingfish. Since the Accord was agreed, we are aware that the kingfish catch has likely increased
to in excess of 500 tonnes for the first time which clearly indicates that industry has not stopped
targeting kingfish. The damage is being done by only 20-30 setnet and longline fishermen who
are each taking 5-10 tonnes of kingfish. As outlined in our main submission, we ask that
individual catch limits of 1 tonne of kingfish be placed on the fishing permits of these fishermen,
until kingfish is brought into the quota system.

Regarding kahawai, we had genuinely hoped that the purs'", seine catch limits that were
' introduced in 1989 would work and that the kahawai fishery would begin to recover. But our

survey earlier this year showed that over the last three years our members have not noticed any
improvement. In fact, we are certain that the situation has deteriorated as we are now getting
reports from the Manukau and Port Waikato from commercial and recreational fishermen that the
kahawai fishery is now in decline on the west coast. It is because there has been no
improvement that we are now determined that the purse seine catch limits must be reduced.

Research—Enhancement—Managementof Recreational Fisheries



There has also been another new development this year because for the first time we have been
able to show in our earlier submissions on kahawai that there is scientific evidence (taken from
the reports of Eggleston, Ritchie, Wood, Kilner, Jones, Pennlington, McKenzie and Sylvester)
that kahawai are being overfished. This detailed evidence is conclusive regardless of which way
the figures arc read that there has been a reduction in mean length of sampled fish of a minimum
of 8cm and a drastic reduction in non-commercial CPUE from 2.55 fish per hour to 0.1 fish per
hour. These are obvious signs to anyone including Dr Brian Jones that the fishery is under
stress. We strongly question Dr Jones intent to ignore and not take into consideration the
findings of eight other scientists in his own deliberations.

There are essentially only two explanations why there can be a decrease in average size of fish
- either there has been a major increase in the number of smaller fish (recruitment) or there has
been a major increase in adult removals. There is no proof of any change in recruitment, but
there has been a major change in adult kahawai mortalities since the inception of purse seine
harvesting of this species. Nobody can deny this and if need be we will do another public media
survey immediately to verify our evidence that kahawai is still being overfished.

In the past you have asked us to negotiate with the companies to increase the. size of the purse
seine "No Go" areas*--We now^realise th£i because of-the mobility^of -kahawai, No Go areas will-
not work unless they are very big eg. 10 miles, most of the existing voluntary no go areas are
only 2 miles. The 81-84 tagging programme showed that on average kahawai moved 50 miles
in just 2 years, whereas the MAP Information pamphlet No. 18 on snapper states that "extensive
tagging studies have shown that snapper generally remain within a few kilometres of their release
site, with many appearing not to have moved at all." No Go areas can work for snapper, but they
will not work for kahawai.

We also touched on this point in our main submission why No Go areas will not work. The facts
are these. First, the evidence from recreational fishermen and most commercial fishermen
(except purse seiners) is that kahawai are in decline in size and abundance around the entire
coastline of NZ. However second, the main purse seine kahawai extractions have only been
taken from two relatively small areas: 1. Waihi-Whakatane, 2. Tasman Bay-Kaikoura. We are
certain that the kahawai move into these two small areas in a "sink effect". Thus, since the early
to mid 1980s when the first large purse seine extractions were taken, the kahawai could easily
have moved considerable distances eg. the 150-200 miles from the north-west coast to the top
of the South Island. We suggest that the concentrated purse seining in these hotspots creates a
void into which kahawai from other areas ultimately sink.

Dr Jones can ramble on about inshore-offshore kahawai types, changes in climate, recruitment,
recreational fishermen just fishing close to shore etc etc and invent other excuses and
explanations about the kahawai decline. But these are all very complicated explanations that
have never been published nor widely discussed within MAP with his own peer group; we noted
with interest how he was corrected a number of times at one of the earlier meetings by Dr Don
Robertson. What nobody can deny is the overwhelming reports that kahawai are in decline and
that purse seine catches have increased. The simplest explanation is that the decline has been
caused by purse seining.

;V';'.t V W
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The final point we would like to cover is the economics of purse seining kahawai. We have
already registered our concern that this stock is being exploited to bolster the purse seine Industry
and it is acknowledged by Industry and your advisors that this is correct. We have asked the
Fishing Industry Guild to quantify the statement of 50 jobs being lost which to date they have
not done. We have asked your advisors to provide economic statistics on kahawai to advise you
accordingly and to our knowledge this has not been completed.

What we do know is that at one stage you were advancing the proposal that the mackerel species
be traded to the industry to stop purse seining kahawai. As we-have found out and was reported
in our main submission, the purse seiners have taken the trade on blue mackerel and increased
the catch to 15,000 tonnes, but have not stopped purse seining kahawai.

Another important ecomomic consideration is that for the last two summers the purse seiners
have caught only very small tonnages of skipjack tuna because of acts of nature - Mount
Penutuba or El Nino. However, we are certain that if MAP had said to the purse seiners 2 years
ago that they were going to ban skipjack purse seining, then there would have been a huge outcry
about economic doom and gloom and the familiar moan about job loss. But what happened, was
that the industry learnt to adapt to the change by increasing their blue mackerel catch and the
purse seiners remained>econornw;<'-'We consider' that asmiilar sort of thing" would happen'if
kahawai purse seining were banned - the industry would learn to adapt

MAP and the Minister could help this process by increasing the purse seine jack mackerel quota
and decreasing the large foreign trawl quota of jack mackerel off Taranaki. Nature may also
smile on the purse seiners if the skipjack return to NZ because the effects of Penutuba and El
Nino may be expected to decrease after 2-3 years. There is some evidence that this is happening
because it has been such a mild winter, and most probably it will be a hot summer with warm
water and the skipjack will return.

The NZRFC, the NZBGFC and our sustenance supporters acknowledge that the Crown is
responsible for the sustainable management of New Zealand fishery resources in the interests of
all New Zealanders. We request the Government to heed our concerns and numerous
submissions on kahawai and kingfish as being very important recreational fishing assets that are
being overfished. We ask that the Government take decisive action to stop this overfishing.

As the time frame for making decisions is limited, our advisors are willing to meet with you
anytime to summarise the finality of our position.

Yours Faithfully

Bob Burstall, President
New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council Inc

3
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g§£/fflONAL FISHING COUNCIL (INC)
illci JC)64. Newlands, Wellington Phone: (04) 478 5041 Fax: (04) 478 5044

'n îJLijii:'i|̂ bBurstall.
isl|i.u|fc:MKHetheifagton

' ' | : '.;'-.' ' :• 'b'.'}' >•(:

•l\ i; facsimile Letter.
I ' 4^nji Thursday

ji 9 September 1993

.111-
• i $ ,v
•J f-

HbnjbougKidd
Minister oFFisheries
parliiiment Buddings
jp^tj 04-4712930
Wellington.

jj 1 jjfif four-' TAr ™* TA^C Sttting

II ':-ii^H'
<J66d afternoon Minister^

ISner to our meeting in your office and a meeting of our Council's Executive we need to
Jgf£ ̂ ouTconclrnsW the stance you have taken on the kahawai fishery.

; - ' ' : '••''• '• '• . •

I AiiiL,oh it was virtuous for you to agree and acknowledge our concerns you saidyou are
'i^^So^theanomali^ therefore, as we are not presently privy to this legal
M^t^a^ate the reasons why? Which could enable us to consider gettmg our
own legal advice on the issues we submitted.

We believe the research you and your policy advisors are relying on is far from conclusive and
.does not indicate the true position of the fishery.
'"klridv we repeat our position that improved recreational access to the kahawai fishery will
lott' £*d by additional no go areas because of the mobility of kahawa, We reiterate

' Ttet kahawai is one of the most mobile of the inshore species moving on an average of 50
Sfot i each year and sooner or later they will move outside the closed areas and get
STbyTe r^e seine fleet. This is very evident in the Bay of Plenty where m the past 8

• SaSordtng to MAF surveys and give and take elements of error ,t takes 25 times more
£ frnonlmmercial fishers to catch one kahawai. We have no wish to see any further
dedhtt in stock availability based on this existing reasonably factual CPUE Data.

^condlv the Industry is giving up nothing with the extension of the areas they have
Sosld The attached six maps taken from a MAF Fisheries North kahawai report show
^TcSriythat^oYthepurse seine sets in KAH1 that caught kahawai between 1983 and
SZe done in an area between Waihi and Whale Island near Whakatane, outstde the
liaLallv marked) proposed no go extension lines and we know this pattern continues today

Sth the exception eaVly this year when they caught around 150 tonnes supposmgly between
Iht £ a?d North ape whilst targeting mackerel. We have no intention to accept this atest
^Pr from Industry M it will not arrest the continual non-commercial CPUE decline and U s
^ anoto S&w they tend to make meaningless offers that will not impact on thetr

* »-» - - .— ̂  A* « M. M.| K?t ̂ t̂ . **~l**r~
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1 :' ,. „ ,1^ attached which <

wrt-**-""-<*1-1' !•grr^s. is thc ̂  «* ̂  - -
UvsSTJtf--^1-^i^mercial spec.es * * ^ gnapper

,coromercialVahawai , vv reducing the purse
• *u. e«ftcies. . * i~ manaaedby reau»-» e.

[onnes for reww*".—,tonnes for the purse seine Industry. Aaamuimu,by Todd Sylvester of MAF North that the data from 3 surveys, m/, \*^,...
determines with an element of error 1,460 tonnes of recreational catch inKAHl. ~t

You referred to the recreational survey that will start in the North in December 1993. V/bilst
'-. we are fully appreciative of your efforts in finally obtaining the iunds H will only tell us all
; what the present recreational catch is and this can be qualified by the people doing the survey.
\- What we can verity is it is about 25 times harder to catch a kahawai in the Bay of Plenty than
^ 8 years ago and this is not acceptable to the New Zealand fishing public or our Council

Executive Committee. . j
We are not looking for changes in KAH2 or KAH3 although it is the same stock species and
the lack of specific data and scientific uncertainty still exists for these areas. In KAH2 the
catch limit was easily achieved close to the KAH3 boundary. Also in KAH3 we note that two
different stories were offered (bad weather and minuscule no go areas) why the catch limit was

; not taken, but it is equally plausible that this is an indication that KAH3 is also being over

K fished.We do not accept the emotive statements of Industry of 30 job losses and canneries being
closed down etc, etc. These statements lack factual economic data and are of no consideration
considering the questionable commercial economic viability of this stand alone one stock :
species. The purse seine Industry lacking skip-jack tuna in the last three years has already
proved their resilience with no jobs lost or canneries being closed.

The two final points we would like to make are we are absolutely certain the purse seines
catch for KAH9 should be 0 tonnes, because with the exception of the 140 tonnes caught at
and near North Cape there has been no record of purse seine fishing in KAH9. Again the green
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Uk (PgB 133) clarifie, .he si.ua.ion a,,d s.a.o, wha. all .he reports, Ministers letters and press
releases said in 1990 and 1991.

T^po^sove^^^^Kahawai ̂ ^^^^S^JLt ** UU volunta-y agreement and we

™ZM2££ -*-̂  » «•MW reafa *"re8UlMion is vwy 'mp° -
T. s«n,m.rize, our fl».l position «» New Zatand K»h»Wri stock k.
, v«, the nurse seine catch for KAMI be reduced to 1100 tomes maximum until there is
'• S£S3S,d-.*.-*l*Bta.^MSY-CAY.

2 KAH2andKAH3toreraatathesameunlilwehavesufficientdat«asl. ;

',.' KAH9 to remain 0 tomes or a»y specific bi-oatch allocation is deducted from KAH1
; 1100 tonnes.
,;4. The Kahawai Moratorium for Area One to be reinstated from October I to March 30. .

' ̂  fi.nv- aooreciate your statement that when the revision of Fisheries LegislationJs completed

^rX^^her ^erioration "** faplow the no™ommerclal access to *";
Sfe^^r^ from recreational people through out
Ij^ffltfS, regrettably we will have to be pristine publicly a* to why and who .
{Depleting this valuable public resource.

Yours faithfully.

'H ' R.TBurstall President. /- " ' • ; /ysr
j.R Chibnall. Executive Committee.

RGilden.

Copy

Executive Committee.

President. NZ Big Game fish Council Inc.
Mark Edwards MAF Policy Fisheries.
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A11&••*•**'Hf1^1 j?1 jji- 's ' .i . i i - •*•*--<••••>•*'=-'•>• Bob Burstall

Max Hetherlhgton;
^'rfr^iMhn' McCoy ' . . . • - . ' . .
If Malpheries Greta Point ; : . ,. . . ' . . ; : \ . . " \
?';?;•.'•'fw1 ;'•*:£•>!'!'«• . - • ' ' - • ' ' • . ' . ' . • i

Ililiiil1-199-4- . - '• . ' : - . ;

f|illiltehn.---:;y : . . : ' . ' • " • ' - :
IlififIfe , «fr t u r present position of "no funding, no

.^liiMelfo sessions next week. . • • • . . .
: .-&••• i :_;*( :!7,T^TP| tV ' '

,11

!tt&
14-

I*** »«--»ti''-l ' • * ' • ' ' '

$'•'<•• ' : - ' ' ' ' • • ' ' : • • • 'Import in the Draft Assessment Working Group "white book" indicates
k^ahawai has been blatantly overflshed by purse seining in the KHA1
1$<5JO tonnes, even though the Minister had set this year's catch by
|lhseining at 1200 tonnes and we still have the rest of the year to

f ' J&o*̂ i»l;.. We also see that commercial tonnage by other methods such as
|j')g|.M!r'netting i trolling etc has increased dramatically adding more
,'lifffpifSiare to this depressed fishery. This extra catch pressure is
Vî ttn$l>i|tedly .Caused by Industry believing that this species is to be
^i1 [qUtfbSrised in. the near future and they are endeavouring to increase
)' their catch history for the sole purpose of quota allocation which is
"''simply not good enough. The commonsense approach fell all of us that

this] fishery is in bad shape and will end up like the snapper if this
is'allowed to carry on.
We also believe that what scientific information that is available is
being misused to suit commercial fishing interests and is totally
fefflfflc'eptable by recreational and sustenance fisher- persons. The

book" indicates that kahawai don't travel and that there may be
^pal different stocks. This is another nonsense for the following

i<fns - the Kaikoura fishery is all adult fish and they have to come
somewhere. The closest breeding area is some hundreds of
letres away so they must travel. Another scenario is in the Bay
*enty there is a high concentration of commercial fishing in a
I area. it would be totally impossible for this small area to

iU$tSjikBtand this heavy commercial fishing of kahawai over the years if
s* Hi§i$ didn't travel from somewhere into the area.
*lf~X9i*j «*«.. - . . . . . . • • .

?'•'"*?'* *'«* MAP scientists saying that commercial spotter

&j&t.^^£^SZ"»*^«^.^^\:^k'^fWW&t many years of MAF Scientists saymy uuau **•>,*** _, .
f^*$tanss sighting evidence to be deeply floored and unworkable - why
|«*' snpeienly is it reliable data. These methods of assessing the kahawai

'iî tfek for commercial take must stop if this fishery is going to be kept
i*i a sustainable manner. There is a ground swell of recreational
t^shing interests that is greatly concerned about the future of this
$|to£ie8. I understand that Mark Feldman is going to attend this
Citing in a private capacity. Mark has indicated to us what his
Haftce is going to be and as he is an advisor to this Council we
totally support him over the state and the future of the kahawai

lishery. . . /2

-_t- c«i,onr.ompnt - Manaaement of Recreational Fisheries
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|^i:Jajii||;iittotice that there has been an approach from Industry to move
||§^ |̂l§|boundary between KAMI and KAH2. This will effectively run the
;k||t^pp;p:bnnages in the present KAMI and KAH2 tonnages into KAH2 alone
'ijp t̂;ii||( a brand new area in one for further commercial exploitation.
^p5|^^|lj|btally against this move and it would be greatly detrimental
t||:|$Pp|ishery. We also notice that they are endeavouring to create
a|jt|||||y new area KAH4 which is from Tirau Point in the North Island
t|i'jgqiie^here near Haast in the South Island. Once again this will
(ji|fe|4;i|[|iire pressure on the West Coast fishery and we are equally
b|̂ |||j||o this development. Both of these suggestions are against the
«f||||i|i||;6f the fishery and there cannot be any scientific evidence
v^Iaisblfisr to say this would be a good move.
!:!!fi!f̂ $
s!H|*eiN>- Once again commonsense has to prevail. This fishery
li||:̂ r<||i|fe to the "white book" has half of the biomass to be able to
s|i| >i*j|i|;!the present commercial catch level. The reduction of the
:̂ |̂ $|i|&l catch must happen if this species is going to survive. If
t||i JB|||i(iiery fails it would be an enormous financial loss to not only
c|i|||4||i|;l but to recreational fishers as well. We don't have to tell
Yp||hi|i||j|napper is a top priority fish for recreational and sustenance
ll^ft|ir|Ki|ihd its future greatly concerns us.
i i;i>s,t;^!:rhitiJtf;-,i! r
•I 1:

U:!
m%.;tep'«.•:-;
.r$$;.;:jiipiil̂ ii|iiaii

;ij|||t$ii!]i;:
'llf:i;-i(r!;:|'li-i.,-• ••(>•••••'' •i^ijaj,^.

;,'j *
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P.O. Box 26 064, Newlands, Wellington Phone: (04) 478 5041 Fax: (04) 478 5044

PRESIDENT: Bob Burstall

NATIONAL SECRETARY: Max Hetherington. OOU084
\)

29th July 1994

Hon Douglas Kidd
Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Buildings
WELLINGTON

Dear Minister,

TACC Setting and Management £5

In your letter of 30 June 1994 you inv,
management review and TACC setting r
our acceptance and this document
consideration.

We were pleased to receive
particularly pleased with
stated publicly in gener,
specifics which are de

METHODOLOGY.

In preparing tl
cases they
direct to
referred
submissions
endeavoured.

'sultation on this years
aware we have indicated

s our submissions for your

fer ofHst&^teijk concerning this review and were
OdicationV^hkt-^ybu gave therein; As we have already

tbese_^«e<suyported but with reservations on some
our /fetf&flu^ibn.

;sion-jf£s^£v> been in contact with our membership. In some
jed c«(ftB^n%^ahd input direct to you. Soae have provided input
is aft£c^9 as appendices to our comments. In doing so we have

separateXBubmissions in our overall summaries. Where such
beenOj^ndw-itten we have typed these for ease of reading. We have

it Tanv'ail areas.

submission the TACC figures and reported landings have been
Plenary Booklet.

iis in order and we intend to attend the joint meeting with you to
you so desire. We must indicate that basically we are in agreement
intent as set out in your letter but have specific comments in some

>ur>) faithfully

ax Hetherington
Secretary/Treasurer.

Research - Enhancement - Management of Recreational Fisheries



*************************************************************************

8 HQKI - HOK 1

8.1 We note that the present TACC is set at 202,155 tonnes .and the MAF
position is that the stock could sustain a TACC increase of 100,$00
tonnes. It is noted that industry have not stated a jipsition. ~

8.2 MeBbers have expressed concerns over the Hoki Fi
recreational component. These concerns relate
Hoki Fishery of Hapuku/Bass, Ling and Bluen$
overall food chain as the hoki are the fo<
species. We have reports of a by catch of £ln&x̂ bjj the
nearly equals the TACC of the ling. We Uftderstahfl thatx

catch is deemed to the crown and su-M&N̂ hat ful̂
produced as to the TACC against ̂l̂ KtWs Ij
recorded before any increase in tĥ /MCC\£t>r
We note the table attached as-̂ j <̂ pendj
situation.

********************************jt**X*X*X****

x̂SSr̂JACK MAckEw'ET. — JMA 1 — JMA 3\-\ JJMl 7.

9.1 We note the TACC

JKA 1 TACC is
JMA 3 TACC i
JMA 7 TACC_f
JMA 10 T.

9.2

ery that
this by-

need to be
atch is being
s is agreed to.
this by-catch

********************

or this species are:

nes ̂ ĥ£fcgV is 7529 tonnes
nnes//T̂ M-btfgs is 15399 tonnes
tonĵ s. \Lanjiings is 24767 tonnes

tonnes X̂ -ianaings is 83 tonnes

:stry that the TACC be increased to reflect
the Chilean Jack Mackerel. We note that in

the TACC has been substantially over caught and
ained catches. We presume that this is because of

7 _ ie new species but suggest that the over catch is not
ason/*<ir\toj4asing the TACC for the reasons already stated under
noseXf̂ T̂ ove.

Utâ hO'as an appendix a letter from John Salmon of Gisborne
ŝ ng total opposition without a thoroughly independent survey.

ire generally opposed to an increase in these TACCs on the
nforoation that has been provided.
>

***************************************************̂ jt*je*jtA************

iVAI - KAH 1 - KAH 2 - KAH 3 - KAH 9.

10.1 We note the reported landings for this species are:

KAH 1 Landings is 4010 tonnes
KAH 2 Landings is 1390 tonnes
KAH 3 Landings is 1950 tonnes
KAH 9 Landings is 0 tonnes
with a total landings of 7352 tonnes.



10.2 We note the reported catch by purse seine and quota to be:

KAH 1 Catch is 1547 tonnes
KAH 2 Catch is 795 tonnes
KAH 3 Catch is 1808 tonnes
KAH 9 Catch is 140 tonnes

Quota is 1666 tonnes
Quota is 851 tonnes
Quota is 2339 tonnes
Quota is 0 tonnes

with a total Catch of 4290 tonnes against a quota of̂ 4856 tonnes

10.3 We note a request from Industry to increase the Pui
(quota) as follows:

KAH 1 Increase to 1666 tonnes
KAH 2 Increase to 1200 tonnes
KAH 3 Increase to 2750 tonnes
KAH 9 Increase to 500 tonnes (separa

10.4 We have received a number of comm;
attached as appendices. We draw

10.4.1 the President of
10.4.2 John Salmon of

10.5 A comprehensive paper oihŷ kfiî vsubjec1

member Ross Gildon. ThVdrvjft is
been provided to MAP o&£±p>ers
final submissioD̂ Hiii be preŝ
their evaluatioV^ana Jcomme

and these are
comments from:

prepared by our executive
an appendix. This draft has

fill being consulted with and a
>soon as possible after we receive

10.6 Basically
species
being r

**********
11 LDKV\ v/

&V¥fr! '

e suggested increases and request the
'eational fish with the purse seine limits

limit only.

*******************************************

and landings for this species is

265 tonnes Landings is 253 tonnes
2160 tonnes Landings is 2218 tonnes

is 4401 tonnes Landings is 4101 tonnes

note that industry have not stated a position in respect of LIN 1 but
that they have requested a 30Z increase under the adaptive management

>process.

..3 We refer to our comments above under Hoki in respect of the requested
increases and to the table of by catch attached as an appendix.

11.4 We recommend caution in respect of these requested increases.

*************************************************************************

12 HMJ - MDK 1

12.1 We note the TACC for this area is 157 tonnes with reported landings of
280 tonnes. We further note that the landings have exceeded the TACC for
every year since 1986.
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For kahawai, we propose the purse seine
200 tonnes KAH1,100 tonnes KAH2,300

-, linked to a joint MAF / industry / recreati
, (sea Appendix). As an incentive to

.''1 offered an extra research tonnage

SUMMARY ' . } , .

.Surveys in 1994 amongst the gamefishing clubs have shown<acjfe&&rtal fishif
kahawai and kingfish in the last year has not improved. Tbe r̂eXsSonal
asks that both species be recognised as "recreation^NRshr Theretom-our
recommendations for this years. TACC round are essentially tfte sametks last year
except that with the blowout in the kahawai "TACC" fctM^gS, we nO^best catch
limits be placed on the set net fishery. s\w~rr _^-\-M^ KOU.H

.-jiskL. . ..,:̂ T.-'V^;' '"

For kingfishrthe" commercial̂
not had any effect in iimitjj
catch limits: of 1 tonne
fishermen who have
the ^qck^assessmer

•IflastS 'yearslw^
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We are vefir concerned by this near 2000 tonne blowout because the current "TACC"
Is supposed to be 5431 tonnes. This is determined from the 6500t established in



1991, minus KAH1 466t reduction in 1993, minus 10% for Maori.

MAP and the Minister need to take urgent action on the other methods, which would
be very similar to the proposed action we have made for kingfish. Analyse the data
to determine who the top 30-40 kahawai set, ring, drag netters are and then put a pro-
rated catch limit on each individual fishermen. These catch limits would have to be>
backed up with some strong enforcement such as no dumping ancKm fishermertbx
stop fishing once his limit had been exceeded. C\\\/^ //-> \>

/\ / .\ \s \ \
We accept that it is highly unlikely that trawlers and D
kahawai, and therefore they would not be part of these pn
restrictions. Long liners may be targeting kahawai

2. 1994 kahawai stock assessment

It is unfortunate that we did not partltipat
our policy of non-consultation, althoug
on an unofficial basis. Note that
some of the working group meeti
many as possible of the interested an^etfecte
to less expensively attend tJ*fsB^neetings

We strongly disagree
143 of the Plenary,
support this assertif

i. (a) Recre^i

imit

_ groups because of
'eldmaadid participate
1995 assessment that

.^a or Auckland to enable as
;ial and recreational fishermen

^beginning with the sentence on page
'lenty scientific evidence does not

that follow.

frgth fp

We dojiot
me
ye

.\>N
%tan^owthis sentence even made it into the report as it has no

tse tbe4&y]9^ ramp survey is not compared to any data from previous
;ould s\&SJ^sJrtnat if surveys had been done through the 1970s and 1980s

-eational catch would have exceeded 50 cm - strong evidence
IB sizef trecw^Rtey and the fishery is in decline.

u. fal sightings data

/e examined the Bradford and Taylor report and do not agree with the
llusions that the data show no decline. We oppose the use of this data mainly

zause the data was not collected by MAP, is not independent of the commercial
fishery and is therefore not reliable.

Our graph shows a considerable decline from the early 1980's to 1990 when the
fishery was being heavily fished. It is very interesting to us, that in 1991 when Ken
Shirley introduced the purse seine catch limits, that all of a sudden the sightings data
dramatically increased, presumably because industry would be wanting to show the
fishery was in good health. If MAP had collected the data, we could believe 1991, but
because industry collected it, we do not.



Through Keith Ingram and Paul Barnes, I am aware of how important the industry
considered it was with the design of the current SNA1 tagging programme, that the
tags be collected and returned independent of commercial and recreational fishers.
MAP has had to collect the tags, so that there can be no allegations that the tagging
survey was corrupted as it is alleged happened in 1983/84 with tag return bias.

The aerial sightings data is a wonderful example of industry co-operatldkin the 197
and 1980's, but co-operative programmes (especially if they<flSJ^nly
individuals) in the political fisheries climate of the 1990's fcaykXNbe use
considerable caution. We strongly request that the aerî sigMings d
included in the kahawai stock assessment even though oyf^prrshows a\}r£matic
decline through the 1980s.

Hi. Tagging paragraph (bottom of page 143)

In our 1993 submission, we explained th
how we believe the purse seiners ha^
kahawai around NZ. It must be remefoJ^atefrthat
are considerably more mobile tharKkiawePwhi
MAP Information Pamphlet No. 18).

sis (stated below),
overall decline in

roving on average 50 nm
ly a "few kilometres" (from

We consider that the large f̂cteey^eine catetib^rffwo relatively small areas (the Bay
of Plenty (actually Waihmwtek^M/ĵ jtflop of the South Island (although not
discounting the purs^^gyB^ctiV|tjMî ^pl2)) have led to the overfishing of the
kahawai fishery aroiirjd îe entire^qa f̂ of New Zealand. The results of the 1981-84
tagging programifî ^wed thagiî a^age the kahawai moved 50 miles in a 2 year
period. Thus/?in6elfte ear!yTO^mjcT1980s when the first large purse seine extractions
were taken,<mk^a|iawai coulds^Hy have moved considerable distances eg. the 150-
200 miles froft^tJK* northwest coast to the top of the South Island. We suggest that
the cMc^mraJed purse^stljjrfg in these hotspots creates a void into which kahawai
froiri <d^k^as^n îaly sink"

/N>

jnderstand what Z and M are all about, but given the amount of influence
/stn/ appears to have already had in the working group process and the lack

review as has been discussed in the 3 points listed above, we have difficulty
ting Z and M especially given the next 2 pieces of information we wish to

iss.

3. Other information

i. 1983 purse seine data

We note that in the final 1994 Plenary report, that there is no reference to the 3 purse
seine shots done in 1983, whereas this data was mentioned in Brian Jones draft



<.

FARD'and in earlier versions of the working group report. Why has reference to this
data been removed?

We have been meaning to ask Brent Wood if it is true as stated on pg 5 of the Jones
FARD that "The [1983] samples were not selected at random since large fish were
selected for ageing and for comparison with the fish being currently tagged in the Bay
(Wood pers. comm.). Mark Feldman has contacted Mike Bradstock&nd I believe'̂
Gavin James (the other 2 main people involved in the 1983 taggm^wtt4hey W ^ T £ \ >
certain that MAF would always tag by proper random seledio^Nĵ /nrher
provided that Brent Wood can confirm that the fish were tagg^ff^ îwom,
data should be used.

As such, the analysis (refer to Figure 6 in the
but it should be highlighted in a different way.
had larger mean sizes than the 1983 samples
What is totally neglected, is that there must h,
total of 29 samples) that were smaller th

FARD),
Jo

e used,
irTl991-92

mean sizes",
pies (from the

The bottom line is that in 1983 the
Figure 5 (fig 3 in the Mckenzie rep
in 1991 (1991 does not include smalf
Even if the 30-35 cm fish wec^rekpved
the average size for 1992 ww&still onl

We acknowledge th
combined with the re1

that it all starts t

The Jones
to Gisbome
beca
CO

iy /\

/hereas (as shown by
the fish averaged 46.1 cm
ige) and 45.3 cm in 1992.

*2 graph (for whatever reason),
fo about 46 cm.

data may be a bit scant, but when
Kaharoa report (discussed below), suggest

ice of kahawai overfishing.

o attempfSxtoNJompare purse seine length data from East Cape
970&4p the Bay of Plenty 1990s data. The comparison is invalid

s beeo^axrtAded and it is like comparing apples and oranges. The
musi bVwnXrnilar areas. As has been shown between the Gulf-Bay

ly-Kaikoura coast, there can easily be large length differences
not that far apart.

roa trawl survey data
>

ingley (MAF Fisheries North) has written a report summarising the Kaharoa
survey results from 1982-1993, which includes a section on kahawai. Pg 16
'In the west coast North Island survey area, the mean length of fish comprising

the 30-55 cm length range declined from 41.0 cm in 1986 to 36.7 cm in 1991.
Similarly, in the Bay of Plenty the mean length of adult kahawai declined from 47.4 cm
in 1985 to 44.7 cm in 1992."

There are essentially only two explanations why there can be a decrease in average
fish size: either there has been a major increase in the numbers of smaller fish
(recruitment), or there has been a major increase in adult removals (overfishing). Up
until the Kaharoa results, it was not possible to distinguish between these two
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hypotheses because there was no kahawai recruitment data. However for the Hauraki
Gulf pg 16 of the Langley report states "The YCS [Year Class Strength] indices
indicate strong 1981,1984 and 1986 year classes and weak year classes from 1980,
1983, and each year from 1987 to 1991" (my emphasis). The Gulf is likely to be a
major juvenile nursery area for kahawai because the kahawai in this area are
consistently smaller than in the Bay of Plenty and Northland.

Conclusion

The kaharoa recruitment data is especially significant because î ^ong!y<suggeNst£trlat
recruitment has been poor in the last few years and ih^herefore ttrelb ĵsJreases in

'average size are most likely due to overfishing. Akwre^afeh statte&^how, there
has been a major increase in adult kahawai mor^M^storough fme^cessive purse
seine catches over the last 10 years. We concJtidktî a^e K r̂aroa^Ad 1983 purse
seine data provide evidence in line with ths^p^arriount/̂ ahe^dotal recreational
evidence that the kahawai fishery is being6\tera^K0d, an^^n^here is a dire need for
further commercial catch restrictions a^NjtStthsti in the sî ^ary.

KINGFISH

Background

Our observations^
observations,
and availabi
time

of the kingfish fishery are similar to our
ational fishermen have reported a decline in size

10 y^ars, and especially the last 5 years. At the same
:ch has steadily increased from 250-300 tonnes in the
tonnes in the 1990s. We would strongly suggest that

causal and linked.

i become a "recreational fish" but not in the same way as marlin
I the species. Hopefully by October 1 1995, kingfish will be
system with a TACC at the "dead" by-catch level of 150 tonnes,

jdge that decommercialisation is not an option for kingfish because 30-
(he kingfish catch will inevitably be caught dead at the boat as a genuine by-
rthe trawl, longline and setnet fisheries which will be unavoidable. In the

_ <t we would want the management of kingfish Improved by the introduction of
an explicit 1 tonne catch limit on the 20-30 longline and setnet fishermen who have
been targeting kingfish and causing the damage.

\

150 tonne "dead" by-catch TACC

Having recognised kingfish as a "recreational fish", then the TACC should be set at
the dead by-catch level which from our understanding of the fishery would represent
a TACC of around 150 tonnes. The reason that the TACC would have to be set at



the dead by-calch tonnage is simple. We acknowledge that some kingfish will
inevitably be caught dead as a by-catch in the trawl, longline and setnet fisheries
which will be unavoidable.

A prospective kingfish TACC set at 150 tonnes should not be considered as
overstatement of an initial negotiating position. It is a definitive cĵ kthat can
substantiated as follows. Prior to the quota system, it is likely toMm^mrrH
fishermen were deliberately targeting kingfish. This point needSsWm^eknowleb^et
because prior to 1986 most northern commercial fishermeft\(^eT>usy
snapper in the "race for fish" to establish catch historie^vTheMotal corhrrferdal
tonnages of kingfish before 1986 were: 1980 2941,19y
310 t, 1984/85 245 t, and 1985/86 255 t These cat
per year. We estimate that 50-70% of the comme
and reasonably healthy when brought on board
TACC represents that half of the kingfish c

The fishermen who
database. From
fishermen catoh 6
catch, whe
each ye
of the
fishi
t

It is only with the advent of the quota sj
and set net fishermen have started to
as a race for fish to build up a caftchlrtsto'ry,
kingfish was a non-quota speciesN îtjr no
combination of skill and trial arids r̂or thes<
by adapting their existing/pnejhojqg eg.
offshore islands.

:3/84
tonnes

ild be alive
tie 150 tonne
dead.

commercial longline
ly two reasons. Either

they had no quota and
ift restrictions. Through a

>n have learnt to target kingfish
nglines or nets set around the

sh would be easily identified in the MAP
ion, we know that normal longline and setnet
kllos of kin9fish 8ach yQar as a genuine by-

hermen tainting kingfish have an average catch of 5-15 tonnes
- ^cWa*&d9f shows tnat 20 fishermen are taking around 50-55%
igfisfcKc t̂m^hough up to 5 of-these "fishermen" may actually.be

lies.ojjewig a number of vessels; we acknowledge that it is unlikely
targeting kingfish.

3fish is not a quota species, these fishermen would have to be controlled
^ ' way to how the purse seiners are controlled in the kahawai fishery. An

Dlfort annual 1 tonne catch limit for kingfish would have to be written into their fishing
p&cms. The fishermen would be forced to change their fishing style and pattern in
order to reduce their kingfish catches. The 1 tonne kingfish limit would become their
limit regardless of what or how these fishermen were fishing. MAP would have to
maintain an organised monthly record of their CELRs which we would want to see; we
need not know the individual fishermen's names and boat numbers.

In order for these fishermen to comply, there would have to be a severe penalty if a
fisherman exceeded the limit. We envisage a penalty something like his permit would
be removed so that he could not legally go commercial fishing for 12 months after the
offence. For blatant or repeated non-compliance, the boat would be forfeit to the



Orown. These conditions would also have to be explicit and written into the permit,
t would also have to be made clear that a 1 tonne catch limit was in no way any
guarantee of what there quota may ultimately be. We imagine that when kingfish is
Drought into the quota system, fishermen and companies would receive a quota pro-
ated down from their current catch.

ioss Gildon
Management Executive" •
'-iZ Recreational Fishing Council
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NZ RFC FINAL KAHAWA! SUBMISSION TO THE 1994 TACC REVIEW

SUMMARY
»

Allowance for recreational fishing will be the most significant aspect .of the 1994 TACC
review as outlined in the letter the Minister wrote to the sector group leaders as quoted
here "My perception is that for several inshore fisheries there is not currently an
adequate allowance. Consequently, I intend making my responsibility to allow for non-
commercial interests an important point of this years review."

It is very pleasing to see that for the first time, a Minister of Fisheries who has the
courage to recognise that there is more to managing the fisheries than simply ensuring
stock sustainability. The Minister alone will make the judgement as to whether or not
the current non-commercial catch rates adequately allow for the non-commercial
interest. The 1991 boat ramp survey showed that for the northern region overall the
average catch was around 0.4 kahawai per person per trip. Very simply, 0.4 kahawai
is not an adequate allowance in anyone's language for non-commercial fishing.

We are very concerned about the blowout in the kahawai "TACC" for 1992/93 and
believe that this catch increase is due to large catches by set netters. As such, we
ask MAP to investigate the 92/93 blowout and request that catch limits be placed on
the main 30-40 kahawai set net fishermen.

The changes that the Minister made in the 1993 TACC review are applauded by the
recreational sector. The decision to combine KAH1 and KAH9 was correct and was
based on the fact that the KAH9 purse seine catch limits were set in 1991 at zero as
clearly shown in the 1994 Plenary report. The decision to reduce KAH1 by 466t in
1993 was good, but did not go far enough. We were pleased that the Minister (as
Phil! Major) at the 1994 NZRFC AGM recognised this and announced during the
question section that he has proposed to further reduce KAH1 another 400 tonnes.
For KAH2, we will be seeking a reduction down to 650 tonnes. Regarding KAH3, we
note that for the second straight fishing year the purse seine catch limit of 2,339 tonne
was not taken. As explained in the submission, we ask that the KAH3 purse seine
limit be reduced to 1900 tonnes, which approximates the average of the catch for the
last two years.

We are still, very keen on the concept of a joint MAF / industry / recreational kahawai
tagging programme to determine biomass as outlined in our initial submission. As an
incentive to participate in tagging, the purse seiners would be offered an extra one-off
research tonnage of either 700 or 1400t.

Finally in regard to the kahawai stock assessment, we are not arguing that any one
of the pieces of evidence that we have provided is definitively showing that kahawai
is being overfished. But what we are saying is that taken collectively together, the
information suggests that the kahawai fishery may be in trouble. We would further
suggest that for fisheries that are shared between the sectors, that it is imperative that
fisheries management decisions should be based around the precautionary approach.
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1. Non-commercial allowance

In his letter (late June) to sector group leaders, the Minister wrote (as quoted below)
that he considers that recreational allowance is important in this years TACC review.

"My perception is that for several inshore fisheries there is not currently
an adequate allowance. Consequently, I intend making my responsibility
to allow for non-commercial interests an important point of this years
review."

It is very pleasing to see that for the first time, a Minister of Fisheries who is prepared
to recognise that there is more to managing the fisheries than simply ensuring stock
sustainability. Doug Kidd has recognised that the other part of the fisheries
management equation is to ensure adequate allowance to the Maori traditional and
recreational fishing sectors. In the past, most Ministers (and senior MAP officials)
have simply put allowance for the non-commercial sector in the too hard basket, but
it is heartening to see that Minister Kidd has the courage to address this very pressing
issue.

Under Section 28D of the Fisheries Act, it is the Minister of Fisheries who has the
statutory responsibility to allow for non-commercial interests before setting the TACC.
It is the Minister alone who makes the judgement as to whether or not the current non-
commercial catch rates adequately allow for the non-commercial interest. Clearly, as
indicated during the question section at the NZRFC AGM, the Minister (through Phill
Major) does not believe that the non-commercial allowance for KAH1 is sufficient (see
section 7 for more detail). It is our contention that the recreational allowance in KAH2
and KAH3 is also not sufficiently adequate, and we will be seeking reductions in the
purse seine catch limits in these areas.

The 1991 northern boat ramp survey showed that for the northern region overall the
average catch was around 1.1 snapper and 0.4 kahawai per person per trip. These
catch rates are very poor and must increase if recreational fishermen are to enjoy the
fishing the way it use to be, before the pair trawlers and purse seiners cleaned out our
inshore fisheries. Very simply, 0.4 kahawai per person is not an adequate allowance
in anyone's language for non-commercial fishing. We are certain the average kahawai
catch in KAH2 and KAH3 is not much different to the KAH1 catch rates.

The purse seine catch limits must be reduced to improve recreational kahawai catch
rates. It was the purse seiners who caused the decline in the kahawai fishery and
who made the financial profit from their increased kahawai catches. It is therefore the
purse seiners that must carry most of the responsibility for improving the kahawai
fishery. Note that we are not seeking a return to the glory days of the 1950s, 1960s
and 1970s when kahawai were plentiful in what was then essentially a virgin fishery.
We know and recognise that the catch rates will never be that good again. But we
certainly want to have a considerable improvement on our currently pathetically low
catch rates.
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2. Legal action and other challenges to the Minister

No doubt the industry will challenge the Minister's decision on three counts: (1) the
Ntoister will be threatened with Court action, (ii) catch-reductions will cost jobs, and
(Ipheandustppvill̂  say^here is ?np:.evidence to suggest that -kahawai is being
c^rfishehf̂ tiiislatter challenge; is the easiest to; respond to. It needs to be very
explicitly pointed out to industry that the Minister's catch reductionsjare-not about stock,

^sustalrlability, put-about allowance for the non-commercial sector,. This concept of
allowing for and considering sectors other than themselves, is something that the
industry is going to have to get use to as time progresses through the 1990s. Officials

• should not be embarrassed or backward in making this clear to industry. The people
want their fish back!

Also in regard to the ?ho evidence" argument, we totally dispute this contention, and
the majority of this submission is spent endeavouring to convince MAP that there is
a growing body of data that suggests that kahawai is in trouble.

In some ways, we hope that the kahawai or snapper reductions do go to Court. We
imagine that the hearing might last half a day provided that the Minister defends his
decisions on the basis of allowing for non-commercial interests pursuant to Section
28D. The public of New Zealand and the news media, we are sure would totally get
in behind the Minister and support him if he was to take a stand in Court.

The case would be dismissed by obtaining the sworn affidavits of numerous long term
recreational fishermen who would describe to the Judge how their catches have
declined over the years. We are certain compared to previous years, that allJudges
would agree that 0.4 kahawai per person per trip is not an adequate allowance. The
case would be dismissed and it would send a very clear signal that the political and
judicial system expects industry to be more responsible in its relationship with the non-
commercial sector.

In terms of jobs, this is one of the old industry defenses against any management
action. But, we note that since the KAH1 and KAH2 purse seine catch peaked in the
late 1980s, there are still 5 purse seiners operating in the north, even though the purse
seine catch has decreased. The reason being is that the purse seiners have
increased their catches in other species, notably jack mackerel and English mackerel.
Around 1992, the Minister informally proposed that the industry should trade mackerel
for kahawai, and be allowed to increase their mackerel catch but decrease their
kahawai catch. Unfortunately, only half of this proposal has occurred due to the
dramatic increase in the English mackerel catch from 1640t in 86/87 to around 15,000t
for the last two fishing years. The English mackerel catch increased because there
was no TACC on the fishery, so effectively the industry got the Minister's proposed
"trade" for nothing.

If the catches are decreased, industry will soon learn to add more value to the
kahawai product in terms of processing the catch. Already we have seen added value
brought into the kahawai fishery. Much of the purse seine catch use to simply be
'exported as cray bait or was fish mealed, whereas now much of it is exported to Iran
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and Iraq for human consumption. While on the domestic market, I know that smoked
kahawai frames and Sealords tinned "salad fish" is popular with many families.

We do not believe the catch reductions will lead to job losses because industry will
find "new ways of doing things" through better marketing and value added processing.

73?Z
&o ^i

3. On catch statistics and the 1992/93 catch blowout ^3 <? /
*? & °

Table 2 of the 1994 Plenary report shows that the catch increased f JTTT1 I ~~wjafir
ih"1991/92 to a massive 7352 tonnes in 1992/93. Table 3 shows that the purse
seiners were constrained to their catch limits. Therefore the recreational sector
believes that this catch blowout would have been caused by other methods targeting
kahawai - we believe set netting being the main culprit.

We are very concerned by this near 2000 tonne blowout because the current "TACC"
is supposed to be 5431 tonnes. This is determined from the 6500t established in
1991, minus KAH1 466t reduction in 1993, minus 10% for Maori.

MAP and the Minister need to take urgent action on the other methods, which would
be very similar to the proposed action we have made for kingfish. Analyse the data
to determine who the top 30-40 kahawai set, ring, drag netters are and then put a pro-
rated catch limit on each individual fishermen. These catch limits would have to be
backed up with some strong enforcement such as no dumping and the fishermen to
stop fishing once his limit had been exceeded.

We accept that it is highly unlikely that trawlers and Danish seiners could target
kahawai, and therefore they would not be part of these proposed individual catch limit
restrictions. Long liners may be targeting kahawai.

Update on the 92/93 blowout

It is absolutely imperative that MAP analyse the 92/93 data to determine why the catch
increased so much. We will be writing to the Minister about this matter to make him
aware of this very unsatisfactory situation. We ask that information and a •
comprehensive analysis be presented to us at the Minister's meeting on August
16 (preferably before then) as to why the blowout occurred. We fully expect that
the blowout was due mainly to the set netters, and therefore we would expect MAP
to have a plan by August 16 as to how to curtail the set net catch to the "TACC". We
still maintain that our option of an individual catch limit on the top 20-30 set netters
would be the most effective option. _ * j / JL/<L^£/
IP*""-FF/T Tfi&z. OH* MOT C^A^73 /̂w/w«^ ooSfe-fe ^% b*****1

M^frTtAJf -TTTtexz'-}
4. Working Group meetings

It is unfortunate that we did not participate in the kahawai working groups because of
our policy of non-consultation, although I understand Dr. Mark Feldman did participate
on an unofficial basis.
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Note that it is important that for the 1995 assessment that some of the working group
meetings are held in Tauranga or Auckland to enable as many as possible of the
interested and effected commercial and recreational fishermen to less expensively
attend these meetings. MAP Fisheries has made tremendous improvements in the
stock assessment process in making the process more transparent and user friendly.

But, we would like MAF Policy to stipulate to MAP Fisheries that for key inshore
species such as snapper, kahawai, paua, rock lobster and blue cod, it is imperative
that the Working Group meetings are rotated around the regions with most interest in
the respective species. The Plenary would still be held in Wellington.

We ask that MAP Policy and MAP Fisheries respond to and comment on this
^proposal at the August 16 meeting.

5. On stock sustainability matters and the 1994 kahawai assessment

We strongly disagree with much of the 1994 assessment, beginning with the sentence
on page 143 of the Plenary report "For the Bay of Plenty scientific evidence does
not support this assertion:" and the 4 points that follow.

i. Recreational length frequencies

We do not understand how this sentence even made it into the report as it has no
meaning because the 1990/91 ramp survey is not compared to any data from previous
years. We would suggest that if surveys had been done through the 1970s and 1980s
that 70-80% of the recreational catch would have exceeded 50 cm - strong evidence
that the size frequency and the fishery is in decline.

ii. Aerial sightings data r&-
We have examined the Bradford and Taylor report and do not agree with the
conclusions that the data show no decline. We oppose the use of this data mainly
because the data was not collected by MAP, is not independent of the commercial
fishery and is therefore not reliable.

Our graph shows a considerable decline from the early 1980's to 1990 when the
fishery was being heavily fished. It is very interesting to us, that in 1991 when Ken
Shirley introduced the purse seine catch limits, that all of a sudden the sightings data
dramatically increased, presumably because industry would be wanting to show the
fishery was in good health. If MAF had collected the data, we could believe 1991, but
because industry collected it, we do not.

Through Keith Ingram and Paul Barnes, I am aware of how important the industry
considered it was with the design of the current SNA1 tagging programme, that the
tags be collected and returned independent of commercial and recreational fishers.
MAP has had to collect the tags, so that there can be no allegations that the tagging
survey was corrupted as it is alleged happened in 1983/84 with tag return bias. .
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The aerial sightings data is a wonderful example of industry co-operation in the 1970's
and 1980's, but co-operative programmes (especially if they involve only a few
individuals) in the political fisheries climate of the 1990's have to be used with

Considerable caution.

Comment on Malcolm Francis' comment

Malcolm Francis defended the aerial sightings database essentially on two counts.
First, Francis argued that the 1991 increase in the tonnage per flight shown in our
graph (Appendix) was due to higher water temperatures in 1991. He seemed to be
arguing that kahawai might be more prone to schooling or catching in warm water
years than in cooler years. We have read his June NZ Seafood article regarding the
relationship between snapper recruitment and water temperature. If it was true that
there was a warm water - kahawai schooling correlation, then why in 1988 and 1989
when the water was warmer than in 1991, was the tonnage sighted per flight flown in
our graph at the lowest point?

We consider that the latter stages of the aerial sightings database are probably more
'highly correlated to the (fisheries) political climate that the meteorological climate!

The second defense was based on the weight given to the overseas industry
consultants being very impressed with the aerial sightings database. But, fthese
consultants are industry and their imminence in the scientific world should not shroud
the fact that the bottom line is that they are being paid by industry. Everyone,
including ourselves, is naturally impressed with a 20 year time series involving mostly
the same pilots. However, it would be too easy to manipulate such a database once
the going got tough (1991), and therefore the data need to be interpreted with caution.

The hoki - fur seal interaction is another example of how data collected by the industry
needs to be treated with caution. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, there were large
differences in the reported rates of fur seal capture between those observed by the
MAP observers and those reported by the skippers. This is becuase it simply was not
in the skipper's interest to be reporting fur seal captures. Now, thankfully most boats
carry some sort of independent reporting systems / observers because MAF was not
prepared to rely on the skippers who obviously had a vested interest in not reporting
fur seal deaths.

A third defense was the comment made at the meeting on July 21 that it would be
regrettable to not use the aerial sightings database on the basis that the data were not
collected independent of the fishery. The comment was also based around the notion
that the aerial data was the only real data MAF had on the kahawai fishery. We are
not saying do not use the database, but rather treat the data with caution and
recognise that after 1991 when the fishery became political, that the data could be
suspect.

The emphasis we would place on the aerial data is that as shown by our graph
there was a considerable decline in the tonnage of kahawai observed per hour
flown from the early 1980s to 1990.
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Hi. Tagging paragraph (bottom of page 143)

In our 1993 submission, we explained through our "sink" hypothesis (stated below),
how we believe the purse seiners have been responsible for the overall decline in
kahawai around NZ. It must be remembered that kahawai moving on average 50 nm
are considerably more mobile than snapper which move only a "few kilometres" (from
MAP Information Pamphlet No. 18).

We consider that the large purse seine catches in two relatively small areas (the Bay
of Plenty (actually Waihi to Whakatane) and the top of the South Island (although not
discounting the purse seine activity in KAH2)) have led to-the overfishing of the
kahawai fishery around the entire coast of New Zealand. The results of the 1981-84
tagging programme showed that on average the kahawai moved 50 miles in a 2 yeaH
period. Thus, since the early to mid 1980s when the first large purse seine extractions
were taken, the kahawai could easily have moved considerable distances eg. the 150-
200 miles from the north-west coast to the top of the South Island. We suggest that
the concentrated purse seining in these hotspots creates a void into which kahawai
from other areas ultimately sink."

Malcolm Francis seemed to have difficulty in understanding our sink hypothesis and
seemed to regard it as speculative. We agree that it is an hypothesis and that it could
be regarded as speculative in the same way that we regard the Plenary book tagging
paragraph as speculative. Neither hypotheses are hard fact, and therefore each
should be given equal weight. Either delete the Plenary report tagging paragraph, or
to be balanced print a paragraph on our interpretation of the kahawai movement data
along the lines of the sink hypothesis.

However, we will also provide an explicit comment on the tagging paragraph. The first
critical sentence reads "For the activities of purseseiners to be responsible for any
declines in abundance in these areas, there would need to be large movements of
adult kahawai around and between QMAs." The final part of the next sentence is also
critical"... 72% [were recaptured] within 100 nm of the release site."; we understand
that the 72% was based on recaptures within 2 years of release.

It is 100 nm from Tutukaka to the Waihi Bluffs which is the northernmost area worked
by the purse seiners in the Bay of Plenty, based on the lat and long graphs we
presented to the Minister in 1993 showing the exact location of each purse seine
kahawai shot from 1983-1989. i&rasffish could easily be moving from Northland and
the Hauraki Gulf to the Bay of Plenty, and in so doing causing the decline in Northland
and the Gulf that was first noticed by many recreational fishermen in the mid 1980s.

There seems to be a belief within MAF - especially with the pelagic scientists, that
kahawai are not very mobile and we suspect that this belief has developed because
relative to the tuna species that these scientists are studying most of the time,
kahawai are not that mobile. Certainly, kahawai do not seasonally migrate each year
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from Fiji to New Zealand! But, as we pointed out in our initial submission, kahawai are
considerably more mobile than snapper, and thus could be making "large movements
... around and between QMAs".

iv. Values of Z

We do not understand what Z and M are all about, but given the amount of influence
the industry appears to have already had in the working group process and the lack
of critical review as has been discussed in the 3 points listed above, we have difficulty
accepting Z and M especially given the next 2 pieces of information we wish to
discuss.

Update: We still do not understand Z and M. We wonder that if Z and M were
critically reviewed as we have done for the other aspects of the kahawai assessment,
whether or not weaknesses and flaws might also be found in the ways these
parameters were determined.

6. Other stock assessment information

i. 1983 purse seine data

We note that in the final 1994 Plenary report, that there is no reference to the 3 purse
seine shots done in 1983, whereas this data was mentioned in Brian Jones draft
FARD and in earlier versions of the working group report. Why has reference to this
data been removed?

We have been meaning to ask Brent Wood if it is true as stated on pg 5 of the Jones
FARD that "The [1983] samples were not selected at random since large fish were
selected for ageing and for comparison with the fish being currently tagged in the Bay
(Wood pers. comm.). Mark Feldman has contacted Mike Bradstock and I believe
Gavin James (the other 2 main people involved in the 1983 tagging) and they were
certain that MAF would always tag by proper random selection of fish. Therefore
provided that Brent Wood can confirm that the fish were tagged at random, the 1983
data should be used.

As such, the analysis (refer to Figure 6 in the FARD) that Jones did should be used,
but it should be highlighted in a different way. Jones says "Two landings in 1991-92
had larger mean sizes than the 1983 samples and eight had similar mean sizes".
What is totally neglected, is that there must have been a further 19 samples (from the
total of 29 samples) that were smaller than the 1983 samples.

The bottom line is that in 1983 the fish averaged 51.3 cm, whereas (as shown by
Figure 5 (fig 3 in the Mckenzie report) in the Jones FARD) the fish averaged 46.1 cm
in 1991 (1991 does not include small fish in the 30-35 cm range) and 45.3 cm in 1992.
Even if the 30-35 cm fish were removed from the 1992 graph (for whatever reason),
the average size for 1992 would still only increase to about 46 cm.
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We acknowledge that the 1983 purse seine data may be a bit scant, but when
combined with the recently released MAP Kaharoa report (discussed below), suggest
that it all starts to add up towards evidence of kahawai overfishing.

*

The Jones FARD also attempts to compare purse seine length data from East Cape
to Gisborne in the 1970's to the Bay of Plenty 1990s data. The comparison is invalid
because area has been confounded and it is like comparing apples and oranges. The
comparisons must be from similar areas. As has been shown between the Gulf-Bay
of Plenty and Tasman Bay-Kaikoura coast, there can easily be large length differences
between areas that are not that far apart.

In discussion with Malcolm Francis, we seem to have resolved that the 1983 purse
seine fish were collected at random, contrary to the Brent Wood pers. comm. in the
Brian Jones FARD. The pers. comm. was a very unfortunate mistake by Brian Jones.

Now the problem seems to be that there may not be enough data ie. only 3 shots.
;lt just seems to us that every excuse is being offered as a reason not to use the 1983
data and that the industry led Working Group/threw this data out too readily under the
pretence of inadequate sample size. We believe the real reason the industry did not
want the 83 data to be sighted is because when it is compared to the 91/92 data it is
strongly suggestive that there has been a size decrease and may cause people to
start to consider that the kahawai fishery is being overfished.

ii. Kaharoa trawl survey data

Adam Langley (MAF Fisheries North) has written a report summarising the Kaharoa
trawl survey results from 1982-1993, which includes a section on kahawai. Pg 16
states "In the west coast North Island survey area, the mean length of fish comprisin'g
the 30-55 cm length range declined from 41.0 cm in 1986 to 36.7 cm in 1991.
Similarly, in the Bay of Plenty the mean length of adult kahawai declined from 47.4 cm
in 1985 to 44.7 cm in 1992."

There are essentially only two explanations why there can be a decrease in average
fish size: either there has been a major increase in the numbers of smaller fish
(recruitment), or there has been a major increase in adult removals (overfishing). Up
until the Kaharoa results, it was not possible to distinguish between these two
hypotheses because there was no kahawai recruitment data. However for the Hauraki
Gulf pg 16 of the Langley report states "The YCS [Year Class Strength] indices
indicate strong 1981,1984 and 1986 year classes and weak year classes from 1980,
1983, and each year from 1987 to 1991" (my emphasis). The Gulf is likely to be a
major juvenile nursery area for kahawai because the kahawai in this area are
consistently smaller than in the Bay of Plenty and Northland.

Malcolm Francis commented that the sample sizes from the Bay of Plenty and the
West Coast were a bit small. We can accept that initially when we looked at the
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Langley length graphs (Fig 41 and 42) that most of the sample sizes looked
reasonably large (WC n=214, 43, 786, 478; BOP n=214, 151, 11, 179, 186).
However, we acknowledge that once the fish under 30 cm are excluded, that the
sample sizes do start to get smaller.

However, there still seems to be this attitude that hundreds if not thousands of fish
need to be measured or counted to produce a reasonable estimate. Again, data that
are suggestive of overfishing, seem to have been all too easily dismissed. We say
before these data are dismissed, produce the optimization studies that can show that
the Kaharoa samples sizes were too small. Until then, the data, although scant,
should be allowed to stand.

Another reason why we would put extra weight on the Kaharoa data is that the fish
were caught as a by-catch of most probably a large number of standardised research
trawl tows of around 1 nm in length. The tows were most probably spread throughout
the Bay of Plenty and West Coast, and would therefore be reasonably indicative of the
kahawai stock in these areas.

iii. New data on recreational CPUE and size

As mentioned in the covering letter, the following recreational data (see Appendix) is
available comparing line caught kahawai between 1983 and 1991.

1983 55cm(n=417) MAF Report No. 103 (pg 12-13) Motu R (21 days s/casting)
49.8 cm (n=32) MAF tagging report Table 8a BOP (12 days line fishing)

1991 42.1 cm (n=3775) MAF survey Fig 3.13 BOP(January - July boatfishing)
41.45 cm (n=133) MAF survey Opotiki - Te Kaha (March -July surfcasting)

1983 2.55 f/p/hr MAF report 103 pg21 on Motu River (surfcasting)
1991 0.1 f/p/hr MAF survey Fig 3.5 Opotiki (surfcasting)

Mrs. Lenise Ludlow was the person who interviewed the surfcasters during MAF's
1991 recreational fishing survey. She surveyed most weekends the main surfcasting
spots in the area from Opotiki to Te Kaha from March to July. The Motu was one of
her routine survey points. She has stated that there was nothing different about the
fishermen, the interviews, the fishing gear, target species, kahawai size and the catch
rates at the Motu compared to the other 5-6 spots she regularly surveyed. In
essence, the catch rates and the kahawai size at the Motu were just as bad and small
as at any of her other survey areas. MAF Auckland has the data and we are certain
that if the data was analysed then there would be conclusive evidence that her claims
are correct.

The largely Maori kahawai fishery at the Motu River use to be famous. But now, the
bottom line is that there has been a dramatic decrease in both size and catch rates
for the Motu River that simply cannot be denied. In the past, every year the local
Maori people use to enjoy catching for food good numbers of large kahawai, however
since the mid 1980s the kahawai have become small and scarce.
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Kahawai stock assessment conclusion

The kaharoa recruitment data is especially significant because it strongly suggests that
recruitment has been poor in the last few years and that therefore the decreases in
average size are most likely due to overfishing. As the catch statistics show, there
has been a major increase in adult kahawai mortalities through the excessive purse
seine catches over the last 10 years. We conclude that the Kaharoa and 1983 purse
seine data provide evidence in line with the vast amount of anecdotal recreational
evidence that the kahawai fishery is being overfished, and that there is a dire need for
further commercial catch restrictions as outlined in the next section.

7. Kahawai purse seine catch limits

We applaud the changes that the Minister made in the 1993 TACC review.

KAH9 The Minister's decision to combine KAH1 and KAH9 was correct and was
based on the fact that the KAH9 purse seine catch limits were set in 1991 at zero as
clearly shown in the 1994 Plenary report. Industry is totally wrong if they are trying
to suggest that no catch limits were set. In addition to the Kaharoa data, commercial
set netters and recreational fishers on the west coast (from what use to be KAH9)
have noticed a decline in kahawai abundance.

A disturbing aspect about the 92/93 catch statistics in the Plenary book (Table 3) is
the 140 tonnes that the purse seiners illegally took and reported to MAP Policy from
KAH9. As part of MAP'S analysis into the 92/93, (we would like to know preferably
before the August 16 meeting) the exact amount that was taken from KAH9.

KAH1 The decision to reduce KAH1 by 466t in 1993 was good (reduced by
around 25%), but did not go far enough. We are pleased that the Minister (as Phill
Major) at the 1994 NZRFC AGM recognised this and announced during the question
section that he has proposed to further reduce KAH1 another 400 tonnes; we are
prepared to produce the AGM tapes to confirm the Minister's proposed reduction. The
KAH1 reduction of another 25% on the original 1,666 tonnes is justifiable since it is
KAH1 where recreational catch rates are at their lowest.

KAH2 In keeping with the two 25% reductions in KAH1 and the approximate
25% reduction we will be asking for in KAH3, we are asking for a reduction of around
25% in KAH2 to a catch limit of 650 tonnes for the purse seiners. After KAH1,
recreational fishers have certainly noticed a decrease in kahawai abundance and size
in KAH2, and recreational kahawai catch rates in KAH2 have not improved over the
last three years since 1991 when the purse seine catch limits were first introduced.

KAH3 We note that for the second straight fishing year the purse seine catch
limit of 2,339 tonne was not taken. The industry through the Working Group has
offered up the lame excuse that the quota was not taken because of bad weather.
We do not accept this excuse and note that no weather data has been offered to
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substantiate this excuse. We consider that the reason why KAH3 was not caught is
that simply the fish are not there to be caught because the fishery is being overfished.
Many recreational fishermen and inshore commercial fishermen in the southern areas
have reported that kahawai are no longer as abundant as they used to be.

In the Minister's letter (late June) to the sector leaders, it is apparent that he is
concerned about the fact that the flatfish TACCs have never been caught. We agree
with the Minister's comments that this reflects poorly on the principles of the QMS, in
that the TACC does not restrict effort. We suggest that the same sort of principles
apply to KAH3. Accordingly, we ask that the Minister should take immediate action
on>KAH31arid'feduce the"pur§e*iseine-limit appraximately;25% to 1900 tonnes, which
equates to near the average catch for the last two years.

There is another especially disheartening and annoying aspect about KAH3 and the
voluntary agreements that were recently negotiated between the local recreational
people and the purse seine companies (see July NZ Seafood). Some of these areas
are obvious areas where the purse seiners have never fished because they are either
too shallow (under 10 metres) or over rocky reef areas. The companies have
successfully mislead the relatively inexperienced Nelson/Marlborough recreational
people. It is the same tactic that the purse seine companies tried to pull in KAH1
during the later stages of the 1993 TACC process. These strategies are a poor
reflection on the companies and an indictment on voluntary agreements. No doubt the
same companies are now trumpeting the voluntary agreement and asking for quota
increases.

Ross Gildon
Management Executive
NZ Recreational Fishing Council

'S,
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5. RESULTS

During the 21 days spent in the field over the sampling period, 400
kahawai were caught and examined, and 85% of these were longer than
35 cm (Fig. 3). The mean length was 55 cm, and the ratio of males to
"females was 40:60. Host of tne nsn were~caught in trammel nets, and
the fact that none were caught in the 50 mm net or in a seine net (10 mm
mesh) indicates that few or no small fish were present during the study
period. It was considered that these two methods would have indicated
the presence of juvenile kahawai.

The gonads of male and female kahawai both increased in maturity
(Nikolsky scale) between November 1982 and mid February 1983 (Fig. 4).
In November, less than - 1% of kahawai examined had gonads which had
matured to stage 3 or greater. The February sample contained the
highest "proportion of maturing fish, "with 65* being at stage 3 or
greater, and 43% of these were at stage 4. The comparable figures were
56* and 13* in late January, and 34% and 12% in early March. In April,
the percentage of gonads developed to stage 3 or greater was only 4%.
However, in this sample, 75% of the goneds were considered to be
resorbing; the degenerating gonads were decreasing in weight and size,
and the condition of the sexual products was regressing. This was
generally apparent from the uneven size of the eggs, and from the large
ovaries which were mottled in colour and unevenly filled. The sample of
kahawai caught in April also contained a high proportion of fish showing
signs of external damage to the eyes, tails, and g i l l covers, and
internal deterioration,- .usually of the liver.

Examination of the stomachs showed that from November 1982 to mid
April 1983, the percentage of fish with food in their stomachs declined
(Fig. 5). In November, 50% of the kahawai stomachs examined contained
traces of food, but by February, only 28% did so, and this declined to
1% by April. The main food item was the remains of fish which had been
digested beyond identification. Identifiable foods included anchovies

(Engraulis australis), yellow-tail (Seriola lal'andi), sausage worms

(Echiura sp.), freshwater eel (Anguilla spp.), triple-fin blennies

(Tripterygion sp.), and the common freshwater.:bully (Gobiomorphus spp).
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During the 12 weeks of the survey, daily interviews of anglers were

conducted to obtain information on the origin of people fishing, the

number of fish caught, and the amount of time spent fishing. Of the 506

people interviewed, only 19.3% lived in the local area (defined as the

area between, but not including, Opotiki and Cape Runaway). Another

33%" lived in Opotiki, and 14* travelled from other places for a day's

fishing. Of those-interviewed, 33.7* were staying away from home, and

BS% of these came from within the area bounded by Tauranga, Hamilton,

Taupo, and Gisborne.

The number of fish caught per person per day ranged from 0 to 60,

and the total weekly catch ranged from 10 to 1408. A total of 3270
V

fish was.caught by. the 506 interviewees. However, larger numbers of

fish were reputedly caught by individuals who were not interviewed.

During the survey period, _' local' people spent an average of 2.08

hours fishing, and caught an average of 4.17 fish per hour. People

from outside the survey area'spent 2.65 hours fishing, at a catch rate

of 2.24-fish per hour. Overall, each person en average spent 2.54 hours

fishing and caught 2.55 fish per hour.

« l

The h ighe r catch rate . for local people, compared w i t h that for
people f rom ou t s ide the area , was par t ly a t t r i b u t a b l e to the local
people mostly u s i n g hand l ines , which a l low for a- better ' f ee l ' for the
f i s h . People from ou t s ide the area m a i n l y used s u r f c a s t i n g rods, w h i c h
tend to ' lose ' more f i s h than hand l i n e s . Also impor tant was the fac t
that it was easier for the locals to be at the r ive r when the f i s h were
present , whereas o u t s i d e r s had to take pot l u c k .

6.2 Maori Aspects of the Motu R ive r Kahawai Fishery
^

Power (1849, in Best 1929) wrote of the k a h a w a i :

"Their advent is h a i l e d w i t h joy by both Maori and
whi teman :. . greeted w i t h shouts and cheers".

The Motu R i v e r was considered by Te Rang i Hi roa (1926) to be famous
for its kahawai f ishery. He reported the main f i s h i n g method to be a
paua shell lure (pa k a h a w a i ) , ra ther than the dip or seine net used in
other areas. The lure was a hook made from wood, w i t h pieces of paua
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KAHAWAI. SUBMISSION

TO THE MINISTRY OF FISHERIES

FROM THE NZ RECREATIONAL FISHING COUNCIL

AS PART OF THE 1995 TACC REVIEWS.

SUMMARY

Surveys in 1995 amongst the gamefishing clubs have shown
recreational fishing for kahawai and kingfish in the last
year have not improved compared to similar surveys carried
out in 1994. The recreational sector still asks that both
species be recognised as "recreational fish". Therefore our
recommendations for this years TACC round are essentially
the same as last year.

CATCH LIMIT REDUCTION SUMMARY.

The NZ Recreational Fishing Council will not rest in the
kahawai fight until kahawai are introduced into the QMS and
the purse seine limits are set at by-catch levels: KAH1
200t, KAH2 lOOt, KAH3 300t. The basis of this policy is
because of the mana of the species to traditional Maori and
the importance to the recreational/sustenance fishery. The
diary survey has shown that the humble kahawai is the second
most important species to the recreational angler. In
addition, the Minister announced a few years ago that he was
prepared to trade jack mackerel and blue mackerel with the
industry for kahawai - the only problem being the industry
have taken the trade and got the lot, with the recreational
sector getting the crumbs.

As stated by Section 28D of the Fisheries Act and the 1989
Recreational Fisheries Policy and as part of our heritage,
the recreational sector has priority access over the
commercial sector to the fisheries of New Zealand. The 1994
recreational survey has shown that recreational kahawai
catch rates (CPUE) in KAH1 have not increased since 1991
(unlike snapper) and therefore adequate allowance is not
being made for the recreational kahawai fishery. The NZRFC
applauded the Ministers decision to reduce the KAH1 purse
seine catch limit from l,666t down to l,200t but it does not
look as though it went far enough. We therefore request
that the KAH1 limit be reduced to l,000t and be reviewed in
two years time to see whether or not there has been an
improvement in recreational kahawai fishing.

On a slightly positive note regarding KAH1, the NZRFC is
pleased that there have not been any major blowouts in the
last two years in the KAH1 limit. However we are very
disturbed that while the purse seine limits appear to be
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contained, there has been a blowout in the catch from other
commercial fishing methods. These almost equate to the
reduction that was issued by the Minister on the purse seine
fleet. We realise that this situation will not really be
able to be resolved until kahawai enters the QMS, but it is
incredibly frustrating. The set netters and the dragnetters
are taking our recreational fish! However, we can hand out
another compliment to the Minister and the Ministry
regarding the very decisive action that was taken to ban
drag netting in the Managawhai Harbour. Where blatant
abuses of the system can be identified like Mangawhai, the
NZRFC will always expect the Minister to be very decisive.

We do not understand what is happening in KAH2 because we
have conducted a telephone survey of most of the fishing
clubs in KAH2 and the strong consensus of the clubs is that
kahawai catch rates are still bad in this area. It has been
indicated that "maybe" the poor fishing in KAH3 is a result
of that fish stock moving north into KAH2. Our survey does
not substantiate this anecdotal suggestion. Nor does the
fact that all of the tagged fish in KAH3 that have been
recovered have been recovered on the west coast not the east
coast. It is our belief that the only reason that the KAH2
tonnage is taken so quickly each year is that there are two
companies who share the KAH2 fishery and they want to
individually get as much of the tonnage as possible before
it is closed off.

It seems to us that KAH2 may be analogous to SNA8. There
may have been a bit of a rebuild in the offshore fishery
which the purse seiners (KAH2) and trawlers (SNA8) have
enjoyed, but in no way has this translated into improved
kahawai catches for surfcasters and recreational small boat
fishermen. The industry have not really put in place any
meaningful purse seine closed areas (we proved this in our
1993 submission) anywhere, but certainly not in KAH2 and
therefore as a way of dragging them to the negotiating table
we ask that the Minister propose to reduce KAH2 by 200t down
to 651 tonnes.

We understand perfectly what is going on in KAH3 where the
fishery has been grossly overfished by the purse seiners
with excessive catches for 5 years from 1986/87 which
averaged nearly 4,000t per year that were in no way
sustainable as history is now showing. There have been many
murmurings about bad weather and many other excuses but the
answer is simple, the fishery has been fished down too far.
The Kaikoura area was recognised by MAP scientists as the
kahawai "old mans home" These 8-10yr fish are no longer
found there. For most recreational fishermen in KAH3,
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kahawai are now just a memory. It is time for decisive
action. The purse seine limits need to be cut to l,200t to
allow for a rebuild of around 600t and to allow for the fact
that the purse seine tonnage has been 6001 (on average)
short of the catch limit of 2339t for the last 3 years.

NON COMMERCIAL ALLOWANCE AND PRIORITY ACCESS

Under section 28D of the Fisheries Act, the Minister has the
statutory responsibility to allow for non commercial
interests before setting the TACC. It is the Minister alone
who makes the judgement as to whether or not the current non
commercial catch rates adequately allow for the non
commercial interest. The 1989 National Recreational
Fisheries Policy also proclaims that:

"Government's position is clear, where a species of
fish is not sufficiently abundant to support both
commercial and non-commercial fishing, preference will
be given to non-commercial fishing"

There is more to managing the fisheries than just ensuring
stock sustainabilty. The other part of the fisheries
management equation is to ensure adequate allowance to the
Maori traditional and recreational fishing sectors. In the
past, most Ministers have simply put allowance for the non-
commercial sector in the Too Hard Basket, but it is now time
to recognise the recreational right of access to catch a
reasonable number of kahawai each day out fishing.

At this point we must remember that in 1983 in KAH1 the CPUE
for kahawai was 2.55 f/h (MAP Report 103 pg21). Catch rates
in the north have not improved since 1991 - please refer to
the February 1995 Seafood NZ article. In 1991, the CPUE
(fish per fisherman per hour) for kahawai was nearly 0.2 and
has remained at this amount for 1994, whereas snapper CPUE
has slightly increased from 0.4 (1991) to 0.6 (1994). There
has been no improvement in recreational kahawai catch rates
during the 1995 summer! These catch rates are very poor and
must increase if recreational fishermen are to enjoy the
fishing the way it used to be before the purse seiners
cleaned out our inshore waters. Very simply, 0.2 kahawai
per person is not adequate allowance in anybodys language
for non-commercial fishing. We are certain the average
kahawai catch in KAH2 and KAH3 is not much different to the
KAH1 catch rates.

The purse seine catch limits must be reduced to improve the
recreational kahawai catch rates. It was the purse seiners
who caused the decline in the kahawai fishery and who made
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the financial profit from their increased kahawai catches.
It is therefore the purse seiners that must carry most of
the responsibility for improving the kahawai fishery. NOTE
that we are not seeking a return to the glory days of the
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s when kahawai were plentiful in what
was then essentially a virgin fishery. We know and
recognise that the catch rates will never be that good
again. But we certainly want to have a considerable
improvement on our currently pathetically low catch rates.

We are aware of the amount of debate that took place in the
snapper Working Group before the recreational catch tonnage
estimates could be agreed upon. Because the PRELIMINARY
estimated tonnage for KAH1 (l,000t) and KAH9 (370t) have not
been through the Inshore Working Group process, we do not
accept the estimate and they have no real place in this
years TACC review. We will be keen to examine the kahawai
data from the diary survey next February / March during the
Inshore Working Group meetings.

AERIAL SIGHTINGS DATA.

The NZRFC totally rejects the reliance placed by the
Ministry of Fisheries on the aerial sightings database for
the kahawai assessment, and state that this database is
unreliable as it is based on non-validated data collected by
pilots with a vested interest in the commercial fishery who
are paid by the fishing companies. A "fishery dependent"
database may be acceptable if the fishery is not political
(such as the kahawai fishery before 1991 when the purse
seine catch limits were introduced), but since 1991 the
industry obviously have a vested interest in trying to show
that the kahawai fishery is not being overfished. The only
way that "fishery dependent" data may be acceptable is if
MFish or NIWA does an independent study to validate or
verify the data to determine the degree of bias or
otherwise. We would contend that in a politicized fishery
such as kahawai, UNVALIDATED fishery dependent data should
be considered about as useful as anecdotal evidence - to do
otherwise, we would suggest is simply not scientific.

Ross Gildon
Management Executive
NZ Recreational Fishing Council

SJ
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28 August 1995

Minister of Fisheries
Parliment Buildings
WELLINGTON

Good Morning Minister,

Thank you for the opportunity to attend the TACC meeting on Thursday 17th.

It was interesting to hear Industry's comments with regard to the reasons that the Kan 3
tonnage has not been reached again this year.

Over the past four years now they have blamed bad weather, the fact that one of the
purse seiners was out of the area for three months, El Nino, and this year they are now
suggesting that all of the kahawai are locked in the "no go" areas where they cannot get
at them.

Sir, I must say that I would give them eight out often for trying.

My understanding is that KAH3 is a competitive quota area. There are two companies
with one purse seiner each, and the same two companies and two purse seiners are
fishing in KAH2. If they can get between them 850 tonne in one month in KAH2 why can
they not get 2,300 tonne in KAH3 in three months.

Regardless of the fact that they are fishing for mackerel part of the year, and part of the
year they have inclement working conditions, if they spent one month in KAH2 catching
their limit, and three months in KAH3 catching their limit that would still leave them eight
months of the year to allow for bad weather, mackerel fishing and any other activity that
they wish to pursue.

It is our strong belief that the fish are just not there in the numbers that they used to be in.
The fishery has been fished down too far, and what we have been saying over the past
three years is now proving correct.



Since the TACC meeting last week we have indirectly heard that one of the purse seine
skippers has left his boat and gone onto a deep sea trawler, and he was heard to say
that the reason that he changed was that there just were not the kahawai there any more.
Now I appreciate that this is not conclusive evidence by anybody's standard but it would
certainly make sense. If you cannot get the fish you cannot get any bonus so you get out
of the fishery into one that will give you some money.

Industry also suggested that the kahawai were in the harbours, but our sources from
Dunedin north through to the sounds are telling us that the kahawai that are around are
only juveniles and that they are not there in any numbers.

Two years ago when we asked for a cut in KAH1 we heard that it would cost industry
dearly. There was mention by Mr Anderson that it would mean selling one purse seiner
and that there would be 60 jobs lost. In your wisdom you cut the tonnage from 1666
tonne to 1200 tonne and there were no purse seiners sold and no great layoffs of staff.
Industry are just too efficient to allow that to happen. When one species quota is filled
they simply move onto another fishery.

Also of concern to us is the fact that we have heard that one of the purse seiners intends
applying through the TOWFC to be allowed to fish the 650 tonne of kahawai allocated to
maori. I can only presume that this tonnage will be proportional through the KAH1,
KAH2, and KAH3 areas.

Until now that tonnage has remained in the water as part of the fishery stock. Whilst we
can understand maori wanting to fish their tonnage it will also be detrimental to the
savings that we have made by your decision to cut the tonnage in KAH1 by 466 tonnes
two years ago.

If maori get the 650 tonne approved, and we know that kahawai catches by methods
other than purse seine have doubled last year to 450 tonne, that will mean another 1100
tonne will disappear this year from the breeding stock.
This is almost the total tonnage taken annually from KAH1.

We appreciate that whilst the species is not in the QMS you have a difficult task, but
having been involved with the kahawai fishery decline personally over the past seven
years and some of the ridicule that I have taken from some scientists, because some of
my evidence has been anecdotal I can now say that as I predicted the fishery is getting
worse and not better.

It is unfortunate I guess that the purse seine fleet have to carry the bulk of the cuts but
then again over the last ten years they have had the bulk of the profit from the fishery and
now must pay the price.



Sir, as I stated at the meeting Kahawai is the second most important species to the
recreational angler, (this was shown clearly in the diary surveys). It is also the most
important species to maori, and to industry it is a low value, fill in fishery. We have
attended meetings with industry, we have gone along with their ideas of "no go" areas
knowing that the species is too mobile for "no go" areas to actually work and now quite
simply WE WANT OUR FISHERY BACK.

The 1991 ramp survey showed that the average catch was 0.2 fish per hour per angler
and in the 1994 ramp survey it still showed a 0.2 catch per hour per angler. This is
simply not a good enough return in anybody's language for our second most important
species, and shows that there has not been any improvement since "no go" areas were
introduced. If we were being emotive we would be asking for major cuts in all areas. All
we are asking is that KAH2 remains at 851 tonne, and KAH3 be reduced to 1200 tonne
for three years to allow the stock to rebuild and then if possible it can be returned to the
present 2,339 tonne.

Also of concern to me personally is the probability of further recreational snapper bag
limit reductions. I believe that the bag limits for snapper could be reduced further but
when this happens it will place more stress on the kahawai stock. Simply if the anglers
cannot catch their most important species - snapper, further effort will be placed on their
second most important species - kahawai.

Maori are also clearly stating that as soon as kahawai goes into the QMS they will be
seeking their 20% which again will place additional emphasis on the species. Sir, I do
not want to see the same thing happen to kahawai as what happened first to trevally,
then mackerel, and now snapper. We have an opportunity to avoid another disaster in
the fishery but it must start this year with KAH3 and I trust your good judgement to
reduce the tonnage to around 1,000 to 1,200 tonnes for three years to give the stock a
chance to rebuild before once again it is too late.

It is with regret that due to other prior commitments I am unable to attend your meeting
on September 6 but if you wish to contact me prior to or after your meeting I will do my
utmost to oblige.

Yours faithfully,

Ross F. Gildon.
N.Z. Recreational Fishing Council.
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15 November 1995

Hon. Doug Kidd
Minister of Fisheries
Parliament
WELLINGTON.

Dear Minister,

As you might expect from me, this letter concerns the
kahawai fishery. Specifically, this letter is about a
report(s) produced by MAP Fisheries scientists, Elizabeth
Bradford and Paul Taylor, on the aerial sightings data in
relation to the kahawai fishery. The aerial sightings data
is provided to MAF by the pilots (who are paid by the purse
seine companies) on the tonnages of fish observed from the
plane. We accept that through time the pilots have become
expert at determining the species of fish and estimating the
school size tonnage - this point is not in dispute. We also
accept the other good qualities (the data being quantitative
and that there was nearly a 20 year time series) about the
data that the industry funded scientists made much of. But
lets not get carried away with these good points (because
they are relatively minor), especially when there are more
important problems with the aerial sightings data.

Problem 1: Fishery independent data

The first problem is that the aerial sightings data is not
"fishery independent" ie. the people who provided the data
have a vested interest in the fishery. A "fishery
dependent" database may be acceptable if the fishery is not
political (such as the kahawai fishery before 1991 when the
purse seine limits were introduced), but since 1991 the
industry obviously have a vested interest in trying to show
that the kahawai fishery is not being over fished. The only
way that "fishery dependent" data may be acceptable is if
MAF (or some other reputable independent organisation eg. a
CRI) does an independent study to validate or verify the
data to determine the degree of bias or otherwise. I would
contend that in a politicised fishery such as kahawai,
unvalidated fishery dependent data should be considered
about as useful as anecdotal evidence - to do otherwise, I
would suggest is simply not scientific.



I am aware of how much importance the industry can place on
the need to have fishery independent data. For example, the
design and methodology of the SNA1 tagging programme.
Snapper industry leaders strongly opposed the use of the
dart tag that MAP had originally proposed to use because the
return of the dart tags would not have been fishery
independent. That is, tag return would have been dependent
on the goodwill of recreational and commercial fishers such
that there would have been no way to assess the degree of
bias (non return of tags). Instead, the Industry leaders
argued for the use of the new microtags, which would mean
that all the data and tag returns were fishery independent,
because MAP technicians are doing their own "wanding" in the
factories to collect the tags. In this instance, I agree
with the industry leaders and the importance that they put
on fishery independent data.

There are of course numerous examples of the importance that
MAP and other scientific agencies place on validating or
verifying fisheries data. 1. Tetracycline has been used to
validate the annual growth ring theory for numerous finfish
species. 2. The 1991 kahawai tagging programmes routinely
double tagged a percentage of fish to assess the degree of
tag loss. 3. The large snapper mortality holding nets are
used to determine the degree of bias caused by tagging. All
of these examples of where with a little bit of extra
thought and funding,MAP has been able to validate the data
used in their research programmes. In a politicised fishery
such as snapper, I am sure that MAP would not contemplate
doing a snapper tagging programme if separate sub-projects
were not also done to validate and assess tag loss and
tagging mortality. Therefore, why is it OK to now accept
the unvalidated kahawai aerial sightings data?

I have somewhat laboured the point about the collection of
fishery independent data, mainly because it will have
important implications for other fisheries. Por example,
the industry has just embarked on a very detailed logbook
scheme to be completed by the crayfish fishers who obviously
have a vested interest in their politicised fishery - it
would be very easy for this data to be misleading. Have MAP
or the industry put any steps in place to validate this
data, otherwise the data from this programme may not be
acceptable to the recreational sector. Unvalidated data
supplied by the industry could be considered simply as
writing down and quantifying anecdotes. I would greatly
appreciate your comments on the issues of data validation
and the use of fishery dependent data because there will
certainly be implications for research done in the new
contestable industry funded environment. It may also be
that these matters may require considerable discussion
amongst sector leaders.



Problem 2" Reports produced from the aerial sightings
database

I have a copy of a (draft?) report that Bradford and Taylor
produced in early 1994 specifically on the Bay of Plenty
kahawai fishery and the aerial sightings data. Whilst in
Wellington some 10 days ago, I became aware that
subsequently a much more comprehensive aerial sightings
report was produced around August' concerning most of the
pelagic species on a New Zealand wide basis. I would expect
this report to be in the form of a drafft FARD which I
understand has been reviewed within MAP by the scientists.
I am concerned that this important paper may not be put out
for review as part of the usual Inshore Working Group review
process to the external non-MAF members of the group.
Accordingly, I formally request that the usual FARD internal
and external review processs be applied to the aerial
sightings FARD. Also, I respectfully request under the
Official Information Act (1) a copy of the aerial sighting
FARD incorporating the comments from MAF scientists, and (2)
a complete copy on floppy computer disc of all the raw data
in the aerial sightings database. Finally, I would like to
say that I hope nobody will misconstrue this letter as some
sort of complaint against Elizabeth Bradford and Paul Taylor
- in contrast, in the few dealings I have had with them I
have found them to be co-operative and informative. It is
just that the kahawai debate is starting to heat up and also
the situation was not helped by the non-consultation stance
we adopted earlier this year.

Problem 3: Kahawai being introduced into the QMS

Could you please update me on the progress being made on
introducing kahawai into the QMS. I am conscious of time
marching on and know that a large amount of administrative
work will need to be done if kahawai is to be introduced
into the QMS on October 1 1995. Could you please provide a
timetable of events leading up to the introduction of
kahawai into the QMS.

Yours faithfully

Ross Gildon
Executive Member NZ Recreational Fishing Council
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FINAL NZRFC KAHAWAI SPECIES 1996/97 TACC SUBMISSION

OVERVIEW

This is a claim on behalf of the people of New Zealand who fish Kahawai for either sport
or sustenance. Quite simply we want the return of this important recreational species
back to a level that we used to enjoy.

The essence of our claim is that Kahawai is the second most popular recreational
species as determined by the various recent surveys. (NZ Fisheries Assessment
Research Document 97/7). Kahawai has a very low economical commercial value 0.50
cents when caught by the Purse Seine method and an extremely high recreational value
and therefore it is this Council's ultimate goal to have Kahawai introduced into the QMS
as soon as practically possible and at a By Catch level only.

We appreciate that due to the purse Seiners, gill netters', and longliners catching
Kahawai mixed with other species, and random catches, that it can never be a totally
recreational fishery, but that does not stop Kahawai being introduced into the QMS at
low levels to recognise the value of the fishery to the Recreational sector.

Our Council believes than when a species only has a commercial value of 0.50 cents
the resource is being wasted by industry. We know of one Commercial venture
prepared to pay $5.00 per kilo for Kahawai and this person is not allowed to catch the
species other than by-catch. As in past years we estimate that a very generous target
to by-catch ratio for Kahawai is 8:1 which would approximate to the following purse
seine by-catch tonnages. 200 tonnes KAH1, 100 tonnes KAH2, 300 tonnes KAH3,
andKAHS 0 tonne.

BACKGROUND

We were fortunate enough to be able to attend the Pelagic Working Group meeting this
year but I must say that I was disappointed with quality of data supplied and I must
agree with Mark Feldman's submission that it is important to us that we have the right
scientists at these meetings. For the past three years we have been becrying the aerial
sightings data. We are not saying that anybody was telling lies - we are saying that the
data is simply not scientific and is really only as good as anecdotal evidence. The
Plenary last year agreed with us. It would still appear that material being produced is
coloured by this aerial sighting data and we will not accept any part of it until it has been
validated and fully audited.
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FISHERY ASSESSMENT PLENARY

DATA FROM "THE YELLOW BOOK"

We note from the second stock assessment meeting July 2nd that Industry were very
keen to increase Kahawai take for all areas. There excuse was that the stocks were
well above BMSY.

We note that from Table 2 (P.193) that the total reported landings for 95/96 was 4994
tonne. We also note that from Table 3 (P.193) that the purse seine fleet under caught
their catch limit by 523 tonne. We further note that from Table 4 (P.194) that the
Recreational take has been estimated at 1880 tonne. If these three figures are added
they total 7,397 tonne. From Table 9 (P. 197) we have taken the middle figure of
M = 0.20 which determines an MCY of 7,600 tonne. Leaving a difference of 203 tonnes.

We are aware that there has been no allocation for Maori traditional take nor Kahawai
that is used for bait, nor Kahawai that has been caught in mullet nets as by-catch and
due to damage has been dumped. We appreciate that Kahawai that is used for bait is
supposed to be reported but we strongly suspect that not all operators are reporting
their catch.

When these mortality figures are added to the known and estimated take, we believe
that there is quite simply no room for an increase in tonnage in the Kahawai fishery.

STATUS OF STOCKS

Under the above heading in the yellow book (P. 197) we note the comments; "These
estimates are unreliable but thought to be conservative. While there may have been
some decline in biomass, the current estimated biomass level is still well above the
size that will support the maximum sustainable yield. The combined recreational and
commercial levels during the last two years are less than the MCY estimates, which are
conservative, for values of M =0.20 or greater."

Our interpretation of this statement is "WE HAVEN'T GOT A CLUE ABOUT THE
FISHERY, BUT SHE'LL BE RIGHT".

From the data in our previous paragraph under the heading of the yellow book, we
certainly cannot agree with this paragraph.
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KAHAWAI MODEL

We were introduced to a new Stock Reduction Model this year and can at best describe
it as "Shonky" - full of assumptions at this early stage. We considered it to be a guide
only and not taken too seriously. However, industry seem to have grabbed it boots and
all because it is in their favour and they are running with it. We have no confidence in
the model at this stage.

TAGGING ANALYSIS

Whilst we acknowledge that the Tagging study carried out in 1991 was not designed to
determine who was catching what the figure very clearly show a marked decrease in the
Recreational catch from the 1983 tagging study. Some scientists will say that we cannot
use these figures for our purpose but there is just too large a variation not to accept that
the recreational catch has gone down dramatically. For some time we have suspected
that our catch was far more than the 2,000 tonne estimation. Pre 1980, the recreational
take could have been as high as 4,000-5,000 tonne. If this is the case then we have
been disenfranchised through this theft from Recreational to purse seiners and is a
gross social injustice.

We are not asking to have the fishery returned to the good old days of the 1950's but
there has to be a level between what we had then and the pathetic fishery we have now
where the ramp surveys have shown that we are catching 0.4 kahawai per trip.

Under the 1996 Fisheries Act Sect 13 the Minister has the power to manage a fishery
above the BMSY, and the Kahawai fishery is one of those fisheries that should be
managed at this level.

DEPENDANT DATA

We were advised at the meeting July 2 and at the Tauranga Liaison Meeting that
Sanfords had been collecting length data for four years and that they had a person
employed 80% of time measuring ; snapper, trevally, and kahawai. As the work being
done is unaudited and has not been validated, the results will be totally rejected by this
Council. They have a vested interest in the results and therefore they should have an
independent carrying out the work not a paid employee. This type of research is similar
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to the aerial sighting data and we cannot accept the results. It is too easy to select the
fish they want for measuring and rejecting those that go against the grain. Data from
this research will be no different than anecdotal evidence.

The Ministry must consider debating this type of research with stake holders.

If Sanfords were serious about the results that they were trying to achieve maybe they
would consider employing a recreational representative to carry out the work.

VOLUNTARY NO GO AREAS

We noted from the July 2 meeting that Sanfords want to revisit the voluntary no go
areas. They have not yet approached us with regard to a meeting although we have
agreed to meet with Sanfords staff if they require us to.

We consider that the no go areas are too small. Kahawai are a very mobile fish and
therefore a 2 mile limit is really pretty insignificant. When one considers that a great
deaf of the area classed as no go is really too shallow for their nets, or over foul ground
which would damage their nets.

One area that should be closed by regulation to all purse seining is the Hauraki Gulf. It
was supposed to be closed in 1988 after a Sanfords boat made a couple of shots in the
Kawau Island area. The Hauraki Gulf is known as a juvenile fishery (Jones) and was
supposed to come into the Regulations. However it was withdrawn and included in the
Fishery Management Plan, then it was pulled out of there and included in the voluntary
agreement.

We regard the Hauraki Gulf as a vital nursery area and the main gulf area should be
excluded from purse seining by regulation.

An area encompassed by the following marks would give the area protection.

A line from Bream Tail near Mangawai across to the Needles on the Nth end of Gt.
Barrier. A line from Cape Barrier on the south end of Gt Barrier across to Cape Colville.
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CATCH METHODS OTHER THAN PURSE SEINE

Our Council has been concerned that under the present system there is very little
control over the Kahawai species. This statement especially applies to methods other
than purse seine.

From Table 2 (P.193 in the Yellow book) we note that the 94/95 LFRR total was 4,526
tonne, and the purse seine take for the same year was 3,690 tonne Table 3 (P193).
From this it can be assumed that 836 tonne was caught by method other than purse
seine. When the same figures are taken forthe 95/96 year, the LFRR figure is 4,524
tonne and the purse seine catch 3,028 tonne - a difference of 1,496 tonne. When one
considers that more than 800 tonne is being taken from KAH1 it now equates to 2/3rds
of the purse seine catch or the catch by method other than purse seine has more than
quadrupled in the past six years. We also note that the purse seine fleet only caught
60% of the total catch this year and it is the lowest percentage that they have caught. It
shows that the fishing by other method is OUT OF CONTROL and needs addressing
urgently.

RESEARCH

As the Kahawai species is so important to the non commercial sector both Maori &
Recreational we demand that more research be carried out on this species. For two
years we have asked for a recruitment project to be implemented. We cannot
understand how the state of a fishery can be determined when scientists do not know
the recruitment parameters. It is all very well talking about the M's & Z's but they cannot
co-relate if we do not know what the annual incoming recruitment may be.

In the past we have asked that duplicate shots of the 1983 data, 1991 data, and 1992
data be carried out. We can appreciate that the numbers are only low, and too low for
some scientists whilst some of our scientific advisers suggest that some sectors carry
out too much number crunching and smoothing out.

We have offered to make some of our members available to assist with these shots at
no charge to the ministry or industry and have even offered industry an increase in
tonnage to carry out these shots but the offer hasn't been taken up.

For the Bay of Plenty, the Kahawai in the 1990's are statistically and significantly smaller
than the fish from the 1983 sample. The 1983 fish averaged 51.3cm and the 1991
summary has an average length of 46.1cm. Given these results we firmly believe that
the 1983 purse seine data (although somewhat scant) must be recognised as valid and
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robust. Furthermore, we contend that it must be acknowledged that for the Bay of
Plenty that there is conclusive evidence from the 1983 and 1990-91 purse seine catch
sampling data that Kahawai have decreased in average size. Until there is hard
scientific evidence conducted by an independent organisation such as Mfish or NIWA
then the Minister must accept this as the only available data, and it shows the fishery is
in decline. It is recognised around the world that a decrease in the average size of the
fish is hard evidence that overfishing is occurring.

PERMIT SYSTEM

We were concerned to hear at the July 2 meeting that under the present system any of
the purse seiners can fish any KAH area. This is not as we understood the permit
system to be operating. We understood that each purse seiner had a permit which
entitled them to fish a certain area. We therefore seek under the Information Act exactly
what is entitled on these permits. We are not interested in the individual boats permits,
we know where they are based and fishing now. We wish to know if a boat from
Tauranga is entitled to go to Nelson and fish KAH3 without seeking a new permit.

It is our understanding that they cannot move boats between Tauranga and Nelson and
fish for Kahawai. We wish to have this matter clarified. We would be astounded if a
boat with no historical catch in an area can be moved without seeking a new permit for
that area, and we wish to be fully consulted if there are any suggestions for this to
happen.

GENERAL

KAH1
Our affiliates contacted from Bay of Islands down the East coast to Waihau Bay have
advised that there has been NO CHANGE in the state of the Kahawai fishery in the past
twelve months. It would appear that the further east one travels the less schools appear
to be showing. While there are schools showing out of Tauranga, they are not there in
numbers and not consistently visible. Reports from the Motu area are that it has been
another poor season. Clubs at Whakatane, Opotiki, TeKaha, and Waihau Bay have all
had disappointing tournament results.
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Our Ref: Stuart Ryan/David Connor

HESKETH HENRY
Lawyers

The Minister of Fisheries
Parliament Buildings Telephon

t
e: +54 9 37S 870°

... ... . Facsimile:+6493094494Wellington
41 Shortland Street, Auckland

Attention: Hon David Benson-Pope Private Bag g2093i Auck|and103o
New Zealand DX CP 24017

lawyers@heskethhenry.co.nz
Monday, 20 September 2004 www.heskethhenry.co.nz

Dear Minister

KAHAWAI DECISION

Background

1. We have received instructions from the New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council Inc
and the New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council Inc (together "Non-Commercial
Fishers"). Both Non-Commercial Fishers provide advocacy for a large percentage of
New Zealanders who fish non-commercially.

Your Decision

2. In a decision dated 10 August 2004 you brought the kahawai species into the Quota
Management System and purported to allocate quota ("ITQ") for that species. As may
be apparent from the extensive submissions made on the proposal, Non-Commercial
Fishers have a major interest in, and now major concerns arising out of, the Minister's
decision.

3. Section 21 of the Fisheries Act requires the Minister, when setting the total allowable
commercial catch ("TACC") to allow for Maori customary and recreational fishing
interests before considering any allocation to commercial fishing interests.

4. We consider that the decision dated 10 August, and largely adopting Ministry of
Fisheries ("MFish") advice, fails ensure that non-commercial fishing interests are
allowed for. In particular the decision:

a. Applies a "proportionality" rationale for reducing the non-commercial fishing
allowance, contrary to the decision of the Court of Appeal in the Snapper 1 case.

b. Fails to allow for non-commercial fishing interests by recognising that such
interests have an a priori entitlement, to be "allowed for" before determining the
TACC, if any, as required by section 21.

c. Fails to allow for non-commercial fishing interests, by only evaluating allocation
options based on a catch history depleted by purse seine fishing. The decision
fails to recognise the "perverse incentive" purse seine fishers had to target
kahawai as a non QMS species and therefore acquire "catch history", to the
detriment of the non-commercial sector. The recreational and customary

247849.1/N LA*W^1N
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kahawai fishery has yielded smaller fish, fewer fish or both, in most quota
management areas where the purse seine fleet has operated.

d. Does not recognise the accessibility differences between kahawai (a fish known
as "the people's fish" being the most accessible non-commercial species) and
solely commercial species.

e. Fails to ensure that non-commercial fishing interests are allowed for by ensuring
that the allocation decision enables non-commercial fishers (both land-based and
boat-based) to actually catch kahawai.

f. Involves obvious circularity by omitting consideration of discouraged recreational
fishers who have abandoned attempts to fish because of low recreational catch
rates.

g. Fails to properly provide for the significance of human population increases
within the upper North Island. Specifically the decision purports to allocate
kahawai based on purported historical catch rates, which makes no allowance for
population growth.

h. Fails to consider the cause and effect of commercial fishing upon this important
non-commercial species, in particular, the effects of the purse seining method of
catching whole schools of kahawai. The effect of a catch history based allocation
decision will be to have a disproportionately large allocation of TACC to a
handful of purse seine fishers who in turn sell this valuable non-commercial
species as low value fish bait.

i. Discounts the benefits of non-commercial fishing to the national and regional
economies. Specifically the decision fails to give effect to the MFish
commissioned research establishing that kahawai have greater value as a non-
commercial fish species, including as an important food fish.

j. Does not give proper consideration, or at all, to:

i. the criteria within sections 7 and 8 of the Hauraki Gulf Marine Protection
Act 2000; or

ii. the relevant provisions of regional coastal plans.

k. Fails to recognise likely imbalances in quota management for non-purse seine
fishers through the inevitable result of dumping by-catch and other unsustainable
practices, caused by allocation of the majority of the TACC to the purse seine
fleet. These unbalanced quota portfolios will inevitably lead to the dumping of
kahawai at sea and add risk that the Minister's decision to reduce commercial
catches of kahawai will be rendered ineffective.

I. Makes mistakes of fact, being based on incorrect scientific advice on the status
and sustainable yield of kahawai in New Zealand.

5. We understand that provisional quota has been allotted (prior to your decision of
10 August) and that MFish is proposing to allocate the final quota prior to 1 October
2004. We are instructed to issue proceedings, and to seek interim orders preserving
Non-Commercial Fishers' position until such time as the High Court may consider any
substantive application.

247849J /jpb
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6. To avoid the cost to all parties of interim proceedings, we are instructed to seek your
undertaking that the final quota will not be allocated until any substantive proceedings
can be determined by the High Court. It is recognised that this may necessitate some
provision for controlled commercial fishing to continue pending any Court decision.

7. Could you please advise by no later than 5:00pm Wednesday, 23 September 2004 as
to whether you are prepared to provide such an undertaking, upon which we will
proceed to commence substantive proceedings in a prompt manner.

HESKETH HENRY

David Connor / Stuart Ryan

Partner / Partner
Direct Dial - 09 375 8744 - David Connor
Direct Dial - 09 375 8778 - Stuart Ryan
Direct Fax-09 375 8771
Email - david.connor@heskethhenry.co.nz
Email - stuart.ryan@heskethhenry.co.nz

247849.1 /jpb
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22 September 2004

Hesketh Henry
DXCP 24017
AUCKLAND

Attention: Stuart Ryan

Fax No: 09 309 4494

Dear Partners

Introduction of Kahawai stocks into QMS
Our Rcf: MFI260/263
1, i am replying onbehalf of the Minister of Fisheries to your letter of 20 September.

2. The criticisms of the Minister's decision on 10 August are not accepted, but rather than
address those arguments point by point I note:

21 The decision that is bringing kahawai into the QMS with effect from 1 October
1004 is in fact the Fisheries'(Declaration of New Stocks Subject to Quota
Management System) Notice (No 3) SR2003/207 dated 14 Octobei: 2003. As a
caMMUMo of that notice the Minister and the Chief Executive/the Ministry must
undertake anumber of steps before 1 October, including setting the TACC and ttie
allocation of quota. The TACC has been set and the allocation of quota has
occurred under s SOB Fisheries Act. Kahawai stocks are one of tbe exceptional
stocks for which there may be a further round of Crown purchase of quote
(compulsory purchase if necessary) and then a final recalculation of quota (if
necessary) under ss 50E-50G. These remaining steps reduce the amount of
kSai iat commercial fishers can take under their ACE - if these steps do not
occur recreational fishers will be worse off rather than.better off.

2 2 Until 30 September, commercial kahawai fishing is restricted by the moratormm
So*d ly s 93 Fisheries Act on the issue of new fishing permits That
Sonumhas been repealed with effect from 1 October. If the entry of kahawai
mto the QMS on 1 October is interrupted by court orders there will be no lega
function on the number of fishers who can take kahawai or on fee amount that
each can take. The TACC decision does not restrict recreational fishing interests
(wWch ate subject to the amateur fishing regulations) but it docs restrict
commercial fishers.

Level 10, Unisys Houtt, 56 The Tcrra«
PO Box 1856. rite. SP10208. VCellinBton, N«w Zealand

PtooC", 64 4 472 1719 Fax: 6* 4 473 348Z
www.crOwnUw.BOvtJit

515610J
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4.

2 3 The TACCs that the Minister has set are in total 15% less than the average total
commercial catch over the past 5 years. In terms of the current purse seme limits
the TACCs are set below the old Emits (in the case of KAH3 well below the old
limit). Under the QMS all kahawai caught must be landed against ACE and as the
kahawai bycatch is about 40% of the catch entry into the QMS will greatly reduce
the potential for target fishing by purse seining.

3 The Minister cannot agree to stopping the introduction of kahawai stocks into the QMS
now and the Chief Executive cannot agree to stopping the final recalculation of
kahawai quota (if any further calculation is necessary).

At the same time as he made the TACC decision the Minister accepted a
recommendation to begin consultation with recreational interests about reducing the
amount of kahawai taken by recreational fishers. This consultation would normally be
undertaken in from about October to November with a view to formal consultation on
any change to the regulations beginning in about April. The legal regime under which
recreational fishers operate is unlikely to change until some time after then, if at all.

5 Interim orders of the kind that your letter proposes would harm the interests of
' recreational fishers rather than preserve them. If your clients wish to test the issues set

out in your criticisms of the TACC decision, that can be done in a substantive judicial
review hearing without the need for interim orders. I expect that a substantive hearing
could be arranged in Wellington before any decision to alter recreational fishing rules
is to take effect. Alternatively, have your clients considered the dispute resolution
process in Part 7 Fisheries Act, which is well-suited to recreational-commercial
disputes?

6 If your clients do wish to proceed with litigation, the commercial fishers whose rights
would be affected will need to be joined as parties. There are about 389 of them in
total and the easiest way to arrange their involvement may be to contact Seafic for
details about representation of them as a group. Some of the larger fishers may,
however, want to be joined individually. They are:

Sanford Limited
PO Box 443
AUCKLAND
Attn: Eric Barrett
ph 09 3794720 or email gmcnamaraffisanford.co.nz

Sealord Group Limited
POBoxll
NELSON
Atta Mr Richard Ayers
03'5459525 or email rja^sealord.canz

Nelson Fisheries Limited
PO Box 38009
Wellington Mail Centre
Attn: Mr Jonathan Meikle
Q27/i4i<m^ r,r email jpmeikle@xtra.co.nz

i

%

51S610J
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7. itmaybehelpfultodiscussourrespectivecliente'positions. You can contact me on 04
4945602.

Yours faithfully

P̂eter McCarthy
Crown Counsel

*•

515610J
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Our Ref: Stuart Ryan/David Connor

«Name»
«Address»

Tuesday, 5 October 2004

DECISION BY MINISTER OF FISHERIES OVER KAHAWAI ALLOCATION

1. We have instructions from the New Zealand Recreational Fishing Council Inc and the
New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council Inc (together referred to as "non-commercial
fishers"). We understand that you are entitled to kahawai quota based on catch history
records.

2. It is appropriate that we notify you that non-commercial fishers intend to issue
proceedings to review the Minister of Fisheries' decisions allocating quota for the
kahawai species. It is envisaged that the legal proceedings issued will seek declaratory
and other relief to set aside the Minister's decisions for the kahawai species for 2004,
and for future years.

3. The proceedings will contend, among other things, that the Minister's 2004 decisions are
wrong in law, including claims that the Minister's decisions:

a. Fail to allow for non-commercial interests by recognising that such interests have
to be "allowed for" before determining the TACC.

b. Fail to allow for non-commercial fishing interests, by allocating the TACC on the
basis of catch history depleted by purse seine fishing.

c. Fail to consider the cause and effect of fishing upon this important non-
commercial species, in particular, the effects of the purse seining method of
catching whole schools of kahawai.

d. Fail to recognise likely imbalances in quota management for non-purse seine
commercial fishers caused by allocation of a large percentage of the TACC to the
purse seine fleet.

4. This letter has been sent to other quota holders.

HESKETH HENRY

*TT#-
Stuart Ryan
Partner

Direct Dial - 09 375 8778
Direct Fax-09 375 8771
Email - stuart.ryan@heskethhenry.co.nz
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Aaron Christopher
Morrogh, Andrew
Gordon Morrogh
Alan Clifton Whitley

Alan John Cibilich

Alexander Edmund
Forbes
Alexander Thomas
Bloomfield
Allan John Rooney

Alpha Fisheries
Limited
Amaltal Fishing Co
Limited , .
Andrew, Bennett
Tiirhwald.

P O Box 43,
Ahipara,
Kaitaia 0551
86 Brown Road,
RD1,
Gisborne 3821
25 Bel Air Drive,
Hilisbprough,
Auckland 1006
27 Voelas Road,
Lyttelton 80,12
226 Thorp Street,
Motueka7161
14 Buxfon Road,
Corsair Bay,
LytteHoj), ^
Christchurch 80t2
PO Box 1019,
Blenheim 7315
POBQX36,
Auckland 1015 /
3315 Tiki Road,
Te KouimR D,
Coromahdel 2851

Andrew Bruce Linton, 11 Hampden Street,
Edwin Frederick
Cooke
Andrew Crutchley
Bergvall

Picton 7372

59 Simpson Road,
Ranui,
Auckland 1008

Andrew John Graham,2 Qaktsy- Qrescent,
Robinson
Anguilia Enterprise
Limited

Thames'2801
C/- Thomas Richard & Co,
PO Box81009,
Whenuapai,
Auckland 1250

Anthony John.Walkej- 3-HazaFds, Road,
- ' ' ;;. \,'..-:Wfyf|?f|ti,:-v;,;, , >•..->•;> ,

' Sb t̂v,Ati~ckland'17025 " " ' " " ' '
23QBKaraka North Road-
'RlD-4/ • -- V"" -
Rgpakura,
So4jtti,Auckland,173Q
l68:Ca6a|ê h Drive,
Hele.nsville 1250
P OBox632,
Auckland 1015
P>P 8^X115,
vVes{port7615
P%B6x200i,,
Mangonui 0557
473 Pipiroa Road,
RD1,
Ngatea 2852
C/-Post Office,

Anthony J^artirj.
Gugich

Anthony Mcelroy Fo

Antons Trawling
Company Limited
Arthur Jack^Brace,
Malcolm Jack Brace
Arthur John Harvey

Arthur John Scott

Barrie Anthony
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Barber Karitane,
.Dunedin 90J34 *

Barrie Vincent Jenner 11 Colorado Place,
Ayoridale, * -
Auckland 1007

Barry Edward Govier 341 South Road,
Omata,
RD4,
New Plymouth 4621

Barry Graeme Davies2 Kendale Drive,
C/- P D C,
Leigh 1241

Basil Leslie Jones, 105 Milton Terrace,
Stephen ^asMones Picton 7372 ;;
Blake Colin Scott 6$2 Te;Atatu,Road,

" "• T t̂̂ 'Pejifnsular,
* . TeAtatiW'008'

Blake Colin Scott 682 t£Ata'tu; Road,
Te'Atatu Peninsular,

. • • — fe Atatii 1008
Blue Buoy Limited 461 Ohiro Road,

Brooklyn,
Wellington 6008

Blue Water Products P O Box 2135,
Limited Dunedin9015
Boots, Craig Robe/t &P, iQ pox 5149, -
Boote; Diane Wendy Rfrt^et^©!!,,,

-•' 5Npl§6m7(̂ Q
Brenda Kay Fishing C/- Fiordland Lobster Company Ltd,
Limited P 0 Box 92,

TeAnau9681
Brett Edward 77A Pukaki Road,
Edwards Mangere,

Auckland 1701
Brian David Hahn Settlement Road,

RD3,
Pukekohe 1800

Brian George Kiddie 9,;̂ arirrvu Place,
Mount;Maunganui,
Taiimnga<3002

Brian James McMillanAwaiti Road,
RD2,
Paeroa 2951

Brian Sydney 5/918?sset Road,
Deadman, Robert Remjjefa;
VVhitelawLees Aueklacia 1:005
Bruce Alexander P 0 Box 286,
Mckay Paihia,

Northland 252
Bruce Clarence 13A Tobin Place,
Petersen Taupo 2730
Bruce William Clifford 1;8p;.Ng;atai Road,
Roberts fatfranM2856
Bryce fathers, P 03,0x8607,
Denise Mathers Haveloek^©rth,
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Hastings 4230
Bryon Robert Hector G/- Anthony Adamson,
Low Sanford (South Island) Limited,

Private Bag 905,
Tifriaru.8620
Oakleigh,
RD1,
Whangarei 121

Christensen, Roy
Gordon &
Christensen, Evelyn
Mary
Christiansen Williams 353 Port Albert Road,

' • > . RD3,
Wellsford 1242
1314 Whangarei Heads Road,
RD4,
Whangarei 0101
15 Cyrus Street,
New Plymouth 4601
P<3Bqx195,
MotoekaV7,161
172 Claremont Road,
RD4,
Timaru 8621

Christopher Wayne 4f iJelcoe .Road,
Matich '" '"'; Ruawai 12^40
Clem George Smith Fis|[ermans Point,

Ta^rnHtu,,

Christopher John
Collecutt

Christopher Powell

Christopher Robin
Parris
Christopher Thomas
Parish

..,,,,,., ,;.. , _,..... Jtch, £021
Clyde William Espiner88 Donnett Street,

Opunake 4854
Colin George Lowe,
Toni Anne Lowe

Colin Patrick
McCauley
Colin Russell Jane,
Jean Jane

Constantinos
Marolias

Dale Jack Connor

Dale Ken Browne

David Alexander -.-
Saltef' .v

David Boyd Brown,
David McKay
Hayman
David Charles Olsen

RD1,
Onerahi,
Whangarei 0132
IBtunner Stceet,
Nelson 7001
RD8,
Nuhaka,
HawkesBay4192
99;GloveJly Rpad,
Bucklapds Beach,
.AucklaodJ704
P 6 Box 535,
Picton 7372
19 Oval,
Paremoremo,
North Shore,
Auckland 1311
•Rf ^; _" - -: <:

R^upp1;./?-"'. : -.
Ru€jw^,580, :
Pd:Box6057,
Moturoa, .
New Plymouth 4630
RD1,
Awanui,
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Kaitaia 0500
David Edward Barker 7 Arthur Road,

^RD,5r,._.'.-:
Thames 2801

David Graeme Greco 31 Pencarrpw Street,
PalmerstonNorth5315

David Neil Vitasovich 6 Jervios Street,
Dargaville 300

David Wayne Okiato Point,
Stevenson RD1,

Russell 255
Davidson, Craig PeterC/- Craig Davidson,
& Davidson, Corina 1191 Hauraki Road,

RD1,
Paeroa 2951
P O Box 5,
Motueka7161
83 Bpyd Road;
RD4r
Pukekohe 1800
1?Penrith Street,
-New-Plymputhi 4601

Anne

Deepcove Fisheries
Limited
Dene Erl Robertson

Desmond Claude
Feakins, Terence
Kevin.F^akins
Desmond Ross
Wilkinson

Donald Fremlin

Wiroa Road,
RD1,
Okaihau 455
i:t3A/|rjafatt5prQvIe,
G,reJeB(iffe: . -.'

-^ -.- • Aupkfagd t̂l -,
Douglas Basil Pulford 11 Springfield Avenue,

RD5,
Thames 2801
/l02\ReseypiP,iRoad1
Ihames2801 *.
liBledisjpe Street
Ruaiwai .0586-

Douglas Bernard-
Murray/ -"-
Douglas Mtlton
Matieh
Dyer, Raymond Mark C/- R.M. & L.F. Dyer,
& Dyer, Lynette State Highway 14,

RD9,
Whangarei0101
C/- Blair Eric Gray,
PO Box 110,
Clive,
Napier 4152
51 Fontenoy Street,
Mount Albert,
Auckland 1003
4 Dodson Street,
Spring Creek,
Blenheim 7350
PO Box 592,
New Plymouth 4615
18 Cashmere Way,
R:D5,
Welcome Bay,

Frances & Johnston,
Craig Maurice
East Coast Crab
Limited

Edward Austin
Ingram

Edward Laurence
Collins

Egmont Seafoods
Limited
Errol Maurice D'Ath
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Esperance Fishing
Co Limited
Esplanade No 3
Limited ,
Estate of Decke,
Davidson Peter
Estate of Humphries,
Robert Clifton

Estate Of John
Wilfred Brad nock

Estate of Keith
Donald Collier

Estate Of Kevin Cecil
Ruthe

Estate of Sidney
Geoiige Atkinson

Far North Cottage
Industries Limited,p 'i
Fine O Muir Limited

Flora Margaret
Thirkettle

Francis Lancelot
Kyland

Fresha Fisheries
Limited
Gabriel Fishing
Limited
Gary Ian Matheson

Gavin Campion,"
Hugh'Rbbbie
Geoffrey Charles
Harmon
Geoffrey .William
James Rochester
Basher, Kim Lesley
Basher
Geordie Murman

Tauranga~3001
P O Box 632,
Auckland 1015
RCXBQX174,'
Napier 4015 >
8,0 Sterling Gate Drive,
Tauranga 3001
C/- Mark Humphries,
40AWood Bay Road,
Titirangi 1007
C/- Cara Bennett,
P O Box 549,
Napier 4015
c/-Angela Cplliej,
41 Rewa< Rewa Place,
Tayranga;3Q01
15 Hazards Road,
Wey mouth,
Manurewa,
Manukau City 1702
C/- Mrs R 4 Atkinson,
P0jBjDx;4v« ;,';£;-«
Brightoĉ ^Sand,
NevtfSoiath Wales 2216,
'Australia ,; -
V^hgap&RoacL
•R'î  •-..;- •••
Kaitaia'400
P O Box 14246,
Tauranga 3030
4 Baker Street,
Helensville,
Auckland 1250
5$<)n;elm;sfpKt S,treet,
Hampdjeni,', •-
pamanî SO
PO Box 367,
New Plymouth 4615
PQjBoxj75&
Wte.aKatanje,3080
1 Lyon Street,
Qpua0290

.̂ Cbujfhill Street,
Kaikoura8280
P 0 Box 64,
Kaikoura 8280
^otupaw^ejtah,

Greta Valley 8270

149 Omaha.Valley Road,
• • . ' • -RtiL^--.^"-'-1 >.

' , -• Warkwbrth 1241
Gerard Anthony Pole C/- Post Office,

Puhoi1243
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Gibson John Bull, Te Kouma,
Fran Raewyn Bull -•'RE>,-> '-AV -

Corpmandel-2851
Gisborne Fisheries PO Box 1228,
1955 Limited Gisborne 3815
Glenn Ernest Parratt 13 Grange View,

Woodend,
North Canterbury,
Christchurch 8255

Glenn Meme .,RD3, .
Ppkeno 1730

Glenn Paul Sanford 3205 South Head Road
RD1,
Helensville 1250

Go/dan,Duncan , 44%eecjno Valley Road,
Marshall - R^DH, <• ^

, , Mangonuii 055?
Graeme Scott Bailey 53 Pt Wells Road

RD6,
Warkworth 1241

Graeme Victor , 5 ̂ ucsery Road,
McCutchebn- •' -,S;f |adhyij>J.j;

Graharn Anthony' F<i;Bpx 47^x

^Rkelsen •»' Mabgawhai 58^,
Graham Douglas 2 Clive Street,
Bennett, Simon SheraHawera 4800
Graham Edward King R D 1,

Thames 2821
Graham Edwin l&TaytorSlreet,
BlaekweH,-; •- 'Q^f^l^'.,

Ta% ĝjEk:3001 '
Graham Francis 76 Scotland Street,
Webb, Janice Picton 7372
Lorraine Webb
Graham Hallen, Waihi Road,
Lorraine Hallen Whangamata 3062
Graham PhjJtp"'Roach Qceart̂ iew,apa;;'

,Rp;V9lley-7t5S
Graham Taylor 146 Omimiti Street,

Kawhia 2451
Grant Barry v/ Kaî rec Qo^s^Highway,
EdgiBcombe; ;*Hoteo; " '1- :•-'

RD,4r- ,
^EtewQiJh 1241

Grant Lewis 43|syye"StreBt,
Robinson Island B'ay,

Wellington ,6002
Gregory John Hayes NbokRo^d,

Rfi^-'KH'1 - • • •
Whirigarei-Heads,
Whangptei 0132

Guards Fisheries P 0 Box 5022,
Nelson Limited Port Nelson,
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Nelson 7015
Handley, Leslie Paul 700 East Coast Road,
& Handley, Anne Browns Bay,
Lorraine Auckland 1310
Harold Keith Simon Taieri Mouth,

RD1,
Brighton 9051

Hector Finlay Mcliver 38 Pearson Street,
Mangawhai 583

Heineman, Ate & 90 Borlases Road,
Heineman, Colleen Sawyers Bay,
Lynne Dunedin 9001
Her Majesty the P 0 Box 1020,
Queen in Right of Wellington 6015
New Zealand Acting
by and through the
Minister of Fisheries
or the Ministry of
Fisheries, either
individually or
collectively
Herbert Cecil
Robertson

Hilton James Leith

Stella
lari GrantRuthe

. -"it ,_; , ', '_

6 Channel View Road,
RD4,
Pukekohe 1800
PO Box 1150,
Whangarei0115

HoweHs, Bruce Stuart.C/-,.Busing $ Russell,
& Howells;;$ithnia P (Drfĵ ea/ ,. •

NafHliymoBth 4615
G)-tî iRutnelLni}tedt
î b;.,4;'•';.'.- - - " k - • •

, ;" ' Pjukejcohe,, ,
-.- , " ; = vVaiay«P,a't852

Ian Hector Reichardt P O Box 63,
Awanui,
Northland 550

Ian Raymond Steed 79 Valley Road,
Mount Maunganui,
Tauranga 3002

Ian Robert Mckenzie 75 Derby Street,
Westport 7601

Independent P @|5ox 19554;
Fishen'es Limited V^pojston, r:'

G r̂istefitirQh 8Q30
P 6 Box 5657,
Dunedin 9031
2Q5 Wyuna Bay Road,
R0ft.''/•.,.: f

, ; Coromandei:2851
Ivan Bernard Bennett Pourerere Beach,

RD1,
Waipawa4170

Ivan Frederick Booker42 Evans Road,
Weymouth,
Auckland 1702

ITQ Management
Limited
Ivan Anthony Maich
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Ivan Gibbons 4 Evans Road,
Weymouth,
Auckland 1702

Ivan Lewis Wilson, R D 2,
Murray Steven WilsonStanley Road,

Opotiki 3092
Janelle Fisheries 12 One Tree Point Road,
Limited Ruakaka253,
Jens Rydher Jenssen P O Box 12068,

Napier 4015
John Francis Ridings 229 The Booms Avenue,

Thames 2801
64iMarine Drive,
Diamond Harbour,
RD,1,
Lyttelton8012
53 Bickerton Street,
Wainoni,
Christchurch 8006
Pairatahi Road,
Kaiarjgprpa,
AWanuJyCf5lE)&

John Patrick Walker 71 Heawa Road,
Aratapu,
Dargaville 0300
P^O::Bo3e32,02,
Qrî cahJi
VP$ia0garej,i32
C/- Sanford Ltd,
PO Box 391,
Tauranga3015
Wa^fife©r5tjR©ad,

John Francis
Rochford

John Freestone

John Lionel Perry

John Robin ̂ Dyer

John Russell Adam

John Toko Pirini.

John William Jones

Johnathon Paul
Mason

Jorgensons Marine
Services Limited
Joseph Heberley,
Heather Heberley

Joseph William
Johnston

Kaiwaka Fishing
Company Limited

Keith Rayner Morgan

K-atttaii§QQ\;
67 Raurimu Avenue,
Onerahi,
Whangarei 101
R.Q^DK3?54,
Qnera|iî
Whangarei 0115
14 Grosmont Terrace,
Tauranga 3001
Private, Bag,
O(cife,k
TQf/IGhanner,
Prdoh7372
Flat 3,
1 Kirkaldy Street,
Petone,
Lower Hutt 6008
P 0 Box 9769,
NtewBnarket, .'
Aii'4kiai)el'47Q1
Fenwick Road,
Rangiheata,
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Takaka7172
Kelvin Herbert - lunanui Road,
Ellison, Noeline Nellie R D 8,
Margaret Ellison Nuhaka4192
Kelvin Maurice Ruthe 15 Hazards Road,

Weymouth 1702
KenMikaere 13 Carlton; Street,

•Otumpftai,
Tauranga 3001

Kenneth Charles 19, Pembroke Street,
Harris,' ., Moetaki;

,, •, Palmerston 9061
Kenneth Craig Abel Tasman Drive,
McBride Takaka7172
Kenneth John P D C,
Mclaren Cooks Beach,

Whitianga 2856
Kenneth Shenwyn 40Billons Point Road,
Clunies^Ross' Ble,tjh,eirn̂ 301
Kenneth Walter 35:R<ewi Street,
Browne ; Torb,ayj

Auckland 1310
Kevin Eric Martin 5 Domain Road,

Weymouth,
Manurewa,
South Auckland 1702

Kevin Francis Barren, P O Box 16039,
Glenys June Barren Tamatea,

Napier 4030
Kevin George 32 Marlborough Street,
Winchester Greymouth 7801
Kevin Miltpn Matich 54;Jellicc!eRoad,
- •••-.•"-;;x .:.-, Rt̂ wait̂ |f0; .
Kevin <Wil||ap Braid, 1% r̂araQanaRoad,
Yvonne Bizabeth Debprah Bay,
Braid, KW Braid RD;5,
Family Trust Pprt.Chalrners 9005
Klaus-waiter. Rp Bw&l 1172,
Muehlhoff Auckland-Mail Centre 1030
Lady Marcella Fishing 4A Clerke Place,
Limited New Plymouth 4601
Laurence Henry PO Box 87179,
Robertson Meadowbank,

Auckland 1130
Laurence Wenry $$$gff£\7Q;
Robetrteprv - Mie,||o)|b̂ nk,'

Auckland 11,30
Lawrence John P 0 Box 97,
Beamish Whitianga 2856
Legacy Fishing 94)Mjltp[jJerrace,
Limited Pjpfpn.73^72
Leigh Fisheries R D 5,
Limited Warkworth 1241
Leonard George C/-;KPejers<
Pinny ' Rodewild Hart Chartered Accountants,
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PO Box 13380,
Tauranga'3001,

Leslie Henry P O Box 5130,
Horncastle Nelson 7015
Leslie Raymond 45 Shelly Beach Road,
Adams RD1,

Shelly Beach,
Helensville 1250

Lloyd Pearson StubbsC/- Postal Centre,
Paparoa 1240

Lyttelton Trawling Co P O Box 47,
Limited Lyttelton 8033
MacDonald, Allan 29 Kaka Road,
Charles & South Bay,
MacDonald, Karen Kaikoura 8280
Joy
Makorori Holdings 19 Makorori Beach,
Limited R D 3,

Gisborne 3821
Malcolm Frank P O Box 85,
Anderson Waiuku 1730
Malcolm Leslie Tubb 8*Kaurf:S,tre,et;

TiniaaMJeOI
Malcolm Robert RD1,
Pinkney Kohukohu 570
MaJco;lto Robert; ,
Pinpiy V-C^ '-"'
Martgpnuî Ffskeries P0 Box 136, -
Lira(t£d< 5 - fi „ ' Mangdntti%®557- >
Marion Lynette 63 Norbiton Road,
Morris, Estate of Foxton 5551
Kevin Charles Morris
Mark Alen Semmens 2 Edge Street,

Onerahi,
Whangarei 121

Mark Cecil Robertson 8&B0y.d,Road,
, - • • - '-RJD^?--1' ' " • • • '

, -,, I?tikek0he.ji8,00
Mark Clifton 40 A Wood Bay Road,
Humphries Titirangi,

Auckland 1007
Mark Donald Fraser 6 Webber Street,

Paraparaumu,
Wellington 6450

Mark Douglas 27 A Skinner Street,
Bamford New Plymouth 4601
Mark Douglas ^MS ĵnter̂ fr̂ et,
Bamfprdj Wflliam New .Plymouth 4601
John Bamfdrd
Mark Hlingworth 97-Thompson Road,

* RD1," :
Warkworth 1241

Mark Ronald Aislabie,1599 East Coast Road,
Lorraine Florence R D 3,
Aislabie Pokeno1872
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Mark Warren
Donaldson
Mary Anne Couldrey

Mate Franicevich,
Radaslava
Franicevich
Maurice Ronald
Pulford
Maurice Wayne
Sveistrup
Max Kapua Brown

Max Marine Limited

McDonald & Brown
Limited

Melvern Leonard
Firearm , ? -'':'
Michael Beeching

Michael Cameron
Mitchell •

Michael Gordon
Wilson

Michael Joe
Macedonski

Michael John
Thorburn

Michael Patrick
Wallace-. -
Michael Robert
Matich
Michael Sclanders
TaylorTErusit̂ pennis
Mfcr^elianiSfeF-',
Family ;;Tr|[st,JBevan
Howard De Berry
Family Trust
Michael Timothy Te
Maiharoa

Micheal,Edward
Taylor
Miladin Boskovic,
Mara Boskovic,

259388_1/jm

RD4,
Warkworth 1241
RD.5,
Papakura,
South Auckland 1015
194 Beach Road,
Onerahi,
Whangarei0101
12 Centennial .Drive,
Whitranga 2856
209 Tararu Road,
Thames 2801
92;:Ranfuriy;Road,
Manurewa,
South Auckland t703
6 Taumata Place,
Tauranga 3001
58 Moutere Highway,
RD2,
Upper Moutere 7152
PO,Box59, r"
Masjgonuif;557
18AEiverRoad,
Whakatane 3080
C/- Dpnal Boyle,
P.Q Box 101:23,
Bayfair,
Mq.unt Maunganui 3030
244 Te Mata Road,
RD1,
Raglan 2051
24 Centreway Road,
PortWaikato,
RD5,
Tuakau 1892
296 Cemetery Road,
Maunu,
Whangarei 121
P;0>Box<14, .
Gbromandel 2851
30 Jellicoe Road,
Ruawai 1240
P=Q«Bpx;1i3p70,,
Jorif)sio|iyille, -
WpHingtoni6032

Moeraki,
RD2,,
Palmerstpn 9061
26 Churcrier Street,
Fejlding ,5600:
P O Box 632,
Auckland 1030



Robert Cobb
Mitchell Fisfting
Company Limited
Moana Fishing
Limited

274b Otipiia Road,
Timaru 8601
P O Box445,
Auckland^ 030

Moana Pacific Quota P O Box 445,
Holdings Limited Auckland 1030
Moore, David Robert P O Box 352,
& Moore, Wendy
Anne
Murray William
Lambert

Warkworth 1241

23>3ennetXStreet,
Port Albert,-
Wellsfotd .1242
29 kitchener Street,
Wanganui East,
Wanganui 5001

N & H White Limited 40 Havelock Street,
Riverton 9654
4 Edwin-Mitchelson Road,
Muriwai Beach,
RD1,
Waimauku 1250

Nathanial Paul Davey 7 pla$sfctf̂ 0ad,
•-* 'Vr-fc'-tllX IW.I-*

Murray William
Watson

Nathan Darrell
Adams

Neil Abraham CleaverC/- Janette Ann Harper,
Taranaki Abattoirs,
3396 Mountain Road,
Stratford 4700

Neil-Douglas Hughes 4£feeByABe£ehr
' > ' '- R;DeV!V" >~

.. v .;. :̂ i3§vjjle1250.,,
Neil Edward RD1,
Chamberlain Te Kopuru,

Dargaville 0300
Neil Jphn Matheson, 7, Lfxicence Road,
Ric r̂d ArthcihSuFch fclapi&?ide$

P O Box 38009,
Wellington Mail Centre,
Wellington 6332
5 London Quay,
Picton 7372

Nelson Fisheries
Limited

Nelson Ranger
Fishing Company
Limited
Neville Peter Lang

NlcholasrEari £©fox25r ,
Sciascfa, . Porarfgah£u;4176
Noel Kenneth HassanR D 2,

Awanui Straight,
KaitaiaSOO

Noel Raymond TaylorP 0 Box.247,
Manjonui;0557
71 Waimapu Pa Road,
Tauranga 3001
101 Kelso Lane,
Coromandel 2851

Norman Ranui
Waaka
0 A McRae Fishing
Limited
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P O Box 144,
Lyttelton 8033
P O Box 692,
Timaru8615
Levels,
RD4,
Timaru 86,21
C/- C Pascoe,
Loganburn Station,
RD4,
Ranfurly 9071
PQBox28,
Picton7372
P O Box 5086,
Dunedin9015
£•;€> Bo>tf2135,
Ahujirir- - ,
Nipter4p30

Pacifica Seafoods PO Box 8696,
(Christchurch) LimitedRiccarton,

Christchurch 8034
PdSox.SJSj;
"Dunedim9p*15 ,
31 Somerset Road,
Springvale,
Wanganui 5001

Ocean Fisheries
Limited ,
Ocean Pioneer
Limited
Odey Fishing
Company Limited

Okiwa Holdings
Limited

Oliver David
McManaway
Otakou Fisheries
Limited
Pacific Trawling
Limited

Pacifica Seafoods
(Dunedinj Limited
Papa Pounamu
Limited

Patrick William
Bloomfield

4 Marion Place,
Motueka7161

PauV l̂atv^ohnson,- 1;875/Pourerere:Road,
Ann Stuart Johnson ,%.p̂ ,;;

"~"afe
Paul/̂ nftony
Btirg^ssv<; Wytraftga'S
Paul John Robertson C/- Scythian Fishing Ltd,

P O Box 37,
Houhora 550

Paul Martin Veal 445.Ta$u^Goroglen Road,
' ' n rvt '"•' "'

Paul Rikiriki Dewes

Pelco NZ Limited

Peter AHart Thorburn,
Gail Anne Thorburn

Peter Antony Yardley

Peter Carr Millar

Peter Hunter, Pauline

T,hames;282̂
61 Murdock Road,
Kaiti,
Gisborne 3801
P OBox4472,
Mt Maunganui South,
Tauranga 3030
4t;B^apps.Road,
Rd//C > • " - ' -
Ng.afea2852
RD1,
Maungaturoto 0581
Te Ngaere Beach,
RD1,
Kaeo471
54 Te-ngawai Road,
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Pleasant Point,
Timaru 8772
PCI Box 3,
Waiwera 12140
PO Box 10123,
Bayfair,
Mount Maunganui 3030
136 Stevensons Avenue,
Sawyers Bay.,
Dunedin 9001
67 Solan Drive,
RD3, .
vyalmau^u,'./
Auckland 1250
Flaxmill Bay,
RD1,
Whitianga 2856

Peter William Hughes 31 James McLeod Avenue,
Shelly Beach,
Helensville 1250

Phillip Henry Clow, 43 Orua Lane,
Charrriaine Verah Hotwatep Beach,
Clow

Gwennyth Hunter

Peter Multrus

Peter Raymond
McKinnon

Peter Robert Davis

Peter Stuart Ashby

Peter Thomas
Herbert

Physalie Marine
Services Limited

,J?3£56
7̂ 31 Tajsafau Gorge Road,Phillip-Raymond

Hawkins
Wellmgtp^6jO©5
PO Box2013,
Stoke,
Nelson 7030

Platinium Corporation P O Box 12068,
Limited Ahuriri,

Napier 4030
Ponderosa Holdings P O Box 61,
Limited Coromandel 2851
Prietor, Trevor MurrayUrjeterwood Road,
&,PriGtpr, Alwyn
Murray
Pursuit Fishing
Limited

Quentin Russell
Sanderson

R J & J E Butts
Limited
Ray John Ashby

Raymond Errol
O'Callaghan

Raymond Frank
Yearbury
Raymond Walter

259388_1/jm

RD3,
Willgfoc41.242
R.Q Bfic«67;6,
PojttN< [̂sarjf .
NeliprV?Q3'0 ,
Campbell Road,
RD2,
Kaeo 0471
517 Abel Tasman Drive,
Takaka7172
1911 South Head Road,
RD1,
Helensville 1250
PO:Box142,
Bayyiew,
Na|lier,4p15
PO Box 170,
Whitianga 2856
p:OBoxS7,



Turnbull - Awanui_0552
Remi, Laurence 37 Fosters Road,
Trevor & Remi, CassyR D 1,
joy Mangonui 557
Rex Douglas Hays 113 Dominion Road,

Papakurar
Auckland 1703

Rex Graham Smith 113 Back Miranda Road,
RD6,
Waitakaruru,
Thames 2821

Rex SamueLSellers 17 Shelley-Beach Parade,
CpckteBay;, ?
Hqwiek,- \. „>;
AuektandM705

Richard Anthony P O Box 7136,
McLeod Nelson 7015
Richard Brenton P O Box 4048,
Cleverly Kamo,

Whangarei 131
Richard Colin Booker 3 Hill Crescent,

Papakura,
South Auckland 1703

Richard Hill .- C ÎAcJCay Hill,

Richard James,CfeaIf39tS|iutfe:B9y Parade,,
KatkduplSJSO

Richard John Avery 541 Ryan Road,
Te Arai,
RD5,
Wellsford 1242

Richard John Walker 3 W|eards Road;
, W|iywptrth,, «- ;

•-- , • Ma|uFe,wai"̂ , - -
- SioutkAwcklarvd 1702

Richard Taylor 185 Egmont Street,
Patea5181

Richard William 10 Kawau Grove,
Verrent Waikanae 6454
Robert Bruce Billings Main Road,

Waitakaruru,
RD6,
Thames 2801

Robert Bruce POBox17,
Matthews Ahipara551
Robert ten Parker, 484/f$Garvy Road,
Margaret Ann Parker Whakaipoe3Q80
Robert McClean 38 Southampton Street,
Beggs Christchurch 8002
Robert Paul Johnson 95 Rrirfcess Street,

• . '• wiilraWese,
Robert Wayne 1 Marine Parade,
Kusabs Tower 1 Apartment 8A,

Mount Maunganui,
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Robert William
Saunders
Robin Leonard
Beardsell

Roderick Owen
Lockett

Rodney Grant Stock

Rodney Roy
Christensen

Roger Paul Allan

Tauranga 3002
3 Moana Road,
Plimmerton 6006
Cf- Davor Antunovich,
19 Corban Avenue, *
Henderson,
Auckland 1008
14 Didsbury Drive,
Waihi Beach,
Waihi 2980
PO Box 426,
Thames. 2815
South Road,
RD2,
Waipu254
1.2 Park Avenue,
tjt̂ ht|Pag;,;

RonaldHarvey Perry

Ronald John Hunter,
Lalita Hunter

Ronald John Matich

Ronald John
Smerdon

Ronald Lament
Bowman

Ronald-Leslie Baker

Ronald Robert Brown

Rongo Marie Limited.

Rosandich, Ivan
Graem^&',-
Rosandich, Lynne
Ross Godfrey
Gardner, Karine
Vigdis Gardner
Ross Steven Coppell

Royden Garth
Fearnley
Russel James
Wingrove
Russell John
Chesnutt:
Sanderson & Sons
Fishing Co Limited

p,C*Boxri53;
Leigtv124i; v;<!
49 Campbell Road,
Maraetai,
Auckland 1701
28 Jellicoe Road,
Ruawai 1240
66 Whitehead Avenue,
RD3,
Te Puke 3071
37 William Denny Avenue,
Westmere,
Auckland 1002
PO$OX76.. . ,\
NJangoriuhSS? '
22 Marblewood Grove,
Pukekphe 1800
lOaOllfWharfRpad,
Moiu$^7«t:'
R;0^B>x?g39>
Wafkwoiiri 1241

17 Meeanee Quay,
Westshore,
Napier 4001
Wetland AccQuntancy Limited,,p,(--'— •-•
Gp
POBoxl,
Kaikoura 8280
P 0 Box 1057,
Tauranga 3030
PO Box 128,
Cbromaridet 2851
Totara North Road,
Totara North,
Kaeo0471
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Sanford Limited P O Box 443,
Auckland 1015

Sea Harvest 1191 Hauraki Road,
Properties Limited R D 1,

Paeroa 2951
SeaBee Holdings 45 Te Ngaio Road,
Limited Mount Maunganui,

Tauranga 3002
Seafood Investments P O Box 138,
Limited Lyttelton,

Christchurch8015
Sealord Group P O Box 11,
Limited Ne1son7Q15
Seaqueen Fisheries 25 Domain Terrace,
Limited Greymouth 7821
Sebala Fisheries P O Box 298,
Limited Mangonui 0557
Serene Fishing Co 242 Trie-Esplanade,
Limited Kajkfcura 8280,
Simunovieh Fisheries P Q Bo* 91331,
Limited, Auckland 1030
Southern Scallops P O Box 483,
Limited Dunedin 9015
Star Fish Supply P CXBox/12028,
Limited Napjer,4030>
Stauntqn InvestmentsP p4BoxH9554,
Lirriited : Christchurch 8030
Stella Fisheries 47 Flanders Avenue,
Limited Onekawa,

Napier 4001
Stephen John 254 Whites Road,
Winchester Ohoka,

RD2,
Kaiapoi 8252

Stephen Leslie Lowe P 0 Box 156,
Leigh 1241

Stephen PauLBolton, 575.MaipKi Dawns Road,
' ' . ' • ' ,fcD^ ;̂/,,., '

Sptirigt>ar)fc,
Raiigioi;â 254

Stephen Peter Keven Road,
Morrison Waiau Pa,

RD4,
Pukekohe 1800

Stephen Scott:Gread,,4J35 Maja^uf Road,
Susan Ann Giead "Rt<B-2,v fj'z

•-• —- - K t̂ikati'3063
Stephen Thomas 226/3 Te Atatu Road,
Lines Te Atatu,

South Auckland 1008
Steve Craddock P 0 Box 43,
Lange Mangonui 557
Steye Little 40 Gpre. Street,

Straight Arrow ^Q Box;9739,
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Holdings Limited

Straight Arrow
Holdings Limited

Susan Fishing Co
Limited
Talleys Fisheries
Limited
Te Runanga 0
Whaingaroa
Teone Martin Taiaroa

Terrence Lyall Olsen

The Estate Of Bruce
Wayne Chaffey

s.JCf „ ' ,
- -;"«;:•,'-•- ,*-'- '

The Estate Of David
Brent O'Gorman
The,€state©f
MichaeljDayid Clark

Theo Bakker

Thomas Albert
Fisfoburn

Thomas Stephan
Hunt
Thomas Weiss

Timothy David Rout,

Timothy Lane
Brosnahan

Timothy Mark
Goodyer
Timothy Mqteod Hall

Timothy, Robert
Sintes

Tissiman Bros
Limited

Tony Alan Mullins

Marlon Square,
TeAro,
Wellington 6015
P O Box 9739,
Marion Square,
Te Aro,
Wellington 6015
SAthol.Place,
Timaru8601
P O Box 5,
Motueka 7161
P O Box 88,
Kaeo 0471
C/- Trawler Fishing,
P O Box 2171,,
South Dunedin 9030
R317;- , .
CambndgevRoad,
Tauraflg&3021 '
C/-Rsl^Serve,
P O Bo^297;
Wepipgfen'6015_
RD2,
Kaitaia 0500
IMich MeNab Kilpatrick,
pJOfox f̂,
W|i,ar̂ gSVei!G11;5
Beach Road,
Birdlings Flat,
Little River 8162
.MpiJrl^leasant,
R*D%- • - -•
BJe|̂ efm7321
POBox64,
Kaitaia 500
P O Box 449,
Nelson 7015
TahenMteadj

Wharag r̂ei:0121
PO Box 17241,
Karori,
Wellington 6033
65 Rowley Crescent,
Blenheim 7301
Ti pQiritRoad,

Waiî qrtn1241
1,8 Tern JStreet,
Soythshore,
Christchurch 8007
14 Canterbury Street,
Lyttelton,
Christchurch 8012
P O Box 33,
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Treaty of Waitangi
Fisheries
Commission
Trevor Malcolm
Jackson

Ahipara 0551
P O Box 3277,
Wellington 6015

44 McLarin Road,
Glenbrook Beach,
RD1,
Waiuku 1852

Trevor Vincent Frear C/- John Patrick Jameson,
Thomas Richard & Co,

United Fisheries
Limited
Urwin & Company
Limited
Vautier Shelf
Company No. 14
Limited
Victor Robert King-
Turner

PQ:Box$1009,
Whehuapai 1230
PO Box 11288,
Christchurch 8030
PQBpxS,
BliM503-
PO Box 156,
Silverdale,
Auckland 1462
PO Box 10-047,
The Wood,
Nelson 7015
P-OaBox64,
KaifsQuraB&M)
39 NoH^afislfill Road,

Waitapu Fishing Co
Limited

Virgo Fisheries
Limited
Vlatkovich;Stan&
Vlatkovictv Peter

AuSklanfHPpe '
Glenview Road,
Emergency Services Number 440,
RD1,
Takaka 7172

Walton, John Lewis &410A Richmond Street,
Low, David Thames 2801
Warren Charles Dick 35 Shelly Beach Road,

Helensville,
Auckland 1250
Ota Petal Road,
ROM •': '•• -;
'^aeo^l'-v^ v • :
48 Parkhurst Road,
RD1,
Helensville 1250
19 Fairfield Street,
Pukekohe 1800

Warwick Lloyd
Goodman

Wayne Mark
Kostanich

Wayne Terrence
Howell
Wellington Trawling PQ Box 220©;
Co Limited Wef ngtorî OiS
Welsh Farriers 25 Sirrah Street,
Limited Okitu,

Wainui Beach,
Gisborne 3801

Western Bay Fishing C/-,25HoJcombrooke Lane,
Limited. R..D5/ ^'

Welcome Bay,

Westfleet FishermensP O Box 180,

259388_1/jnn



Co-Op Limited
Whangarei Foods
Limited
William Allan
Thompson

William Bernard
Poole, Marion: Isabell
Poole
William George
Harvey

William Harry Boyd
Parrott

William John Eyton

William Patrick
Rawlinson

William Rewi-Wetini

Windtanz Enterprises
Limited

Yvonne Michelle
Baricevich

Greymouth7815
PQ Box 1001,
Whangarei 0115
P O Box 2377,
Stoke,
Nelson 7030
Mqeraki,
RD2,
Palmerston 9061
Kia-ora Road,
30 RD,
Cormacks,
Oamaru 8921
PO Box 6021,
Brockfield,
Tauranga 3030
paBox142,
Leigh,
Warkworth^241
33 Percival Avenue,
Matua,
Tauranga 3001
C/- Dorah Fisheries,
P O Box 104,
Kawhia 2451
8 Tudor Place,
Mt Maunganui,
Tauranga 3002
1000 Tararu Road,
Thames 2801
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